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ABSTRACT
Because of the switching action, power electronics converters are potentially large
EMI noise sources to nearby equipment. EMI filters are necessary to ensure
electromagnetic compatibility. Conventional discrete EMI filters usually consist of a
large number of components, with different shapes, sizes and form factors. The
manufacturing of these components requires different processing and packaging
technologies, of which many include labor-intensive processing steps. In addition, due to
the parasitics of discrete components, high-frequency attenuation of the filter is reduced
and the effective filter frequency range is limited. As a result, discrete EMI filters are
usually bulky, high profile, and have poor high-frequency performance. With an aim to
solving these issues, this study explores the integration of EMI filters. The goal is to
achieve a smaller size, lower profile, better performance and reduced fabrication time and
cost via structural, functional and processing integration.
The key technology for EMI filter integration is planar electromagnetic integration,
which has been a topic of research over the last few years. Most of the previous
applications of this technology for switch mode power supplies (SMPSs) were focused on
the integration of high frequency power passive electromagnetic components, such as HF
transformers, resonant/choke inductors and resonant/blocking capacitors. Almost no work
has been done on the subject of EMI filter integration. Since the major function of EMI
filters is to attenuate, instead of propagate, energy at the switching frequency and its
harmonics, the required technology and design objectives are very different from those of
other components. High-frequency modeling of the integrated structure becomes more
essential since the high-frequency performance becomes the major concern. New
technology and a new model need to be developed for EMI filter integration.

To bridge this gap between existing technologies and what is necessary for EMI filter
integration, this dissertation addresses technologies and modeling of integrated EMI
filters. Suitable integration technologies are developed, which include reducing the
equivalent series inductance (ESL) and equivalent parallel capacitance (EPC), and
increasing, instead of reducing, the high frequency losses. Using the multi-conductor
lossy transmission-line theory, a new frequency domain model of integrated LC structure
is developed and verified by experimental results. Through detailed electromagnetic
analysis, the equations to calculate the required model parameters are derived. With the
developed frequency domain and electromagnetic model, the characteristic of integrated
LC modules can be predicted using geometry and material data.
With the knowledge obtained from preliminary experimental study of two integrated
EMI filter prototypes, a technology is developed to cancel structural winding capacitance
of filter inductors. This can be realized by simply embedding a thin conductive shield
layer between the inductor windings. With the resultant equivalent circuit and structural
winding capacitance model, optimal design of the shield layer is achieved so that EPC
can be almost completely cancelled. Applying this technology, an improved integrated
EMI filter with a much simpler structure, a much smaller size and profile, and much
better HF performance is designed, constructed and verified by experiment. The
completed parametric and sensitivity study shows that this is potentially a very suitable
technology for mass production.
The integrated RF EMI filter is studied, as well. Its frequency domain model is
developed based on multi-conductor lossy transmission-line theory. With the model
parameters extracted from the finite element analysis (FEA) tool and the characterized
material properties, the predicted filter characteristic complies very well with that of the
actual measurement. This model and modeling methodology are successfully extended to
study the RF CM&DM EMI filter structure, which has not been done before. To model
more complicated structures, and to study the interaction between the RF EMI filter and
its peripheral circuitry, a PSpice model with frequency dependent parameters is given.
Combining the structural winding capacitance cancellation and the integrated RF
CM&DM EMI filter technologies, a new integrated EMI filter structure is proposed. The
iii

calculation results show that it has the merits of the two employed technologies, hence it
will have the best overall performance.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1. EMI filters for switch mode power supplies
1.1.1. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
Environmental electromagnetic pollution has been a serious problem for electronic
and electrical equipment for years. Any electrical or electronic device is a potential noise
source to its environment. High-level electromagnetic disturbances may cause electrical
and electronic devices and systems to malfunction in a common electromagnetic
environment. A piece of equipment is considered electromagnetically compatible only if
its effects are tolerable to all other equipment operating in its environment. To ensure this
compatibility, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) becomes an important engineering
discipline. In order to achieve EMC, disturbances should be considered from two distinct
points of view: electromagnetic emission (EME) and electromagnetic susceptibility
(EMS) [1] – [5].
Although it first emerged as a serious issue in telecommunications, electromagnetic
interference (EMI) problems are also found in other applications. With the rapid growth
and spread of power semiconductors and power electronics systems, interference levels
on power systems have increased significantly in intensity and frequency of occurrence.
Fig. 1-1 shows the assorted high frequency (HF) disturbances by frequency content. The
EMI noise frequency range of highest concern for power electronics systems is conducted
radio frequency disturbance, gauged from 150 KHz to 30 MHz.

Fig. 1-1 Classification of electromagnetic disturbance by frequency [1]
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Over the last decade, power electronics systems have steadily moved toward
integration, modularization, standardization and planarization to improve the electric and
thermal performance with reduced size, weight and cost. These are driven by improved
semiconductor components and circuit topologies, increased switching frequency, and
advanced packaging and integration technologies [6] – [11]. Though higher switching
frequency helps to reduce converter size, weight and cost to some extent, it also increases
EMI concerns [12]. Advanced packaging and integration technologies [13][14] make it
possible to squeeze more components into a small space, while more considerations
regarding EMI are required for power electronics circuit design [15][16].
1.1.2. EMI for power electronics converters
The basic operation of electronic power processing is the switching function to
control the flow of electromagnetic energy through the converters. The switching
function, however, is also the major mechanism of electromagnetic noise generation,
which implies that a power electronics converter is potentially a large noise source to its
vicinity. So far, there has been a lot of research on reducing EMI noise during switching
transitions. Quite a number of them have focused on improving circuit topologies by
applying soft-switching technologies, and active or passive snubbers [17]-[22] to
suppress the HF EMI noise. Recently there has been more research work concentrating
on developing advanced semiconductor devices, such as SiC diode and cool-MOS, with
improved switching characteristics. For example, because the SiC shottcky diode has
almost no reverse recovery problem, the switching noise is greatly reduced even without
using complicated circuit topologies [23][24]. However, the noise at switching frequency
and its harmonics are inherent to the switching function, which cannot be alleviated by
soft-switching techniques or advanced semiconductor devices. Therefore, research on
modeling and improving the EMI characteristics of power electronics converters by using
appropriate circuit layout and input filter design is necessary [25] – [31].
EMI filters are placed between the power line and the input of the converter to
attenuate common mode (CM) and differential mode (DM) switching noise [32], as
illustrated in a typical distributed power system (DPS) structure, shown in Fig. 1-2. The
DPS front-end converter consists of a power factor correction (PFC) converter followed
2
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Fig. 1-3 Schematic of EMI filter

by a DC/DC converter. The PFC converter converts the input AC voltage to 400 V DC
output, while the DC/DC converter steps this 400 V DC down to 48 V DC to supply
power to all the load converters [33][34]. To meet the EMI standard (EN55022 Class B),
there is always an EMI filter in front of the PFC converter to prevent CM and DM noise
propagating from the PFC side to the AC line. Fig. 1-3 shows a typical EMI filter
structure for this application. Normally the EMI filter occupies about 15% - 20% of the
overall system size. As the volume and profile of the front-end converter gets smaller, the
physical size of the EMI filter also needs to be reduced.
1.1.3. Issues regarding conventional discrete EMI filters
Modeling, characterization, design and optimization of EMI filters are always
challenging tasks for power electronics engineers. A lot of work has been done regarding
EMI filter design and optimization [35] – [48]. Conventionally, EMI filters are
implemented by using discrete components, which raises some issues. First, because of
the existence of parasitics of the discrete components, such as the equivalent parallel
capacitance (EPC) of the inductors and the equivalent series inductance (ESL) of the
capacitors, the effective filter frequency range is normally below a few MHz. Some
analysis shows clearly that the HF characteristic of EMI filters is mainly determined by
parasitics. Second, the parasitics caused by the filter layout further impairs the filter
performance at high frequencies. Hence, the design of the EMI filter layout requires
extreme care and special expertise. Third, this type of EMI filter consists of a fairly large
number of components, each of which involves different processing techniques. Some of
them may require labor-intensive processing steps. These components are functionally
and structurally separated. This requires excessive material and manufacturing time. Last,
because the components of a discrete EMI filter vary in type, value, size and form factor,
3
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considerable space is taken by interconnections between components, which leads to
inefficient utilization of space. In order to improve HF characteristics with a compact size
and low profile, and to achieve structural, functional, processing and mechanical
integration to reduce manufacturing time and cost, planar electromagnetic integration
technology is proposed for EMI filter design.

1.2. Principle of electromagnetic passive integration
In most power electronics converters, the total size and profile of the system are
largely determined by that of the passive components. Electromagnetic integration
technology has been a topic of research to increase power density in the past few decades,
which can be best described by first considering a simple bifilar spiral winding as shown
in Fig. 1-4(a). This structure consists of two windings (A-C and B-D), separated by a
dielectric material. This resultant structure has distributed inductance and capacitance,
and is an electromagnetically integrated LC-resonant structure, for which equivalent
circuit characteristics depend on the external connections (Fig. 1-4(a)). More complex
integrated structures can be realized by adding more winding layers, which is illustrated
with an integrated resonant transformer structure (L-L-C-T) in Fig. 1-4(b) and (c). the
design of these structures requires a deliberate increase and modification of naturally
existing structural impedances to realize a particular equivalent circuit function – for
example the increase of the intra-winding capacitance to form the LC resonant structure.
The classical term “parasitics” therefore no longer applies, and all the higher-order
impedances are rather referred to as “structural impedances” [14].

1.3. Previous work on passive integration in Power Electronics
There have been applications of passive integration technologies in power electronics,
such as the original bifilar structure [66] – [69], the cascaded transmission lines structure
[72], the planar spiral winding integrated LC structure [49] – [58], as well as the more
advanced multi-cell [59] and stacking structures [60]. Among these integration structures,
a lot of attention has been devoted to low-profile structures with high power density, such
as the planar spiral winding integrated LC structure. These structures have been applied
to resonant converters, PWM converters and other applications such as snubbers and low
pass filters, as will be described shortly.
4
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Fig. 1-4 (a) Spiral integrated LC structure with distributed
capacitance and possible external connection configurations, (b)
simplified equivalent circuit, and (c) exploded view [14].

1.3.1. Applications in resonant converters (L-L-C-T)
The developed technologies for integrated passive components have mostly been
implemented for resonant converter applications [49]-[54]. The 500 W 1 MHz full-bridge
LLC resonant converter shown in Fig. 1-5 is an example [49], in which the LC resonant
tank and the high frequency power transformer have been integrated into a planar module,
as illustrated in Fig. 1-6. It can achieve about 90% efficiency at 1 MHz switching
frequency, and the power density is about 30W/cm3.
1.3.2. Applications in PWM converters (Passive IPEM)
The developed passive integration technologies can also be applied to non-resonant
PWM converters [55] – [58]. In this application, the planar passive integration and planar
C
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D
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91m m

B
Fig. 1-5 Schematic of 1MHz LLC resonant

C om plete m odule

Fig. 1-6The integrated passive module [49]

converter [49]
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Fig. 1-7 (a) Cross section, (b) reluctance diagram, and (c) exploded view of non-resonant spiral integrated
passive structure with integrated magnetics.

integrated magnetics technology were combined to integrate all of the high frequency
passive components in a 1 kW asymmetrical half-bridge DC/DC converter (AHBC) for a
DPS system. The circuit diagram of AHBC is shown in Fig. 1-7 (a). The current-doubler
inductors and the isolation transformer are not magnetically coupled, but can be
integrated into two separate structures by splitting the isolation transformer, and utilizing
the equivalent magnetizing inductances to realize the current doubler inductors (reflected
to the secondary side). These two magnetic structures can in turn be integrated into one
physical structure through integrated magnetics technology. A cross-section, reluctance
diagram and exploded view of this resultant first generation spiral integrated passive
module are shown in Fig. 1-7(b-c). The I-core shares the flux for both of the integrated
modules LLCT1 and LLCT2, and the AC flux is partially cancelled in the shared I-core as
shown in Fig. 1-7(b). The relatively large DC decoupling capacitor is integrated into both
the primary windings of the structure, using very high permittivity (εr > 12000) ceramics
(Fig. 1-7(c)). This integrated module has a much smaller size and profile, much better
thermal characteristics and a comparable electrical performance as the discrete baseline.
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1.3.3. Other applications
Other applications of planar passive integration technology in power electronics
include output filters and RC snubbers [61] – [65]. S. J. Marais studied the lowpass filter
configuration of integrated LC structures in [61] and [62]. Another example given in [65]
is the planar passive integration technology used for output filter and RC snubber
integration. The output stage of the converter is shown in Fig. 1-8. The 3D assembly of
the integrated output filter, RC snubber and the output diode bridge are shown in Fig. 1-9.
Promising experimental results showed that voltage stress and parasitic ringing can be
greatly reduced, as illustrated in the compared voltage waveforms shown in Fig. 1-10 and
Fig. 1-11.

1.4. Aim of this study
1.4.1. Electromagnetic integration of EMI filters
While the electromagnetic passive integration technology has been investigated and
applied in power electronics for years, EMI filters are still implemented using discrete
components. To bridge this gap, this study aims to integrate EMI filters using the

Fig. 1-8 Output network [65]

Fig. 1-9 3D structure of component [65]

Fig. 1-10 RC snubber disabled [65]

Fig. 1-11 RC snubber enabled [65]
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available passive integration technologies. As will be discussed later, with these
established technologies, the electromagnetic characteristics obtained from the
aforementioned integrated power passive modules are not suitable for the integration of
EMI filters, because these modules are optimized for storing and processing
electromagnetic energy at switching frequency. On the other hand, EMI filters have to
attenuate electromagnetic energy at switching frequency. Thus, in this research work,
special integration technologies, modeling and design methodologies will be developed
for the integrated EMI filters to achieve smaller size and profile and better highfrequency characteristics.
1.4.2. Research work covered in this thesis
The rest of this dissertation will be organized as follows:
Chapter 2 will give a brief analysis of the issues of discrete passive components and
discrete EMI filters. The effects of different parasitic parameters on filters’ high
frequency characteristics will be discussed.
Chapter 3 will focus on the integrated EMI filter implementation. Implementation
requirements are categorized, and the appropriate integration technologies are explored.
In Chapter 4, modeling of fundamental integrated LC structures will be discussed
since HF modeling is essential in order to understand and design integrated EMI filters.
An improved frequency-domain model using multi-conductor lossy transmission-line
theory is studied. To calculate the impedance and admittance matrices, detailed
electromagnetic modeling will be provided.
In Chapter 5, the experimental assessment of two integrated EMI filter prototypes
shows the achievements of smaller size and lower profile, but the high frequency
performance yet to be improved.
Chapter 6 will introduce the developed structure winding capacitance cancellation
method, followed by the detailed modeling and parametric study. Applying this
technology, an improved integrated EMI filter structure will be presented and verified
experimentally.
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In Chapter 7, frequency domain modeling of RF EMI filter will be discussed, and a
correlation between the calculated and measured results will be shown. Based on this
study, a new integrated EMI filter structure is proposed combining all the developed
technologies. It will be shown that it has the smallest size and best performance of all
available technologies.
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Chapter 2: DISCRETE EMI FILTERS AND THEIR ISSUES
2.1. Introduction
Because EMI produced by switch mode power supplies usually exceeds acceptable
levels, the emissions must be reduced. In most practical cases, noise suppression is
accomplished by using lowpass filters. For instance, a typical L-type lowpass filter, as
shown in Fig. 2-1; used to attenuate high frequency noise, Z1 (in the series path), which
requires high impedance; is normally implemented by inductor. Meanwhile, low
impedance characteristics are required for Z2 (in the shunt path), which is normally
implemented by capacitors. To obtain desirable high-frequency (HF) attenuation, the HF
characteristics of the filter elements are critical.

2.2. Parasitic parameters of EMI filter components
EMI filter elements are subject to two basic requirements: they have to safely tolerate
the nominal operating voltage and current of the electrical equipment, and their HF
characteristics must not vary with frequency. It is necessary to understand the HF
characteristics of filter elements in order to design EMI filters. EMI filter elements cannot
be simply considered ideal within their frequency reduction bands. In the frequency range
of 150 kHz to 30 MHz, the equivalent circuit of EMI filter elements becomes a two- or
four-terminal network containing several components. Characterization of EMI filter
elements at HF should be based on analysis of the entire equivalent circuit.
2.2.1. Parasitic parameters of filter capacitors
A real capacitor is not pure capacitance (even at low frequencies), since the leakage
resistance of the isolation and equivalent series resistance (ESR) cannot be neglected in
either case. In addition, at higher frequencies, the effect of stray inductances should also

1

Z1

2
Z2

1'

2'

Fig. 2-1 Schematic of general low-pass filter
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be taken into account. The characteristics of a real capacitor can be described by the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2-2. The impedance of the capacitor, ZC, is stated as
follows:

RS
− ω 2 LC
RP
RP
Z C = R S + jω L +
=
1
L
1 + jωR P C
+ jωLC + jω (
+ RS C )
RP
RP
1+

(2-1)

Neglecting Rp, eqn. 2-1 is simplified to the form :
Z C ≈ R S + jω L +

1
jω C

(2-2)

With the frequency increasing, the impedance of real capacitors will be determined
more and more by the parasitic inductance L instead of the capacitance, which means the
real capacitors behave more like an inductor than a capacitor at high frequencies. For real
capacitors, a resonant frequency can be defined as:

ω02 =

1
LC

(2-3)

The impedance of a real capacitor is RS (ESR) at resonance frequency. The
impedance as a function of frequency, defined by eqn. (2-1), is shown in Fig. 2-3. As
seen from the curve, the capacitor can be regarded as capacitance only in the frequency
range labeled ωc.
As the frequency and the applied voltage increase, the value of the dielectric constant
and associated capacitance C may decrease. Sometimes this fluctuation is significant and
cannot be neglected.
Rs

L

Zc

C

Rp

Fig. 2-2 Equivalent circuit of capacitor
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Fig. 2-3 Impedance versus frequency of capacitors [1]

2.2.2. Parasitic parameters of inductors

Noise-suppression inductors can be well characterized in a wide frequency range by
the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2-4. The resistance in the equivalent circuit
represents the losses of the coil. Parasitic effects on higher frequencies, resulting from the
stray capacitances between turns and layers, cannot be neglected. Although the parasitic
capacitance is distributed, a parallel-connected concentrated capacitor provides a suitable
approximation. The impedance of the inductor according to the equivalent circuit is:
ZL =

R + jωL
1 − ω 2 LC + jωRC

(2-4)

At low frequencies, impedance ZL is dominated by inductance, and at DC it is equal
to RS. At a certain frequency (defined as self-resonance frequency ω0=

1
LC

), the

inductor L resonates with the parallel capacitor C, and the impedance ZL reaches its
maximum, as shown in Fig. 2-5. At higher frequencies, the impedance of the choke

C

L

Rs
ZL

Fig. 2-4 Equivalent circuit of inductors
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Fig. 2-5 Impedance versus frequency of inductors [1]

decreases because the parallel capacitor dominates; i.e., the inductor acts like a capacitor.

2.3. Discrete EMI filter structure and equivalent circuit
The schematic of a typical EMI filter is shown in Fig. 2-6 (a). The photograph of a
prototype is shown in Fig. 2-6 (b). The EMI filter consists of a common mode (CM)
choke, a differential mode (DM) inductor, two CM capacitors (so-called Y-caps) and two
DM capacitors (so-called X-caps).
To prevent a threat of electrical shock for personnel handling the equipment, the
safety standards relating to the use of Y-caps are much stricter than those applied to Xcaps. The capacitance of Y-caps is limited by the leakage current according to different
safety standards for different applications, normally within a range from 1 nF to10 nF.
Therefore, Y-caps are normally single layer ceramic disk capacitors. X-caps do not pose
a threat of electrical shock to personnel. However, the input power factor can be greatly
reduced if the X-cap is too large. Therefore the X-cap capacitance is usually within a
range from 0.1 µF to 1 µF. Normally, multi-layer ceramic capacitors (MLC) or
polypropylene film capacitors are used for X-caps.
Since the DM power current also passes through the filter, EMI filters are required to
exhibit high impedance for CM signals but low impedance for DM signals. This is
accomplished by using a CM choke. A CM choke consists of identical windings placed in
a closed core. For DM excitation (i1 = -i2), the flux generated by the currents in the two
13
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windings is cancelled in the core; hence, only the leakage inductance is observed. For
CM excitation (i1=i2), the equivalent circuit is reduced to two coupled inductors in
parallel, which exhibits high impedance for CM noise. Because the amplitude of CM
noise current is usually very low, the magnetic core can be made without an air gap,
using high permeability ferrite materials. The CM inductance ranges from 1 mH to 5 mH.
In practice, the inductance of the DM inductor cannot be very large because the DM
power current will excite the ferrite core, and high inductance will cause core saturation
or require a large core size. The DM inductance is usually within a range from 10 µH to
20 µH. Normally the DM inductance can be implemented by utilizing the leakage
inductance of the CM choke; hence, a separated DM inductor is not necessary.
Under CM and DM excitations, the equivalent circuits are different, as shown in Fig.
2-7 (a-b), respectively. It is found that the CM equivalent circuit is an L-type lowpass
filter, while the DM equivalent circuit is a π-type lowpass filter.

2.4. Measuring HF characteristics of EMI filters
In widely accepted practices, EMI filters can be evaluated by transfer gain (TG) or
insertion loss (IL).
½ LDM

LCM
1

2

Cy
Cx
Cy

1'

2'
LCM

½ LDM

(b)

(a)

Fig. 2-6 (a) Schematic of EMI filter (b) Photo Photograph of a discrete EMI filter prototype

LDM

LCM
1&1'
0

2Cy

2&2'

1

Cx

1'

0

Cx

2
2'

(b) DM equivalent circuit

(a) CM equivalent circuit

Fig. 2-7 equivalent circuits of EMI filter
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The CM or DM equivalent circuits of EMI filters can be represented by a fourterminal network, shown in Fig. 2-8. Its transfer gain is defined as:
U
TG = 20 log( 2 )
U1

(2-5)

The insertion loss is expressed by the ratio of two powers:

IL = 10 log(

P1
)
P2

(2-6)

I2

I1
1
U1

Four-terminal
network

2
U2

1'

2'

Fig. 2-8 Four terminal network representing CM and DM filters

2.5. Impacts of parasitic parameters on characteristics of EMI filters
As mentioned before, inevitably every EMI filter element has parasitics, such as EPC
of the inductors and ESL of the capacitors. When mounting the filter components on a
board and connecting them with wires and traces, ESL and EPC will change, caused by
the electromagnetic coupling between the filter components and interconnection wires
and traces. As far as these parasitics are considered, the first order approximation
equivalent circuit of EMI filters is shown in Fig. 2-9.
EPC
LCM

½ LDM
ESL

ESL

ESL
Cy

Cx

Cy

Cx

ESL
LCM

½ LDM

EPC

Fig. 2-9 Equivalent circuit of EMI filter with parasitic parameters
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To illustrate the impacts of parasitics on HF characteristics of EMI filters, the CM
and DM transfer gains of a discrete EMI filter prototype are measured, as shown in Fig.
2-10 and Fig. 2-11.
On the measured CM transfer gain curve shown in Fig. 2-10, f0 is the corner
frequency of the filter, determined by the CM inductance and the Y-caps capacitance. At
f1, the measured gain curve diverts from the ideal curve, caused by the self-resonance of
the CM choke, resulting in reduced HF attenuation. The HF attenuation is further reduced
starting from frequency f2, where the Y-cap resonates with its ESLs. Similar phenomena
can be observed in the measured TG curve shown in Fig. 2-11, except that f1’ is
determined by the self-resonance frequency of the X-caps, and f2’ is determined by the
self-resonance of the DM inductor. From the above observations, it can be concluded that
HF characteristic of EMI filters is actually determined by parasitics.
40
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Fig. 2-10 Measured CM transfer gain
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Fig. 2-11 Measured DM transfer gain
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2.6. Other issues of discrete EMI filters
In addition to the major issue of the inherent parasitics of the discrete EMI filters,
there are some other concerns. Firstly, a discrete EMI filter is composed of separate
components with different sizes and form factors. When putting them together, a large
interconnection space is required because of the unmatched form factors. Poor space
utilization and large overall filter size is expected. Secondly, as low-profile switch mode
power supplies (SMPSs) become more and more common in the current power supply
industry, low-profile EMI filters are also required in order to be compliant with other
components in the circuit. Consequently, the conventional high-profile toroidal CM
choke has to be replaced by planar magnetics. Lastly, the different types of filter elements
are manufactured through different processing, fabrication and packaging technologies,
and are physically separated at point of assembly. Some of the elements, such as the
wire-wound toroidal inductors, require labor-intensive processing steps, resulting in a
long manufacturing time and high cost.

2.7. Summary
In this chapter, high frequency characteristics and parasitics of EMI filter elements
are discussed. Their impacts on HF characteristics of EMI filters are studied. Because of
the parasitics of the elements and the interconnection of wires and traces, attenuation of
discrete EMI filters reduces appreciably at high frequencies. Also, different form factors,
sizes, structures, processing technologies, and packaging technologies of different
components contribute to a large size, high profile, and high cost. These issues are
difficult to solve by using the current discrete-component approach. Passive integration
technologies are developed to integrate EMI filter components into a single module and
to attempt to solve these problems. Details will be presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3: PASSIVE

INTEGRATION

TECHNOLOGIES

FOR

INTEGRATED EMI FILTERS
3.1. Introduction
The planar integrated LC structure consists of alternating layers of conductors,
dielectrics, insulation and ferrite materials that produce an integrated structure with
similar terminal characteristics as the lumped components. The exploded view of an
integrated LC structure was shown in Fig. 1-4(a).The integrated LC winding consists of a
dielectric substrate with conductor windings directly deposited on both sides, thus
resulting in a structure having both sufficient inductance and capacitance. This realizes
the equivalent integrated capacitance as well as the inductance. By appropriately
terminating the four terminals A, B, C and D of the integrated LC winding, the same
structure could be configured as equivalent LC series resonator, parallel resonator or
lowpass filter. To integrate the EMI filter, the LC lowpass filter configuration is used,
where AD is the input port and CD is the output.
The existing integrated LC technologies and design methodologies were mostly
developed for high-frequency power passive components integration in order to achieve
high efficiency and high power density. Since functions and requirements are different
for passive components in EMI filters, special technologies need to be developed for EMI
filter integration.

3.2. Functions and requirements for HF power passive components and EMI
filters
According to the fundamental functionality performed, a typical power electronics
converter can be divided into several function blocks, as shown in Fig. 3-1 [14]. The
switching function is used to control the flow of electromagnetic energy through the
power processor (converter), the conduction function is used to direct the flow
appropriately, while the electromagnetic energy storage function provides energy
continuity at the input and output of the processor. The information function takes care of
the necessary sensing and relates the spatial and temporal action of the first three
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Heat Exchange
Function

Switching
Function

Electromagnetic
Energy Storage
Function

Conduction
Function
Information
Function

Through low
profile, hybrid
planar integration
Power Electronics
Technology

Fig. 3-1 Fundamental functions in electronic power processing [14]

functions. Finally, the heat exchange function maintains the thermal integrity of the
system.
The passive components, including transformers, inductors and capacitors, can be
categorized into the electromagnetic energy storage function block. Within this block, the
HF power passive components should store and propagate the electromagnetic energy at
the switching frequency. Meanwhile, the EMI filters, which also consist of passive
components, should attenuate the electromagnetic energy at the switching frequency and
its harmonics. Therefore, the requirements and constraints for EMI filters are different
from those of other HF passive components.
For HF power passive components, the major constraint is thermal, which eventually
limits the component size. Although integration helps to reduce the component size and
increase the power density, the loss density also increases. To alleviate the thermal
problem, the integrated module normally needs to be designed to minimize the losses,
especially for switching frequency and above. Also, since the important frequency range
of these modules is close to their self-resonant frequency, the high-frequency
characteristics are normally not of great concern.
However, for EMI filters, the requirements are quite different. Firstly, since the
function of the EMI filter is to attenuate the noise at switching frequency and the
harmonics; the fundamental self-resonant frequency of the integrated EMI filter, which is
the corner frequency of the lowpass filter, is normally much lower than the switching
frequency. The high-frequency performance now becomes a major concern for the
component and filter design. Secondly, in terms of losses, high-frequency losses are
desired to dampen the high-frequency noise. Since the power current passing through the
19
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filter is at line frequency, increasing high-frequency losses will not worsen the thermal
problem, as long as the losses at line frequency are kept small.
From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the major technology requirement
for the integrated EMI filter is to improve high frequency performance by reducing EPC
and ESL of the integrated inductors and capacitors, and by increasing-high frequency
losses.

3.3. Material, electromagneti,c structural, and processing limitations
To achieve improved characteristics of EMI filters via an integration approach, the
material, electromagnetic, structural, and processing limitations have to be considered.
3.3.1. Material limitations

The materials used in EMI filters include conductor materials (Cu), high-permeability
magnetic materials (ferrite) for CM chokes, low-permeability material for DM chokes,
high-permittivity dielectric material for DM capacitors, medium-permittivity dielectric
material for CM capacitors, and low-permittivity dielectric material for insulations. To
obtain good performance over a wide frequency, temperature, and excitation field range,
good linearity of the magnetic and dielectric materials is desirable. However, the highpermeability or high-permittivity material normally has very limited frequency,
temperature, and excitation field characteristics. These problems have to be considered
when designing EMI filters. The characteristics of commonly used conductor, magnetic
and dielectric materials are listed in Table 3-1.
TABLE 3-1 MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF USED MATERIALS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

SYMBOL

VALUES

Ferrite core permeability [H/m]

µr

10,000

Dielectric permittivity [F/m]

εr

14000

Insulation permittivity

εi

4

Max. dielectric strength

Ed

2 kV/mm

Max. insulation strength

Ei

20 kV/mm

Max. core flux density

Bmax

300 mT

Conductor conductivity [S/m]

σc

5.8⋅107

Conductor permeability [H/m]

µc

µ0
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3.3.2. Electromagnetic limitations

For any structure with finite volume, there exists stray electromagnetic field. The
energy stored in the stray electric field is represented by structural capacitance, while the
energy stored in the stray magnetic field is represented by structural inductance. Selfresonance of a component is caused by a temporal and spatial energy exchange between
the electric and magnetic fields. Since integration cannot eliminate the stray
electromagnetic field, it can never eliminate the parasitics. This is a physical law with
which electrical engineers must contend. However, with an appropriately-designed
integrated structure and layout, the energy distribution can be changed so that the energy
exchange between electric and magnetic fields can be manipulated. If a zero net-energy
exchange can be achieved, a perfect component can be constructed. This will be a
research subject we are going to study.
3.3.3. Structural limitations

The structural integrity of discrete components is achieved by packaging every
component separately. When integrating the passive components into a single module,
they are structurally and geometrically coupled. Each part of the integrated module needs
to mechanically support the other parts. The integrated inductor and the integrated
capacitor share the same conductor and cannot be separated. The interconnection of
different parts within the module also needs to be carefully designed. To obtain a
mechanically and electrically stable module, structural limitations have to be considered.
3.3.4. Processing limitations

To construct the integrated EMI filters, standard semiconductor and printed circuit
board processing technologies will be used to reduce the labor necessary during the
processing steps. The major processing technologies are: direct metallization (sputtering),
electro-plating, photolithography, chemical or plasma etching, reflow soldering, and laser
cutting. The limits of the current processing technologies are listed in Table 3-2.
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TABLE 3-2 PROCESSING LIMITATIONS
PARAMETERS

VALUES

Minimum ceramic substrate thickness (mm)

0.15

Minimum Ferrite core thickness (mm)

2

Sputtered metal film thickness (µm)

<1

Electric-plated metal thickness (µm)

< 100

Minimum trace width (mm)

1

Minimum distance between traces (mm)

0.5

Minimum insulator thickness (mm)

0.1

3.3.5. Summary

Because of existing material, electromagnetic, structural and processing concerns, the
characteristics of discrete and integrated EMI filters are limited. To overcome these
limitations, special technologies suitable for EMI filter integration have to be developed.

3.4. Implementation of integrated EMI filters
As mentioned in the previous section, the fundamental element of an EMI filter is a
lowpass filter, for both CM and DM excitations. To realize the integrated lowpass filter,
the integrated L-C structure is analyzed and its low-pass filter configuration and
equivalent circuit are derived.
3.4.1. Lowpass filter configuration of integrated L-C structure

The integrated L-C structure is a distributed parameter structure, with conductive and
displacement current existing at the same time. Neglecting losses, the simplified
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3-2(a). For the lowpass configuration shown in Fig.
3-2(b), where AD is the input port and CD is the output port, the conduction and
displacement current distribution is illustrated in Fig. 3-2(c). If an infinitesimal segment
of the integrated L-C winding is considered, as shown in Fig. 3-3, the voltage drop along
the top line (V12) and the bottom line (V1’2’) are given by:

V12 = L ⋅ ∆x

di1 ( x)
di ( x)
+ M ⋅ ∆x 2
dt
dt
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(a) Integrated L-C

(b) Lowpass filter configuration

(c) Conduction and displacement
current distribution

Fig. 3-2 Equivalent circuit of Integrated L-C

1
½C

L

*

½C

M
1'

2

*

2'

L

Fig. 3-3 Equivalent circuit of infinitesimal segment of integrated L-C

V1'2 ' = M ⋅ ∆x

di1 ( x)
di ( x)
+ L ⋅ ∆x 2
dt
dt

(3-2)

where L is the self-inductance per unit length, M is the mutual inductance per unit length.
Since the top and bottom conductors are placed very close together, M ≈ L . According
to Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL), i1 ( x) + i2 ( x) = I in . Equation (3-1) and (3-2) can be
simplified to
V12 = V1'2 ' = L ⋅ ∆x

dI in
dt

(3-3)

Knowing this equation, the voltage distribution along the length of the integrated L-C
structure can be determined, as shown in Fig. 3-4, where
X

VB =

∫

x =0

L

dI in
dI
dx = L ⋅ X in
dt
dt

VC = Vin − VB = Vin − L ⋅ X
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D
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Fig. 3-4 Voltage distribution alone integrated L-C

Since along the winding length, the voltage on both top and bottom conductors vary
linearly with the same slope, the voltage difference between the top and bottom lines
(V11’, V22’…) is a constant, which is defined as:
VTB = Vin − VB = Vin − L ⋅ X

dI in
dt

(3-6)

Hence, the displacement current density is also constant, given by:
I dd = C

dV
d 2 I in
dVTB
= C ( in − L ⋅ X
)
dt
dt
dt 2

(3-7)

The total displacement current is:
X

IC =

∫ I dd ⋅ dx = C ⋅ X (

x =0

d 2 I in
dVin
− L⋅ X
)
dt 2
dt

(3-8)

And the output current is equal to:
I O = I in − I C

(3-9)

When comparing this to the terminal characteristics of an L-C low pass filter, shown
in Fig. 3-5, where

VA = Vin

(3-10)

I A = I in

(3-11)
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Fig. 3-5 Lumped L-C low pass filter

VC = Vin − L f

IC = C f

dI in
dt

dVC
dV
d 2 I in
= C f ( in − L f
)
dt
dt
dt 2
I O = I in − I C

(3-12)

(3-13)

(3-14)

It is evident that when L ⋅ X = L f and C ⋅ X = C f , the distributed network has the
same terminal characteristics as the lumped L-C lowpass filter, under the first order
approximation. This low pass filter configuration of the integrated L-C structure will be
the fundamental function block for EMI filter integration.
3.4.2. Implementation of integrated CM filters

Under CM excitation, the EMI filter can be simplified to two low pass filters in
parallel. Hence, the integrated CM filter can be realized by two integrated L-C windings,
as shown in Fig. 3-6. In Fig. 3-6, the two integrated L-C windings are both configured as
lowpass filters and they are closely magnetically coupled. Under the first order
approximation, the equivalent circuit corresponding to Fig. 3-6 is shown in Fig. 3-7
3.4.3. Implementation of integrated DM filters

The equivalent circuit of DM filters is a π-type lowpass filter, which has a small filter
inductance (10 µH – 20 µH) and two large filter capacitances (0.1 µF – 1 µF). Similar to
the discrete EMI filters, the DM inductance can also be realized by utilizing the leakage
inductance of the integrated CM choke. The planar CM choke provides more flexibility
for controlling the leakage inductance, which is achieved by inserting additional magnetic
material between windings, as illustrated in Fig. 3-8. Without changing the number of
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A
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D

Fig. 3-6 Two integrated L-C connected as CM filter

Fig. 3-7 Lumped equivalent circuit

LCM
Leakage
layer

LCM
Fig. 3-8 Implementation of DM inductance

turns of the CM inductor, the leakage inductance can be varied by tuning the permeability
and effective area of the inserted magnetic material. This gives an opportunity to
decouple the design of the CM and DM inductors.
The DM capacitor can be implemented by another integrated LC winding connected
as capacitors. It can be a simple, one-turn or a partial-turn winding, as shown in Fig. 3-9.
3.4.4. Integrated EMI filter implementation

The schematic to illustrate the integrated EMI filter composition is shown in Fig. 3-10.
The exploded view of the physical structure is shown in Fig. 3-11.

3.5. Technologies to improve high frequency characteristics of integrated EMI
filters
With the lowpass filter configuration of the integrated L-C structure, the EMI filter
can be integrated into a single, planar module. One of the major goals of EMI filter
integration is to improve the high-frequency characteristics of integrated EMI filters. To
achieve this, special technologies need to be developed, including the technologies to
reduce equivalent parallel capacitance (EPC), to reduce equivalent series inductance
(ESL), and to increase high-frequency losses.
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Fig. 3-9 Implementation of DM capacitance

Leakage layer

Fig. 3-10 Integrated EMI filter composition

DM Cap CM choke Leakage
and CM
Layer
Cap

Fig. 3-11 Physical structure of an integrated EMI filter

3.5.1. Technologies to reduce EPC and their limitations

The EPC of filter inductors is normally the main parasitic parameter that impairs the
high-frequency performance of the EMI filter. It is always necessary to minimize EPC.
As shown in the well-known parallel plate capacitance calculation equation C=ε0εrA/d,
capacitance can be reduced by varying three parameters: reducing plate area A; increasing
distance between plates d, and reducing relative permittivity εr of the dielectric material.
These principles can be applied to the integrated EMI filter.
3.5.1.1. Reducing equivalent plate area

The equivalent plate area of EPC can be reduced by reducing the conductor width of
the integrated L-C winding. To maintain the same conductor cross-section area so as to
maintain the same loss at line frequency, the conductor thickness needs to be increased
accordingly. This implies that a narrow, thick conductor shape is desirable for integrated
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EMI filters. This is quite different from the requirement of other planar magnetic
components, where a thin, wide conductor shape is always preferred. This is because for
an integrated EMI filter the equivalent parallel capacitance, instead of the high frequency
loss, is the major concern. By using narrow and thick conductors, the high-frequency
winding loss is also increased, since the skin, proximity, edge, and fringing effects are all
enhanced. This is also preferable in order to dampen high frequency noise.
3.5.1.2. Increasing distance between plates

Increasing the distance between plates can be achieved by increasing insulation layer
thickness.
3.5.1.3. Reducing relative permittivity of insulation material

Reducing εr can be achieved by inserting an “air spacer” between winding layers
instead of using the normal insulation material since the relative permittivity of air is
approximately 1, while the relative permittivity of other widely-used insulation materials
is in the range from 4 to 10. However, there is no solid “air spacer” at room temperature;
winding with “air spacer” is not a mechanically stable structure and it is not feasible.
Therefore the staggered winding structure shown in Fig. 3-12 is proposed. The
conductors and the thin insulation materials on their surfaces provide the mechanical
support to form the “virtual air spacer”.
3.5.1.4. FEA simulation evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the EPC-reducing technologies, the EPC of the five
single winding structures shown in Fig. 3-12(a-d) are calculated by using the finite
element analysis software Ansoft Maxwell 2D Electrostatic Field Solver. Each figure in
Fig. 3-12(a-d) is the cross-section view of a half winding window of E38/8/25 ferrite
cores. The dark rectangles are the cross-sections of spiral winding conductor. All the
conductors have the same dimensions, which are 1.2 x 0.3 mm2. The relative permittivity
of the materials used in the simulation is given in Table 3-3.
The structure shown in Fig. 3-12(a) is the original structure, which has two winding
layers and six turns per layer. The first winding layer is an integrated LC winding,
consisting of a thin copper winding, a ceramic layer and a thick copper winding. The
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second winding layer is a normal copper-foil winding. The thickness of the insulation
kapton between winding layers is 0.1 mm. The structure shown in Fig. 3-12(b) is similar
to that of Fig. 3-12(a), except the insulation kapton thickness is increased to 0.5 mm. The
structure shown in Fig. 3-12(c) replaces kapton in Fig. 3-12(b) with air. The structure
shown in Fig. 3-12(d) is the staggered winding structure. To achieve non-overlapping
windings, the total number of winding layers is increased to four and the number of turns
per layer is reduced to three, accordingly.
Assuming a linear voltage distribution along the winding length, the equivalent
capacitance is calculated based on equation Ce=2WE/V2, where WE is the stored electric
field energy and V is the winding terminal voltage. The calculation results are given in
Table 3-4. It is evident that the EPC of the proposed staggered winding structure in Fig.
3-12(d) is more than 9 times smaller than that of the original structure shown in Fig.
3-12(a).
TABLE 3-3 MATERIAL PROPERTIES USED IN SIMULATION
MATERIALS

FERRITE

AIR

COPPER

KAPTON

CERAMIC

εr

12

1

1

3.6

84

TABLE 3-4 CALCULATED EPCS OF FIVE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURE

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

EPC (pF)

93.6

23.8

10.3

10.7

3.5.1.5. EPC of coupled windings

The calculated capacitance in Table 3-4 is the EPC of a single winding. For CM
chokes, there are two magnetically-coupled windings, hence the total equivalent
structural winding capacitance will be increased. The equivalent circuit of two coupled
windings with winding capacitance is shown in Fig. 3-13. Under common mode
excitation, the equivalent circuit can be simplified to Fig. 3-14. The equivalent winding
capacitance of the coupled windings is:

Ce = C1 + C2 + C3
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Winding window

Ferrite
Air
Ceramic
Copper
Kapton

(a) Original structure

(b) Increased insulation thickness

(c) “air spacer”

(d) staggered winding

Fig. 3-12 FEA Simulation model of different winding structures

where C1 and C2 are the winding capacitances of each winding, and C3 is the structural
capacitance between windings. So the EPC of the CM choke is at least the sum of the
EPCs of each winding. The FEA simulation model of a planar CM choke is shown in Fig.
3-15, with a staggered winding structure for each winding. The calculated EPC under CM
excitation is 20.1 pF.
To reduce the increased EPC caused by magnetic coupling, the two windings of CM
chokes can be interleaved. Under common mode excitation, the two interleaved windings
can be regarded as a single winding from an electrostatic point of view. Hence the total
equivalent winding capacitance will be equal to the structural capacitance of a single
winding. Fig. 3-16 shows a structure in which the staggered and interleaved winding
techniques are combined. With the same material and geometry parameters, the
calculated equivalent winding capacitance is only 8 pF.
3.5.1.6. Limitations

Using the above technologies, structure winding capacitance of integrated EMI filters
can be effectively reduced. However, the staggered and interleaved winding will not only
increase the total winding thickness, but will also complicate the winding structure,
resulting in reduced mechanical stability and increased construction time. Furthermore,
the leakage inductance is also greatly reduced because of the interleaved windings. An
additional inductor is needed to implement the required DM inductance. These factors
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Fig. 3-13 EPC of two coupled windings

Fig. 3-14 Simplified circuit under CM excitation
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Fig. 3-15 Two staggered windings not interleaved
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Fig. 3-16 Staggered and interleaved windings

limit the proposed EPC reducing technologies. A better solution to reduce EPC without
compromise other characteristics is to cancel or neutralize the structural winding
capacitance, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
3.5.2. Technologies to reduce ESL and their limitations

The magnetic energy stored in a capacitor and its associated interconnection trace
loops can be represented by the equivalent series inductance (ESL). The ESL of a
capacitor normally consists of the self-inductance, the lead inductance, and the
interconnection loop inductance. Fig. 3-17 shows a typical connection of a discrete filter
capacitor, in which L1 represents the self-inductance of the capacitor, L2 represents the
lead and interconnection inductance, and L3 and L4 represent the input and output trace
loop inductance, respectively. In practice, the magnetic coupling between the input and
output trace loops cannot be ignored. Assuming the mutual inductance is M, L3 and L4
can be decoupled by applying the decoupled T equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig. 3-18.
Considering the magnetic coupling of L3 and L4, the equivalent series inductance of the
capacitor is given by:

Le = Lc ± M

(3-16)

where M = k ⋅ L3 L4 and k is the coupling coefficient. The plus or minus signs are
determined by the coupling direction.
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M
L3

L2

L4

L1
C
Fig. 3-17 ESL of a capacitor

Fig. 3-18 Decoupled equivalent circuit

The conventional solution to minimize ESL is always focused on minimizing the lead
and interconnection trace length, the input and output loop inductance, and the magnetic
coupling among them. Another method of utilizing the mutual inductance to cancel ESL
has been studied [40]. This is achieved by changing the coupling direction of the input
and output loops and tuning the loop inductances. When the two loops are reversely
coupled and M is equal to Lc, ESL can be completely cancelled. This method has been
applied to discrete lowpass filters and promising results have been shown [40]. However,
in reality, because the magnetic flux generated by the interconnection loops is a
complicated 3D structure, and it is closely related to the layout and the nearby
components and circuits, no appropriate model is available. Even 3D finite element
simulation will not be adequate. The design is almost based on “trial and error” and a
good cancellation effect is difficult to achieve.
For integrated EMI filters, the equivalent capacitor is implemented by the distributed
capacitance of the integrated L-C winding. To reduce ESL, the self-inductance and
interconnection inductance have to be reduced or shifted. The integrated L-C is a fourterminal network. Different connection types of this four-terminal network will give a
different ESL of the equivalent capacitor. The ESL of integrated L-C with 3 different
connection methods is studied, as described below.
3.5.2.1. L-C series connection

Fig. 3-19(a) shows the simplified equivalent circuit of an integrated LC winding
connected as a LC series resonator, where L1 and L2 are the self-inductance of the top and
bottom conductor, respectively. Normally they have the same value L; M is the mutual
inductance of L1 and L2; L3 and L4 are the lead inductances. The distributed capacitance is
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represented by two lumped capacitors C1 and C2,, each is half of the equivalent
capacitance C. All the losses are overlooked at this time to simplify the analysis.
After the circuit transformations shown in Fig. 3-19(b) through Fig. 3-19 (d), it is
evident that the ESL of the equivalent capacitance is equal to:

ESL = M +

(L − M )
+ L3 + L4
2

(3-17)

Normally the top and bottom conductor windings are closely coupled, M ≈ L. The selfinductance of the winding is much larger than the leakage and the interconnection
inductance. Therefore, in this case, ESL is approximately equal to L.
3.5.2.2. Two-point capacitance connection

Another method of connecting integrated L-C windings as a capacitor is the normal
two-point connection method, shown in Fig. 3-20(a), where A and B are the two
terminals of the integrated L-C winding. In this case, as shown in the circuit
transformations shown in Fig. 3-20(b) to Fig. 3-20(d), the ESL is given by:

ESL = L3 + L4 + Ls

(3-18)

where Ls = L – M is the leakage inductance. It is evident that the ESL is much smaller
than the previous case since it is only the sum of the interconnection and leakage
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Fig. 3-19 derivation of ESL of L-C series connection
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inductance.
In the previous two cases, the interconnection inductance is always in series with the
equivalent capacitor. It lowers the self-resonant frequency of the capacitor and reduces
the high-frequency attenuation. To solve this problem, the four-point transmission line
connection method is proposed.
3.5.2.3. Four-point transmission line connection

In this case, as shown in Fig. 3-21(a), the integrated L-C winding is connected as a
transmission line, where its four terminals A, B, C and D are all utilized. By using the
circuit network theory, the four-terminal network shown in Fig. 3-21(a) can be
represented by its Z-parameter T-equivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 3-21(b), where Z1, Z2
and Z3 are given by:
jωLs
LC
1−ω 2 s
2

(3-19)

jωLs
LC
1−ω 2 s
2

(3-20)

1
1
⋅
jωC 1 − ω 2 Ls C
2

(3-21)

Z1 = jωL3 +

Z 2 = jωL4 +

Z3 =

L3
1
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2
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A *
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C

1
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k

B *
L4

1

D

L4

C2 *

L2
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Fig. 3-20 Derivation of ESL of two-point capacitor connection
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Fig. 3-21 Equivalent circuits of 4-point transmission line connection

Usually the leakage inductance is very small. The equivalent circuit can be simplified
to Fig. 3-21(c). It is interesting to see that the lead and interconnection inductance has
been moved out of the capacitor branch. It implies that the ESL for this case is only the
self-inductance of the capacitor. Hence, its high-frequency characteristics are improved.
3.5.2.4. Insertion loss simulation

To evaluate the above connection methods, the insertion losses of the integrated L-C
winding under these configurations are simulated by using PSpice. The schematic is
shown in Fig. 3-22. The component parameters are given in the schematic as well and
they are typical values of a practical circuit. The simulated insertion losses are shown in
Fig. 3-23. It is shown that the integrated L-C with a four-terminal transmission line
connection has much better high frequency characteristics. It is also evident that the
most-often used L-C series connection method for other power passive components
integration cannot be used at all because of the high ESL.
3.5.2.5. Experimental verification

To verify the effectiveness of the 4-point transmission line connection method in a
practical circuit, a one turn integrated LC winding has been tested in a lowpass filter
circuit. The filter inductor is an external 500 µH discrete inductor. The filter capacitor is
implemented by using the integrated L-C winding, connected with a 2-point capacitor
connection method and a 4-point transmission line connection method, respectively. The
schematic of the test circuit is shown in Fig. 3-24(a-b). The values of the components are
also given in the same schematics.
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Fig. 3-22 Schematic of insertion loss simulation

Fig. 3-23 Simulated insertion losses comparison
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Fig. 3-24 Schematic and parameters of measured low pass filters

The transfer gains of the filter were measured by using a HP-4194A impedance/gainphase analyzer. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 3-25. It is shown that the 436
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Fig. 3-25 Measured transfer gains of low pass filters

point transmission line connected capacitor has about 3 times higher self-resonant
frequency than that of the 2-point connected capacitor, which indicates a 9-fold ESL
reduction.
3.5.2.6. Limitations

The four-point transmission line connection method for the integrated L-C can move
the interconnection and lead inductance out of the equivalent capacitance branch.
Therefore, its high frequency characteristics can be improved. However, by connecting
the integrated L-C winding as a transmission line, not only the noise current flows
through the capacitor plates, but the power current will also flow through them. As a
result, thicker metallization will be needed.
3.5.3. Technologies to increase HF Losses and the limitations

As previously stated, high loss at high-frequency and low loss at line-frequency are
preferred for integrated EMI filters. The narrow and thick conductor shape and the
staggered winding technologies to reduce the EPC also enhance the skin, proximity, edge,
and fringing effects; hence the high-frequency winding losses are increased. To further
increase the high-frequency winding losses, a multi-metal metallization technology is
proposed, as will be discussed in the following sections.
3.5.3.1. Principle of multi-metal layers to increase HF losses

Instead of using pure copper, conductors can be constructed with different metal
layers. Fig. 3-26 shows one of the configurations, where the square copper conductor is
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coated with a thin nickel layer on the top and bottom surfaces. Since current always picks
the lowest impedance path, most of the line-frequency power current will still flow in the
copper layer, resulting in low loss at low frequency. At high frequency, because of the
skin and proximity effects, CM and DM noise current will flow in the top and bottom
nickel layers, respectively. The conduction loss will increase almost exponentially as the
normalized conductor thickness ∆ = d /δ increases. The skin depth δ is given by:

δ=

1

(3-22)

πfσµ

where f is the signal frequency (Hz), σ is the conductivity (S⋅m-1) and µ is the
permeability (H⋅m-1).
Since nickel has about 4 times higher resistivity and 100 – 600 times higher
permeability than that of copper, its skin depth is much smaller than that of copper at the
same frequency. For example, at 1 MHz, the skin depth of pure copper is about 66 µm,
while the skin depth of pure nickel is only 5.4 µm. This results in high AC resistance for
both CM and DM noise.
To evaluate this technology, Maxwell 2D Eddy Current Field Solver is used to
calculate the conduction losses of the structure shown in Fig. 3-26. The material and
geometry parameters of the simulation model are given in Table 3-5. The simulated CM
and DM current densities in the copper and nickel conductors are shown in Fig. 3-27(a-d).
The excitation frequency is 100 kHz. The calculated AC resistance of the multi-metal
layer conductor as a function of frequency is shown in Fig. 3-28(a-b) for DM and CM
excitations, respectively.
It is evident that for this winding and core configuration, the nickel-copper-nickel
conductor composition can effectively increase high-frequency losses.
3.5.3.2. Multi-metal metallization for staggered and interleaved winding structure

For integrated EMI filters, in order to reduce structural winding capacitance, a
staggered and interleaved winding structure will be used. This will introduce a strong
two-dimensional magnetic field, caused by the enhanced proximity, end, and edge effects.
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Therefore, a copper conductor with a thin nickel layer only on top and bottom surfaces,
which can effectively increase HF conduction loss under a one-dimensional magnetic
field, will not be adequate. This is because under a two-dimensional magnetic field, the
high-frequency current will crowd at the corners instead of the surfaces. To increase HF
conduction loss for this structure, the nickel layer will have to cover all the surfaces of
the copper conductor.
TABLE 3-5 MATERIAL AND GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF 2D SIMULATION MODEL
CONDUCTOR TYPE

COPPER

NICKEL

Thickness (µm)
Width (mm)
Conductivity (S⋅m-1)
Relative permeability (H⋅m-1)

300
1.2
5.8e7
1

25
1.2
1.47e7
600

Ferrite

vacuum
nickel
copper
nickel

Fig. 3-26 Maxwell 2D simulation model of two copper conductors covered by nickel

(b)Ni-Cu-Ni winding, DM excitation

(a) Pure Cu winding, DM excitation
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(c) Pure Cu winding, CM excitation
(d) Ni-Cu-Ni winding, CM excitation
Fig. 3-27 Current distribution in pure Cu winding and Ni-Cu-Ni winding at 100 kHz
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Fig. 3-28 Winding AC resistance as a function of frequency

To evaluate this, the AC winding loss of an integrated EMI filter structure (which will
be detailed in Chapter 5) is studied by using the FEA software Maxwell 2D Field Solver.
The winding structure is shown in Fig. 3-29. Three types of conductor configurations are
studied, as shown in Fig. 3-30. The simulated current distributions of a pair of conductors
at 500 kHz of configuration (b) (Ni only on top and bottom surfaces) and (c) (Ni on all
surfaces) are shown in Fig. 3-31(a-b). The calculated losses are shown in Fig. 3-32. It is
found that configuration (b) can not effectively increase the high-frequency winding
losses. In configuration (c), where nickel covers not only the top and bottom surfaces but
also the side surfaces, the winding loss at 1 MHz is increased more than 10 times, which
suggests great potential for the proposed technology.
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Cu: 0.3 mm
σ=5.8e7 Ω-1/m

(a)

µr = 1

(b)

Ni: 25 µ m
σ=1.47e7 Ω-1/m
µr = 600

(c)
Fig. 3-29 An integrated EMI filter structure

Fig. 3-30 Three types of conductor configurations

(a) Nickel layer only on top and bottom

(b) Nickel covers all the surfaces

Fig. 3-31 Current distribution in a pair of conductors of (b) and (c) at 500 kHz
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Fig. 3-32 Comparison of calculated winding losses

3.5.3.3. Limitations

Multi-metal metallization technology can effectively increase HF conduction loss.
However, to cover the conductor surfaces with nickel, additional processing steps have to
be added, which will cause an increase in manufacturing time and cost.
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3.6. Summary
In this chapter, the different functions and requirements of passive components for
EMI filters and of other power passive components are explored. Instead of minimizing
losses, improving high frequency characteristics and shrinking size are the major goals
for EMI filter integration. This requires minimizing the structural parameters, such as
EPC and ESL, and increasing HF losses. To integrate EMI filters, the integrated
implementation of filter components, based on the lowpass filter configuration of planar
integrated L-C technology, is discussed. Technologies to reduce EPC, ESL and to
increase HF losses are studied. Staggered and interleaved winding structure, the 4-point
transmission line connection of capacitor, and multi-metal metallization technologies are
proposed and evaluated. Simulation results show that these technologies can effectively
reduce parasitics and increase HF losses. Hence, they have good potential of improving
HF characteristics of integrated EMI filters. The limitations of these technologies are also
discussed. They must be taken into account when designing integrated EMI filters.
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Chapter 4: ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING OF INTEGRATED
LC STRUCTURES
4.1. Introduction
The fundamental element of integrated EMI filters is the integrated LC structure. To
understand the HF behavior of integrated EMI filters, HF modeling of integrated LC
structure is essential. This chapter will start from the frequency domain modeling of the
basic 2-conductor integrated LC cell by using the multi-conductor lossy transmission-line
theory. The models to calculate the line parameters will be discussed next, including the
Microstrip line model and the one-dimensional eddy-current analysis. The non-linear
properties of magnetic and dielectric material will also be discussed. Finally, the HF
modeling will be verified by experimental results of a few samples.

4.2. Previous models of integrated LC cells
4.2.1. Review of previous work on integrated LC models

Ever since the appearance of the first integrated LC component [66][67], a good deal
of work has been done on the subject of modeling. The modeling methods can be
categorized into two groups: the lumped parameter model by Reeves [66][67], P.N.
Murgatroyed [68], Stielau [69] and M. Ehasni [70]; and the distributed model by Kemp
[71], M. Smit [72][73] and L. Zhao [74] – [78].
4.2.1.1. Lumped Parameter Models

Reeves modeled the inductor-capacitor hybrid structure he proposed in [66][67] as
two coupled inductors with two capacitors in between, shown in Fig. 4-1. As a general
model, a load ZL is added across terminal B and C. The impedance ZAD varies with load
impedance. For example, a series resonator and a parallel resonator can be achieved by
making the load open-circuited or short-circuited. The impedance across terminal A and
D is given by:
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Fig. 4-1 Reeves’ lumped parameter model for LC hybrid [66][67]

Z AD ( s ) =

Z
4
+ ZL) + L
sC
sC
2
s( L + M ) +
+ 2Z L
sC

s ( L + M )(

(4-1)

Reeves’ model is based on first order approximation. Only the fundamental resonance
can be predicted. High-frequency characteristics cannot be described because highfrequency zeros and poles are not modeled.
Murgatroyed’s model [68] is an alternative to Reeves’ model, as shown in Fig. 4-2.
Since it is also based on first order approximation, its accuracy is about the same as that
of Reeves’.
Stielau [69] uses more passive components (shown in Fig. 4-3) to describe the
integrated structure, hence his model can be accurate in determining up to the third
resonant frequency.
Ehsani [70] uses a transformer-based structure to model the integrated LC, as shown
in Fig. 4-4. The two conductors of the integrated LC are viewed as the primary and
secondary windings of a classical transformer. The series LC model can be derived if
seen from terminal 1 and 4, as shown in Fig. 4-5. Compared with Stielau’s model shown
in Fig. 4-3, it is found that Ehsani’s model is actually equivalent to Stielau’s if the
resistances are neglected. The advantage of Ehsani’s model is that it can be easily
extended to model the integrated L-C-T structure by adding an additional third
transformer winding, as shown in Fig. 4-6.
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Fig. 4-2 Murgatroyed’s lumped parameter model for LC hybrid [68]

Fig. 4-3 Stielau’s lumped parameter model for LC hybrid [69]

Fig. 4-4 Ehsani’s transformer based model for LC hybrid [70]

Fig. 4-5 Simplified equivalent circuit for Series LC connection [70]

4.2.1.2. Quasi-Distributed Parameter Models

The integrated LC structure has also been modeled by quasi-distributed parameter
networks, as described in [71] by Kemp and in [72] by Smit, Ferreira and van Wyk.
Basically the entire structure has been divided into a number of identical cells. Each cell
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Fig. 4-6 Transformer based model for integrated L-C-T [70]

Fig. 4-7 Quasi-distributed model of integrated LC [72]

consists of an RLC network similar to Reeves’ model. Fig. 4-7 shows the model
described in [72]. The accuracy of this model is determined by the number of cells and
the accuracy of the model parameters of each cell. Unfortunately, the determination of
the cell parameters is not provided in the paper.
4.2.1.3. Generalized Transmission Structure Model by L. Zhao

L. Zhao developed a generalized transmission structure model for integrate LC
structures in his PhD dissertation [74] – [78]. Different from the equivalent circuit of a
classical transmission line structure (shown in Fig. 4-8), Zhao’s model takes the
impedance of the signal return path, as well as the magnetic coupling between the
forward and return paths into account, as shown in Fig. 4-9. Based on this structure, he
solves the differential equations analogous to those of the classical transmission lines.
The general solutions are in the following form:
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Fig. 4-8 Conventional transmission line

Fig. 4-9 Generalized transmission line structure [74]

⎧
V ( x) = Va e −γx + Vb e γx
⎪
⎨ I 1 ( x) − I 2 ( x) = I e −γx + I e γx = Va e −γx − Vb e γx
a
b
⎪
Z0
Z0
2
⎩

(4-2)

where γ is the propagation coefficient, defined by

γ = zy = 2[ R + jω ( L − M )][G + jωC ] = α + jβ

(4-3)

Z0 is the characteristic impedance
Z0 =

z
2[ R + jω ( L − M )]
=
y
G + jωC

(4-4)

Va and Vb need to be determined by boundary conditions.
Applying this model, Zhao calculated the impedance across terminal A and D of a
planar integrated structure when terminal B and C is loaded with an impedance ZL, as
shown in Fig. 4-10. The impedance ZAD is derived, given by:
Z L{
Z AD =

1
1
[ R + jω ( L + M )]l [ R + jω ( L + M )]l
2
2
+
[
]}
+
+
+
sinh(γl ) tanh(γl )
Z0
ZL
sinh(γl ) tanh(γl )
1
1
[ R + jω ( L + M )]l 2Z L
+
+
+
sinh(γl ) tanh(γl )
Z0
Z0

Fig. 4-10 Planar integrated LC cell with load [74]
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By extending this model, Zhao analyzed a practical spiral winding integrated LC
module, shown in Fig. 4-11. The calculated and measured results are shown in Fig. 4-12
and Fig. 4-13, respectively. The calculated characteristics match the measurement results
very closely.
4.2.1.4. Summary

To model the high frequency characteristics of integrated EMI filters, the lumped
parameter and quasi-distributed parameter models are obviously not sufficient. Zhao’s
model is so far the best model and works very well; it does have some shortcomings,
however.
1. Zhao’s model derivation is based on the assumption that the physical length is much
shorter than the wavelength of the structure so the linear conduction current
distribution can be assumed;

Fig. 4-11 A practical integrated LC module modeled by Zhao [78]

Fig. 4-12 Calculation result [78]
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Fig. 4-13 Measurement result [78]

2. It requires tedious equations derivation for every structure and every change of
boundary conditions. Deeper understanding of the structure is hindered by the
complex solution form and lack of physical meaning;
3. For complicated multi-conductor structures, the numerical solution becomes very
difficult since the [Y] matrix in his model is theoretically singular. Therefore, solving
the convergence problem is always the key point to get the result, as will be shown
in Chapter 7;
4. The loss model needs to be improved.
Therefore, a new frequency domain of integrated LC structures is developed in this
study to understand the frequency response of integrated EMI filters and to facilitate the
design process.

4.3. Frequency domain modeling of integrated LC structure by coupled lossy
transmission-line theory
4.3.1. Two-conductor lossy transmission-line model

The structure of a 2-conductor planar integrated LC cell is shown in Fig. 4-14. Fig.
4-15 shows the cross-section at x-y plane. The previous models only consider two
conductors and treat them as a four-terminal two-port network. However, if the common
ground surrounding the two conductors is considered, as shown in Fig. 4-16, this
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c
d

1
Cm

I(z)
y

2

z

a

x

b

Fig. 4-14 Planar integrated LC cell

Fig. 4-15 Cross-section of integrated LC cell

C10
1

V 1(z)

I1(z)

V 2(z)

I1(z)

C20

Fig. 4-16 Adding the ground plane

C 0dz

Rm dz
R 22dz

Mdz

Cmdz

*

G0dz
I 1(z+dz)

*

Cm
2

L11dz

R 11dz

V1(x+dz)

G mdx
V2(x+dz)

L22dz

I 2(z+dz)
C 0dz

G0dz

Fig. 4-17 Equivalent circuit of a infinitesimal section

structure can be treated as two transmission lines (with respect to ground) with magnetic
and electric coupling between them. The equivalent circuit of an infinitesimal section is
shown in Fig. 4-17. Applying Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws (KCL & KVL), the
following partial differential equations can be obtained,

∂V1 ( x, t )
∂I ( z , t )
∂I ( z , t )
= R11 I 1 ( z , t ) + L11 1
+ R12 I 2 ( z , t ) + L12 2
∂t
∂z
∂t
∂V ( z , t )
∂I ( z , t )
∂I ( z , t )
− 2
= R21 I 1 ( z , t ) + L21 1
+ R22 I 2 ( z , t ) + L22 2
∂z
∂t
∂t
∂V ( z , t )
∂I ( z , t )
∂V ( z , t )
− 1
= G11V1 ( z , t ) + C11 1
+ G12V2 ( z , t ) + C12 2
∂t
∂z
∂t
∂I ( x, t )
∂V ( z , t )
∂V ( z , t )
− 2
= G21V2 ( z , t ) + C 21 1
+ G22V2 ( z , t ) + C 22 2
∂x
∂t
∂t
−

(4-6)

Considering the AC steady state and using phasor to represent voltage and current
variables, the above equations can be simplified to eqn. (4-7), in the matrix form.
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d 2 V( z)
= ZY ⋅ V ( z )
dz 2
d 2 I( z )
= YZ ⋅ I ( z )
dz 2

(4-7)

where V(z)=[V1(z) V2(z)]T and I(z)=[I1(z) I2(z)]T are the voltage and current vectors. The
impedance and admittance matrices Z and Y are given by:
R12 ⎞
L12 ⎞
⎛R
⎛L
⎟⎟ + jω ⎜⎜ 11
⎟⎟ = R + jωL
Z = ⎜⎜ 11
⎝ R21 R22 ⎠
⎝ L21 L22 ⎠
− G12 ⎞
− C12 ⎞
⎛ G
⎛ C
⎟⎟ + jω ⎜⎜ 11
⎟⎟ = G + jωC
Y = ⎜⎜ 11
⎝ − G 21 G 22 ⎠
⎝ − C 21 C 22 ⎠

(4-8)

In the impedance matrix, Rii is the self resistance of conductor i, representing the sum
of the ohmic losses in all conductors induced by the current flowing in the ith conductor.
Rij is the mutual resistance between the ith and jth conductors, representing the induced
ohmic loss in conductor j, caused by the current flowing in conductor i. Lii and Lij are the
self and mutual inductance, representing the flux linkage.
In the admittance matrix,
Cii = Ci 0 +
Gii = Gi 0 +

n

∑C

j =1, j ≠ i

ij

n

∑G

j =1, j ≠ i

(4-9)

ij

where Ci0 is the self capacitance between conductor i and ground, Cij is the mutual
capacitance between conductor i and j. Gi0 is the self conductance of conductor i,
representing the dielectric loss of the material between conductor i and ground. Gij is the
mutual conductance, representing the dielectric loss of the material between the ith and
jth conductors.
For the symmetric structure shown in Fig. 4-16, the impedance and admittance
matrices can be simplified to:
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⎛ R Rm ⎞
⎛L M ⎞
⎟⎟ + jω ⎜⎜ 0
⎟⎟ = R + jωL
Z = ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ R m R0 ⎠
⎝ M L0 ⎠
− Cm ⎞
− Gm ⎞
⎛ C + Cm
⎛ G + Gm
⎟ = G + j ωC
⎟⎟ + jω ⎜⎜ 0
Y = ⎜⎜ 0
G0 + G m ⎠
C 0 + C m ⎟⎠
⎝ − Cm
⎝ − Gm

(4-10)

To solve the coupled transmission line equations, various mathematical methods can
be used. The conventional method is to diagonalize the matrices’ product ZY and YZ
through coordinate transformation. Hence, the variables can be decoupled. This method
will be discussed later when more complicated structures are studied. For the symmetric
2-conductor transmission-line structure as shown in Fig. 4-16, the solution can be
conveniently obtained as a linear combination of two single-line problems by applying
two special types of excitations to the lines: even-mode excitation, with equal currents;
and odd-mode excitation, with currents equal in magnitude but opposite in direction [79].
The term “mode” is used here to indicate a wave that can travel independently on a
system of infinitely long, uniformly coupled transmission lines. A system of two coupled
lines consisting of three conductors (considering the ground conductor) has two modes;
for symmetric coupled lines these are even mode and odd mode. In general, a
transmission-line system consisting of n+1 conductors has n modes, corresponding to the
n eigan values of the matrix product ZY.
4.3.2. Even Mode

If the two lines shown in Fig. 4-18 are driven with equal currents I1(z)=I2(z)=Ie(z) and
corresponding equal voltage V1(z)=V2(z)=Ve(z), the z axis is an even-symmetric line and
there is no displacement current flowing through the dielectric layer at any point.
Therefore, the two coupled lines can be decoupled into 2 independent transmission lines
described by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4-19. Therefore, the even-mode
transmission line equations are:
d 2Ve ( z )
2
= [( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )][G0 + jωC 0 ]Ve ( z ) = γ e Ve ( z )
2
dz
2
d I e ( z)
2
= [G0 + jωC 0 ][( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )]I e ( z ) = γ e I e ( z )
dz 2
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l

Ie1

A

C

B

D

Ie1

(R 0 +Rm )dz

z

(L0+M)dz

Ie2

C0 dz

G 0 dz

Ie2

Fig. 4-18 Integrated LC under even-mode

Fig. 4-19 equivalent circuit under even-mode

excitation

excitation

The solutions are:

Ve ( z ) = Ve ( i ) (0)e −γ e z + Ve ( r ) (0)e γ e z
I e ( z) =

Ve ( i ) (0)
Z 0e

e −γ e z −

Ve ( r ) (0)
Z 0e

e γ e z = I e (i ) (0)e −γ e z + I e ( r ) (0)e γ e z

(4-12)

The even-mode propagation coefficient

γ e = [( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )][G0 + jωC0 ] = α e + jβ e

(4-13)

The even-mode wavelength

λe =

2π

(4-14)

βe

The even-mode characteristic impedance

Z 0e =

( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )
G0 + jωC0

(4-15)

Ve(i)(0) and Ve(r)(0) are the incident and reflect voltages at z=0 under even-mode
excitation.
4.3.3. Odd Mode

A second set of uncoupled lines is obtained if the coupled lines are driven in the odd
mode, that is, with opposite currents I1(z)=-I2(z)=Io(z) and corresponding equal voltage
V1(z)=-V2(z)=Vo(z). At this time, the z axis is an odd-symmetric line so the voltage of any
point on it is zero, as shown in Fig. 4-20. Hence, the admittance between line 1 and 2 to
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(R 0-Rm )dz

l
A
Io1

C
z

B

(L0-M)dz
C0dz

2C m dz
G 0dz

2G mdz

Io 2

D

Fig. 4-20 Integrated LC under odd-mode excitation

Fig. 4-21 equivalent circuit

ground becomes y=(G0+2Gm)+jω(C0+2Cm). The capacitance and conductance are
doubled because the dielectric layer thickness is reduced to half. Therefore, the two
coupled lines can be decoupled into 2 independent transmission lines described by the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4-21. The equations are:
d 2Vo ( z )
2
= [( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )][(G0 + 2Gm ) + jω (C 0 + 2C m )]Vo ( z ) = γ o Vo ( z )
2
dz
d 2 I o ( z)
2
= [(G0 + 2Gm ) + jω (C 0 + 2C m )][( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )]I o ( z ) = γ o I o ( z )
dz 2

(4-16)

The solutions are:

Vo ( z ) = Vo ( i ) (0)e −γ o z + Vo ( r ) (0)e γ o z
I o ( z) =

Vo ( i ) (0)
Z 0o

e −γ o z −

Vo ( r ) (0)
Z 0o

e γ o z = I o (i ) (0)e −γ o z + I o ( r ) (0)e γ o z

(4-17)

The odd-mode propagation coefficient:

γ o = [( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )][(G0 + 2Gm ) + jω (C0 + 2C m )] = α o + jβ o

(4-18)

The odd-mode wavelength:

λo =

2π

(4-19)

βo

The odd-mode characteristic impedance:
Z 0o =

( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )
(G0 + 2Gm ) + jω (C0 + 2C m )

(4-20)

Vo(i)(0) and Vo(r)(0) are the incident and reflect voltages at z=0 under odd-mode excitation.
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4.3.4. Even- and Odd-mode Response

If the coupled lines are excited with current sources I1, I2, I3 and I4 at the four ports, as
shown in Fig. 4-22, by defining
I1 + I 2
2
I1 − I 2
I o1 =
2
I +I
I e2 = 3 4
2
I −I
I o2 = 3 4
2
I e1 =

(4-21)

the equivalent circuit is obtained, shown in Fig. 4-23. The equivalent circuit can be
solved by applying the superposition law of linear network, discussed as the following:
When only Ie1 is applied to port 1 and 2, while port 3 and port 4 are open-circuited,
the input impedance of both line 1 and line 2 can be obtained by using the conventional
transmission-line input-impedance equation and using the even-mode line parameters.
The result is:

Z in,e = Z 0e coth(γ e l )

(4-22)

The voltage at input ports 1 and 2 are found as:
V1,e1 = V2,e1 = Z in ,e I e1 =

I1 + I 2
Z 0 e coth(γ e l )
2

l

I1

l

A

C

B

D

I2

(4-23)

z
I3

Ie1

I4

Io1

A

C
z

B

D

Ie1

Fig. 4-22 Excited arbitrary current source

Io2

Ie2

Ie2

Fig. 4-23 Even- and odd-mode decomposition
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The voltage at output ports 3 and 4 are obtained by using the ABCD matrix of the
conventional transmission line and using the even-mode line parameters. The result is:
V3,e1 = V4,e1 = Z 0 e csc h(γ e l ) I e1 =

I1 + I 2
Z 0 e csc h(γ e l )
2

(4-24)

Likewise, the current source Ie2 connected to ports 3 and 4 produce the even-mode
voltages
V1,e 2 = V2,e 2 =

I3 + I4
Z 0 e csc h(γ e l )
2

(4-25)

V3,e 2 = V4,e 2 =

I3 + I4
Z 0 e coth(γ e l )
2

(4-26)

If the coupled lines are excited in the odd mode by current source Io1, line 1 is driven
by current +Io1 while line 2 is driven by current –Io1. Hence, the resulting port voltages on
the two lines are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. The derivation of the port
voltages using the odd-mode line characteristics follows the same steps as for the even
mode. The odd-mode voltages at the four ports are:
V1,o1 = −V2,o1 =

I1 − I 2
Z 0o coth(γ o l )
2

(4-27)

V3,o1 = −V4,o1 =

I1 − I 2
Z 0o csc h(γ o l )
2

(4-28)

Likewise, for excitation with current Io2, the odd-mode port voltages are:
V1,o 2 = −V2,o 2 =

I3 − I4
Z 0o csc h(γ o l )
2

(4-29)

V3,o 2 = −V4,o 2 =

I3 − I 4
Z 0 o coth(γ o l )
2

(4-30)

The voltages at input and output ports at an arbitrary current excitation can be
obtained by using the superposition law.
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4.3.5. Impedance Matrix

The relationship of the port voltages and currents can be described by the impedance
matrix [Z], given by:
⎛ V1 ⎞ ⎛ Z11
⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎜V2 ⎟ ⎜ Z 21
⎜V ⎟ = ⎜ Z
⎜ 3 ⎟ ⎜ 31
⎜V ⎟ ⎜ Z
⎝ 4 ⎠ ⎝ 41

Z13

Z14

Z 22

Z 23

Z 32
Z 42

Z 33
Z 43

Z14 ⎞⎛ I1 ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟
Z 24 ⎟⎜ I 2 ⎟
Z 34 ⎟⎜ I 3 ⎟
⎟⎜ ⎟
Z 44 ⎟⎠⎜⎝ I 4 ⎟⎠

(4-31)

The elements of the impedance matrix are:

Z11 = Z22 = Z33 = Z44 =

Z0e coth(γ el ) + Z0o coth(γ ol )
2

(4-32)

Z12 = Z 21 = Z 34 = Z 43 =

Z 0e coth(γ e l ) − Z 0o coth(γ o l )
2

(4-33)

Z13 = Z31 = Z24 = Z42 =

Z0e csch(γ el ) + Z0o csch(γ ol )
2

(4-34)

Z14 = Z 41 = Z 23 = Z 32 =

Z 0e csc h(γ e l ) − Z 0o csc h(γ o l )
2

(4-35)

4.3.6. Analyze planar integrated LC with different terminal configurations

Using the derived impedance matrix, the characteristics of integrated LC with
different terminal configurations can be analyzed.
4.3.6.1. Impedance ZAD, if B and C are connected with load ZL

For the configuration shown in Fig. 4-24, the excitation current vector can be found:

Fig. 4-24 Impedance ZAD with ZL across BC
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(I A

IB

IC

I D ) = (I
t

IL

− I)

t

− IL

(4-36)

The boundary condition is:
VCB = Z L I L

(4-37)

Using the impedance matrix, voltage VCB is found:
VCB = VC − VB = ( Z 31 + Z 24 − Z 21 − Z 34 ) I + ( Z 23 + Z 32 − Z 22 − Z 33 ) I L

(4-38)

Substitute eqn. (4-32)-(4-35) into (4-38), we obtain
VCB = {Z 0e [csc h(γ e l ) − coth(γ e l )] + Z 0 o [csc h(γ e l ) + coth(γ e l )]}I

(4-39)

+ {Z 0 e [csc h(γ e l ) − coth(γ e l )] − Z 0 o [csc h(γ e l ) + coth(γ e l )]}I L

Knowing the characteristics of the hyperbolic functions

θ

coth(θ ) + csc h(θ ) = coth( )
2

(4-40)

θ

coth(θ ) − csc h(θ ) = tanh( )
2

Equation (4-39) can be simplified to
VCB = [− Z 0 e tanh(

γ el
2

) + Z 0 o coth(

γ ol
2

)]I + [− Z 0 e tanh(

γ el
2

) − Z 0 o coth(

γ ol
2

)]I L

(4-41)

We define Zeven as the input impedance of a short-circuit terminated transmission line
with even-mode parameters and length of l/2, and define Zodd as the input impedance of
an open-circuit terminated transmission line with odd-mode parameters and length of l/2.
Z even = Z 0 e tanh(
Z odd

γ el

)
2
γ l
= Z 0 o coth( o )
2

(4-42)

Equation (4-41) can be simplified to:
VCB = ( Z odd − Z even ) I − ( Z even + Z odd ) I L
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Applying the boundary condition (4-37), we obtain:
IL =

Z odd − Z even
Z L + Z even + Z odd

(4-44)

Using the [Z] matrix, voltage VAD is expressed as:
V AD = V A − VD = ( Z11 + Z 44 − Z14 − Z 41 ) I + ( Z12 + Z 43 − Z13 − Z 42 ) I L
= {Z 0 e [coth(γ e l ) − csc h(γ e l )] + Z 0 o [coth h(γ e l ) + csc h(γ e l )]}I

(4-45)

+ {Z 0 e [coth(γ e l ) − csc h(γ e l )] − Z 0o [coth(γ e l ) + csc h(γ e l )]}I L
Applying (4-32)-(4-35) and (4-42), the above equation can be simplified to:
V AD = ( Z even + Z odd ) I + ( Z even − Z odd ) I L

(4-46)

Substitute (4-44) into (4-46), we obtain:

V AD =

Z L ( Z even + Z odd ) + 4Z even Z odd
I
Z L + Z even + Z odd

(4-47)

Z L ( Z even + Z odd ) + 4Z even Z odd
Z L + Z even + Z odd

(4-48)

Hence

Z AD =

For a planar integrated LC cell, the ground is assumed far away from the conductors,
which implies G0 → 0 and C0 → 0. Therefore,
Z even =

lim

G0 →0 ,C0 →0

Z 0 e tanh

Z 0o →

γ el
2

=

R0 + Rm + jω ( L0 + M )
l
2

( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )
2(Gm + jωCm )

γ o → 2[( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )](Gm + jωCm )
It is important to discuss the following load conditions:
1. Series resonator configuration
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Fig. 4-25 Series resonator

When ZL=∞, BC is open-circuited, as shown in Fig. 4-25.
Z AD = Z even + Z odd = Z 0e tanh

γ el
2

+ Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

(4-52)

Recalling the definition of Zeven and Zodd, the HF equivalent circuit of this network can
be obtained, as shown in Fig. 4-26. It is evident that the circuit consists of two
transmission lines in series. The first line is a short-circuit terminated even-mode
transmission line with a length of l/2; while the second line is an open-circuit terminated
odd-mode transmission line with a length of l/2. For a conventional planar integrated LC
structure, G0 → 0, C0 → 0, and Z even =

R0 + Rm + jω ( L0 + M )
l is an inductor with
2

conduction losses. The equivalent circuit is simplified to an inductor in series with an
open-circuited transmission line, as shown in Fig. 4-27. This equivalent circuit clearly
shows the characteristics of the integrated LC structure as a series resonator. At low
frequency, when the physical length is much smaller than the odd-mode wavelength,
Z odd = Z 0 o coth(

with L =
by f 0 =

γ ol
2

)≈

1
. Hence the structure behaves like a LC series resonator,
jω C m ⋅ l

L0 + M
l and C = C m ⋅ l , and the fundamental resonant frequency is given
2

1
2π LC

. As the frequency increases, the open-circuited transmission line

impedance starts to apear, causing multiple resonances superpositioned on the inductor
impedance every half-wavelength frequency of the odd-mode transmission line, as shown
in the calculated impedance curve of ZAD, shown in Fig. 4-28 and Fig. 4-29.
Since λo ≈

1
, if Cm is fixed to get the same fundamental resonant
f 2( L0 − M )C m

frequency, the HF frequency characteristics of an integrated LC series resonator will be
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(R0 +Rm)/2

(L 0+M)/2

d/2
ZAD

d/2

l/2

ZAD

Fig. 4-26 Equivalent circuit of series resonator

l/2

Fig. 4-27 Simplified equivalent circuit

Fig. 4-28 Calculated ZAD of series resonator:

Fig. 4-29 Calculated ZAD of series resonator: phase

magnitude

determined by the magnetic coupling between the top and bottom lines. A better coupling
coefficient will increase the half-wavelength frequency, hence pushing the high order
resonances to a higher frequency.
2. Parallel resonator configuration
When ZL=0, BC is short-circuited, as shown in Fig. 4-30. The impedance ZAD
becomes:

Fig. 4-30 Parallel resonator
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Z AD =

4 Z even Z odd
=
Z even + Z odd

1
1
1
+
4 Z even 4 Z odd

Y AD = YP1 + YP 2 =

=

1
1
1
+
Z P1 Z P 2

1
1
+
Z P1 Z P 2

(4-53)

(4-54)

Reforming impedance ZP1 and ZP2 as the following:
Z P1 = 4Z 0e tanh

γ el
2

=

16 ⋅ [( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )]
[( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )](G0 + jωC 0 )
tanh(
⋅ l)
4
G0 + jωC 0

2[( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )]
(G + jωC 0 )
tanh( 2 ⋅ [( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )] ⋅ 0
⋅ l)
G0 + jωC 0
8
8
= Z 0 p1 tanh(γ p1 ⋅ l )

=

Z P 2 = 4Z 0o coth
coth(

γ ol
2

=

(4-55)

16 ⋅ [( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )]
⋅
2 ⋅ [(G0 + 2G m ) + jω (C 0 + 2C m )]

2 ⋅ [( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )][(G0 + 2G m ) + jω (C 0 + 2C m )]
⋅ l)
4

2[( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )]
(G + 2G m ) + jω (C 0 + 2C m )
⋅ l)
=
coth( 2 ⋅ [( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )] ⋅ 0
(G0 + 2G m ) + jω (C 0 + 2C m )
4
4
= Z 0 p 2 coth(γ p 2 ⋅ l )

(4-56)

it is found that the equivalent circuit is two transmission lines of length l in parallel,
shown in Fig. 4-31. The first line is a short-circuit terminated transmission line, with the
following parameters:
z p1 = 2 ⋅ [( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )]
G0 + jωC 0
8
z p1
=
y p1

y p1 =
Z 0 p1

(4-57)

γ p1 = z p1 y p1
The second line is an open-circuit terminated transmission line, with the following
parameters:
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z p 2 = 2 ⋅ [( R0 − Rm ) + jω ( L0 − M )]
G0 + jωC 0
4
z p2
=
y p2

y p2 =
Z 0 p2

(4-58)

γ p2 = z p2 y p2
For conventional planar integrated LC structure, G0 → 0, C0

→ 0,

Z P1 = 2 ⋅ [( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )]l is an inductor with conduction losses. The

equivalent circuit is simplified to an inductor in parallel with an open-circuited
transmission line, as shown in Fig. 4-32. This equivalent circuit clearly shows the
characteristics of the integrated LC structure as a parallel resonator. At low frequency,
when the physical length is much smaller than the odd-mode wavelength,
Z P 2 = 4Z 0o coth(

γ ol
2

)≈

1
. Hence the structure behaves like a LC parallel
Cm
jω
⋅l
4

resonator, with L = 2 ⋅ ( L0 + M ) ⋅ l and C =
frequency is given by f 0 =

1
2π LC

Cm
⋅ l , and the fundamental parallel resonant
4

. As the frequency increases, the open-circuited

transmission-line admittance starts to apear, causing multiple resonances superpositioned
on the admittance of the capacitor every quarter-wavelength frequency of the odd-mode
line. Similar to the series resonator scenario, the high frequency characteristics of
integrated LC parallel resonator is also determined by the magnetic coupling coefficient.
In addition, the coupling coefficient now has a much larger influence on the total
impedance, since the transmission line is now in parallel with the inductor. The effect is
clearly shown in the calculated parallel impedance ZAD shown in Fig. 4-33 and Fig. 4-34,
using the same parameters as the series resonator case.
3. Load matching
To study the influence of the load impedance, the characteristics of a pseudo
integrated LC structure with different load impedance are calculated. The parameters
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2(R0 +Rm)

2(L 0+M)

4d

ZAD
l

l

Fig. 4-31 Equivalent circuit of Parallel resonator

Fig. 4-33 Calculated ZAD of parallel resonator:
magnitude

4d

ZAD

Fig. 4-32 Simplified equivalent circuit

Fig. 4-34 Calculated ZAD of parallel resonator: phase

used in calculation are given in Table 4-1. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 4-35
and Fig. 4-36. It is found that as the load impedance ZL is changed from 0 to infinite, ZAD
will gradually change from parallel resonant characteristics to series resonant
characteristics. At a certain load condition, ZAD = ZL. Substitute this condition into eqn.
(4-48),
TABLE 4-1 PARAMETERS OF THE PSEUDO INTEGRATED LC STRUCTURE
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Fig. 4-35 Calculated ZAD with different load

Fig. 4-36 Calculated ZAD with different load

resistance: magnitude

resistance: phase

Z AD =

Z L ( Z even + Z odd ) + 4Z even Z odd
= ZL
Z L + Z even + Z odd

(4-59)

The matched load impedance Z0 is obtained,

Z 0 = 2 Z even Z odd

(4-60)

For integrated LC structures,
Z even = Z 0 e tanh

γ el
2

≈

( R0 + Rm ) + jω ( L0 + M )
jω ( L0 + M )
⋅l ≈
⋅l
2
2

(4-61)

At low frequency,
Z odd = Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

1
jω C m ⋅ l

(4-62)

2( L0 + M )
Cm

(4-63)

≈

Therefore, Z0 is approximately:

Z 0 = 2 Z even Z odd ≈

when ZL = Z0, ZAD is approximately resistive. ZAD leans more toward series resonance
characteristics as ZL becomes larger, while it is more like parallel resonance as ZL
becomes smaller.
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After simplifying eqn. (4-5) given by Zhao’s model, it is found that the equations
derived above are the same as Zhao’s if the mutual resistance is ignored. However, by
using the 2-conductor transmission-line theory, the derived equations are in a much more
concise form. Furthermore, the ignored mutual resistance in Zhao’s model is essential for
a correct loss model, which is especially important for EMI filters since it determines the
HF noise damping. This importance will be illustrated in Chapter 7 in which an RF
absorption EMI filter is studied. It will be shown that without a correct loss model, the
RF EMI filter cannot be correctly modeled, since the key attenuating mechanism of
absorption filters is damping. With the derived equivalent circuits, the characteristics of
the integrated LC structure can be clearly explained and well understood. For other
terminal configuration and load conditions, the characteristics of this structure can be
easily obtained by using the derived [Z] matrix, as will be discussed below.
4.3.6.2. Impedance ZAC, if B and D are open-circuited

Fig. 4-37 Integrated LC as an inductor

This is the so called “inductor configuration” for integrated LC structure, as shown in
Fig. 4-37. The terminal current vector can be found, given by:

I = (I

0 −I

0)

t

(4-64)

The port voltages can be obtained by using the [Z] matrix:

V AC = V A − VC = ( Z11 − Z13 − Z 31 + Z 33 ) I

(4-65)

Substituting eqn. (4-32)-(4-35) to (4-65) and following the same procedure, ZAC can be
obtained.
Z AC = Z 0e tanh

γ el
2

+ Z 0 o tanh
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Recalling the input impedance of a short-circuited transmission line, it is evident that
the equivalent circuit is two short-circuited transmission lines with length l/2 in series, as
shown in Fig. 4-38. The first line is with even-mode parameters, while the second line is
with odd-mode parameters. Ignoring G0 and C0, the equivalent circuit is simplified to an
inductor in series with a short-circuited transmission line, as shown in Fig. 4-39. Typical
impedance is shown in Fig. 4-40 and Fig. 4-41. High-order resonances occur every halfwavelength frequency of the odd-mode transmission line.
4.3.6.3. Transfer characteristics of lowpass filter configuration

The lowpass filter configuration of the integrated LC structure is studied. The circuit
is shown in Fig. 4-42. The terminal current vector is:

I = (I

0 − IC

IC − I )

t

(4-67)

(R0 +Rm)/2

d/2
ZAC

(L 0+M)/2

d/2

l/2

ZAC

l/2

Fig. 4-38 Equivalent circuit of ZAC

Fig. 4-39 Simplified equivalent circuit of ZAC

Fig. 4-40 Calculated ZAC: magnitude

Fig. 4-41 Calculated ZAC: phase
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a

l

I

Ic

c
ZL

Id

b

I

Fig. 4-42 Integrated LC as Low-Pass filter

The load-side boundary condition is:
VCD = Z L ⋅ I C

(4-68)

Using the [Z] matrix, VCD can be expressed by the line parameters and terminal
currents:
VCD = VC − VD = ( Z 31 − Z 34 − Z 41 + Z 44 ) I + (− Z 33 + Z 34 + Z 43 − Z 44 ) I C

(4-69)

V AD = V A − V D = ( Z 11 − Z 14 − Z 41 + Z 44 ) I + ( − Z 13 + Z 14 + Z 43 − Z 44 ) I C

(4-70)

Substituting eqn. (4-32)-(4-35) to (4-69) and (4-70), and applying eqn. (4-40), we obtain

VCD = Z 0o coth

V AD = ( Z 0 e tanh

γ el
2

γ ol
2

⋅ I − 2Z 0o coth(γ o l ) ⋅ I C

+ Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

) ⋅ I − Z 0 o coth

(4-71)

γ ol
2

⋅ IC

(4-72)

Applying the boundary condition (4-68), IC is found:

IC =

Z 0o coth

γ ol

2
⋅I
Z L + 2Z 0o coth(γ o l )

Substituting (4-73) into (4-71) and (4-72):
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VCD = Z 0 o coth

=

2

⋅ I − 2 Z 0o coth(γ o l ) ⋅

Z L ⋅ Z 0 o coth

Z 0 o coth

γ ol

2
⋅I
Z L + 2Z 0o coth(γ o l )

(4-74)

γ ol

2 ⋅I
Z L + 2Z 0 o coth(γ o l )

V AD = ( Z 0 e tanh

=

γ ol

( Z 0 e tanh

γ el
2

γ el
2

+ Z 0 o coth
+ Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

) ⋅ I − Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

⋅

Z 0 o coth

γ ol

2
⋅I
Z L + 2 Z 0 o coth( γ o l )

γ ol

γ ol

) ⋅ ( Z L + 2 Z 0 o coth( γ o l )) − ( Z 0 o coth
)
2
2
⋅I
Z L + 2 Z 0 o coth( γ o l )

(4-75)

2

The transfer function is:

V
TF = CD =
VAD

Z L ⋅ Z 0o coth
( Z 0e tanh

γ el
2

+ Z 0o coth

γ ol
2

γ ol
2

) ⋅ ( Z L + 2Z 0o coth(γ o l )) − ( Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

)2

(4-76)

Substituting equation (4-42) into (4-76), and knowing that

2Z 0o coth(γ o l ) = (tanh 2

γ ol
2

+ 1) Z 0 o coth

γ ol
2

= (tanh 2

γ ol
2

+ 1) Z odd

(4-77)

we obtain
ZL

TF =
Z L (1 +

γ l
Z even
) + Z even + (tanh 2 o + 1)( Z even + Z odd )
Z odd
2

(4-78)

When ZL = ∞, and the physical length is much shorter than the wavelength of the oddmode transmission line,

TF =

Z odd
Z even + Z odd

1
jωC m ⋅ l
1
≈
≈
2
jω ( L0 + M )
1
1 − ω L0 C m ⋅ l 2
⋅l +
2
jωC m ⋅ l
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is the transfer function of a LC lowpass filter with open-circuited load.
When l =

λo
2

, defining the half-wavelength frequency of the odd-mode transmission

line as

1

fλ ≈
2

l⋅

( L0 − M )C m
2

(4-80)

at this frequency,

TF =

Z odd
≈
Z even + Z odd

Z 0 o coth j

π
2

Z even + Z 0 o coth j

it appears to be a series resonance, caused by LS =

π

=0

(4-81)

2

L0 − M
⋅ l and C = Cm⋅l. Hence, the
2

equivalent series inductor of the integrated capacitor is:
ESL = LS =

L0 − M
⋅l
2

(4-82)

The calculated transfer function of the same pseudo integrated LC structure
configured as an LP filter, with different load resistance, is shown in Fig. 4-43 and Fig.
4-44. It shows LP filter characteristics at low-mid frequency range. At high frequency,
transmission-line resonance will apear every half-wavelength frequency.

Fig. 4-43 Calculated ZAC: magnitude

Fig. 4-44 Calculated ZAC: phase
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4.3.7. PSpice simulation model

To verify the above model and analysis, the characteristics of the above pseudo
integrated LC structure is simulated in PSpice, using the existing 2-coupled-transmissionline model “T2coupled” in PSpice. ZAD, ZAC and TF are simulated to compare with the
calculation results. The simulation schematics are shown in Fig. 4-45 - Fig. 4-47. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 4-48 - Fig. 4-50. We see that the calculated and
simulated results are the same.

Fig. 4-45 PSpice schematic for ZAD simulation

Fig. 4-46 PSpice schematic for ZAD simulation

Fig. 4-47 PSpice schematic for TF simulation
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1.0K
R=1M
R=20
R=6.19
1.0

R=3
R=0.1

SEL>>
10m
(V(T1:in1)- V(T1:out2))/ I(T1:in1)

100d

R=0.1

R=3
0d

R=6.19
R=20
R=1M

-100d
1.0KHz

10KHz
p((V(T1:in1)- V(T1:out2))/ I(T1:in1))

100KHz

1.0MHz

10MHz

Frequency

Fig. 4-48 Simulated ZAD with different load resistance

1

10K

2

100d

50d
100

0d

1.0
-50d

10m
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-100d
1.0KHz
10KHz
1
V(T1:in2)/ I(T1:in2) 2
P(V(T1:in2)/I(T1:in2))
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Fig. 4-49 Simulated ZAC
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50
R=1M
-0

R=3
R=0.1

-50

-100
EL>>
-150
db(V(R3:1))
100

R=1M

0

R=3

R=20
R=6.19

R=0.1
-100
1.0KHz

10KHz
atan(img(v(r3:1))/r(v(r3:1)))*180/pi

100KHz

1.0MHz

10MHz

Frequency

Fig. 4-50 Simulated TF with different load

Using the simulation model, it is more convenient to study other configurations of the
integrated LC structure. The following is an example.
4.3.7.1. Impedance ZAD with capacitive load across AC

If AC is connected with a capacitor, which can represent the EPC of the practical
integrated LC structure, impedance ZAD will be changed dramatically. The PSpice
simulation schematic is shown in Fig. 4-51. With the help of the simulation software, the
parametric study becomes very easy. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4-52.

Fig. 4-51 PSpice schematic for ZAD with capacitive load across AC
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C=1nF

10K
C=100nF

C=10nF

1.0

SEL>>
1.0m
100d

( V(T1:in1)- V(T1:out2))/ (-I(V1))

0d

-100d
1.0KHz

10KHz
p(( V(T1:in1)- V(T1:out2))/ (-I(V1)))

100KHz

1.0MHz

10MHz
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Fig. 4-52 Simulation results of ZAD with capacitive load across AC

4.3.8. Cascaded connections of n integrated LC structure

A practical integrated LC module can consist of multiple integrated LC cells with
same or different parameters. Ferrite cores are usually used to increase inductance per
unit length. Let’s consider a spiral winding structure with ferrite cores, as shown in Fig.
4-53. If the spiral is unwound, the equivalent straight structure can be modeled as a
number of integrated LC cells in cascade, as shown in Fig. 4-54. To study the cascaded
structure, it is more convenient to use the [T] matrix (also called [ABCD] matrices) to
build the relationship between the input and output voltages and currents.

Fig. 4-53 Spiral winding integrated LC with ferrite core
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Fig. 4-54 Spiral winding integrated LC with ferrite core: unwound structure

Rewriting the [Z] matrix of the integrated LC cell in a sub-matrix form:
⎛ V A ⎞ ⎛ ⎛ Z11
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎜⎜
⎜ VB ⎟ ⎜ ⎝ Z 21
⎜V ⎟ = ⎜ ⎛ Z
⎜ C ⎟ ⎜ ⎜⎜ 31
⎜V ⎟ ⎜ Z
⎝ D ⎠ ⎝ ⎝ 41

Z12 ⎞
⎟
Z 22 ⎟⎠
Z 32 ⎞
⎟
Z 42 ⎟⎠

Z14 ⎞ ⎞⎛ I A ⎞
⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎟
Z 24 ⎟⎠ ⎟⎜ I B ⎟
Z 34 ⎞ ⎟⎜ I C ⎟
⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎟
Z 44 ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠⎜⎝ I D ⎟⎠

⎛ Z13
⎜⎜
⎝ Z 23
⎛ Z 33
⎜⎜
⎝ Z 43

(4-83)

we obtain
⎛ VI ⎞ ⎛ Z 11
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜
⎝ VO ⎠ ⎝ Z 21

Z 12 ⎞⎛ I I ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟
Z 22 ⎟⎠⎜⎝ I O ⎟⎠

(4-84)

where the input and output voltage and current vectors are:

VI = (V A VB )

t

(4-85)

VO = (VC

VD )

(4-86)

I I = (I A

IB )

(4-87)

I O = (I C

ID )

t

t

t

(4-88)

The same network can be represented by the [T] matrix:
⎛ VO ⎞ ⎛ A B ⎞⎛ VI ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ = ⎜⎜
⎟⎟⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
−
I
C
D
⎝
O
⎠⎝ I I ⎠
⎝
⎠

(4-89)

From linear network theory, the relationship between the [Z] matrix and [T] matrix
can be obtained,
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⎛ Z 22 Z 12 −1
T = ⎜⎜
−1
⎝ Z 12

Z 21 + Z 22 Z 12 Z 11 ⎞
⎟
−1
⎟
Z 12 Z 11
⎠
−1

(4-90)

For symmetric lines, such as the integrated LC cells,

⎛ Z 0 e coth(γ e l ) + Z 0 o coth(γ o l )
⎜
2
=⎜
−
coth(
)
Z
γ
l
Z 0 o coth(γ o l )
0
e
e
⎜
⎜
2
⎝

Z 0 e coth(γ e l ) − Z 0o coth(γ o l ) ⎞
⎟
2
⎟
Z 0e coth(γ e l ) + Z 0 o coth(γ o l ) ⎟
⎟
2
⎠

(4-91)

⎛ Z 0e csch(γ e l ) + Z 0o csc(γ o l )
⎜
2
Z 12 = Z 21 = ⎜
csch(
)
−
Z
γ
l
Z 0 o csc h(γ o l )
e
⎜ 0e
⎜
2
⎝

Z 0 e csch(γ e l ) − Z 0o csch(γ o l ) ⎞
⎟
2
⎟
Z 0 e csch(γ e l ) + Z 0 o csch(γ o l ) ⎟
⎟
2
⎠

(4-92)

Z 11 = Z 22

Therefore,
⎛ cosh(γ e l ) + cosh(γ o l )
⎜
2
A=D=⎜
cosh(
)
cosh(γ o l )
γ
l
−
e
⎜
⎜
2
⎝
⎛ Z 0e sinh(γ e l ) + Z 0 o sinh(γ o l )
⎜−
2
B=⎜
−
sinh(
)
Z
γ
l
Z 0o sinh(γ o l )
e
⎜ − 0e
⎜
2
⎝
⎛
⎜
⎜−
⎜
C=⎜
⎜
⎜⎜ −
⎝

1
1
sinh(γ e l ) +
sinh(γ o l )
Z 0e
Z 0o
2
1
1
sinh(γ e l ) −
sinh(γ o l )
Z 0e
Z 0o
2

cosh(γ e l ) − cosh(γ o l ) ⎞
⎟
2
⎟
cosh(γ e l ) + cosh(γ o l ) ⎟
⎟
2
⎠

(4-93)

Z 0 e sinh(γ e l ) − Z 0o sinh(γ o l ) ⎞
⎟
2
⎟
Z 0e sinh(γ e l ) + Z 0 o sinh(γ o l ) ⎟
−
⎟
2
⎠

(4-94)

1
1
⎞
sinh(γ e l ) −
sinh(γ o l ) ⎟
Z
Z 0o
⎟
− 0e
⎟
2
⎟
1
1
sinh(γ e l ) +
sinh(γ o l ) ⎟
Z
Z 0o
⎟⎟
− 0e
2
⎠

(4-95)

−

For multiple integrated LC cells in cascaded connection, the overall transfer matrix [T]
is the product of [T] of each cell:
T = T1 ⋅ T2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅T n
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4.4. Electromagnetic modeling of planar integrated LC structure
To calculate the model parameters, including the self- and mutual AC inductance,
resistance, capacitance and conductance, detailed electromagnetic modeling is needed.
This section will focus on an electromagnetic analysis of two fundamental integrated LC
structures: the straight structure and the spiral structure, as shown in Fig. 4-55 and Fig.
4-56.
c
d

I(z)
y
a
b

I (z)

z

y
z

x

x

Fig. 4-55 Straight structure

Fig. 4-56 Spiral structure

To analyze these structures, the knowledge of the following theory is necessary.
4.4.1. Microstrip line and Slot line theory
4.4.1.1. Microstrip structure
Microstrip lines are widely used in microwave and radio frequency electronics. A
typical Microstrip line structure is shown in Fig. 4-57. It consists of conductor with width
w on top of a dielectric substrate of dielectric constant εr. The bottom side of the substrate
is the ideal ground plane. Fig. 4-58 shows the typical electric field distribution

Fig. 4-57 Microstrip structure

Fig. 4-58 Electromagnetic field distribution

For lossless lines, if εr = 1, because it is in homogenous media, the wave propagation
is in transverse electromagnetic transmission (TEM) mode and the following relationship
holds:
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1
=
LC

1

=c

µ 0ε 0

(4-97)

where L and C are inductance and capacitance per unit length, µ0 = 4πe-7 H/m and

ε0=8.854e-12 F/m are the permeability and permittivity of free space, c = 2.998e8 m/s is
the speed of light in free space.
If εr ≠ 1, C obviously must be a function of εr; however L is not. A convenient way to
evaluate L is to temporarily set εr = 1, and find C(εr = 1), and then find L using the above
formula (4-97).
Once the correct values of L and C have been found, the characteristic impedance Z0
is given by:
Z0 =

L
C

(4-98)

The exact formula for the characteristic impedance for the Microstrip line can be
found using conformal transformations. The results are expressed in terms of elliptic
integrals and are very unwieldy. The approximate formulas given below are accurate to
within 1% [81].
For thin conductors (t ≈0) and w/h << 1:
Z0 ≈

60

ε eff

ln(8

h
w
+ 0.25 )
w
h

(4-99)

where the effective permittivity is given by:

ε eff =

ε r + 1 ε r −1
2

+

1

w
12h − 2
[(1 +
) + 0.04(1 − ) 2 ]
w
h
2

For w/h >> 1, we have
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120π
Z0 ≈

ε eff
w
w
+ 1.393 + 0.667 ln( + 1.444)
h
h

(4-101)

where

ε eff =

ε r +1 ε r −1
2

1

12h − 2
(1 +
)
2
w

+

(4-102)

For integrated EMI filters, a thick conductor is preferred to increase HF losses and
carry large LF current. As the thickness of the conductor increases, electric field lines
from the ground plane will reorient and terminate along the vertical edge of the conductor.
This orientation causes the capacitance of a given width conductor Microstrip line to
increase along with increasing conductor thickness. The formulas above may be corrected
for this effect by introducing an effective width, zero thickness conductor: for w/h ≥ 1/2π,
weff = w +

t

π

2h
)
t

(4-103)

4πw
)
t

(4-104)

(1 + ln

and for w/h ≤ 1/2π,
weff = w +

t

π

(1 + ln

For dielectric material with εr > 3, the electric field lines will not extend far in the x
direction beyond the metal strips. For high-permittivity material used in passive
integration, the formula above will therefore be accurate even if the dielectric extends
only several dielectric thicknesses in x direction.

4.4.1.2. Slot line structure
Another widely used structure in microwave integrated circuits is the Slot line
structure, as shown in Fig. 4-59. The Slot line structure consists of a dielectric substrate
with a narrow slot etched in the metallization on one of the surfaces of the substrate. The
other surface of the substrate is without any metallization. Fig. 4-60 shows the
electromagnetic field distribution.
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Fig. 4-59 Slot line structure

Fig. 4-60 Electromagnetic field distribution

The electromagnetic wave propagation along the slot is in non-TEM mode when εr of
the dielectric substrate is not equal to one. The field solution becomes very complicated
and no closed form analytical solution is available. However, if εr = 1, the problem is
simplified to two co-planar metal stripes in homogeneous media, as shown in Fig. 4-61.
The electromagnetic wave will propagate in TEM mode and the field can be solved
analytically using conformal transformations. The details are referred in [80]. The results
are listed here.

-(a+b)

-a

a

a+b

Fig. 4-61 Two co-planar metal stripes in homogeneous media

The capacitance per unit length is given by:
( a + b) 2 − a 2
ε0K(
)
a+b
C=
a
K(
)
a+b

(4-105)

where a and b are defined in Fig. 4-61, K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first
kind, defined by:
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1

K (k ) = ∫
0

dz
(1 − z )(1 − k 2 z 2 )
2

(4-106)

The inductance per unit length can be obtained by using eqn. (4-97).
L=

1
c C

(4-107)

2

4.4.2. One-dimensional electromagnetic analysis of eddy current in laminated
busbar
For an integrated EMI filter, loss is the key factor determining the HF damping. It is
extremely important for an absorption filter. This section will begin with a brief review of
the previous work on AC resistance modeling, followed by a detailed electromagnetic
analysis of the eddy current in a laminated busbar. Based on these analysis, the AC
resistance and inductance model are derived.

4.4.2.1. Review of AC resistance modeling
The earliest work on AC conductor loss modeling can be traced back to the early
1920’s when S. Butterworth published a series of papers on calculating the eddy current
losses of short solenoidal coils with cylindrical conductors [82]. He started from a
detailed 2D electromagnetic field analysis of a single cylindrical conductor carrying HF
AC current. He then extended his results to single-layer short solenoidal coils. In 1926,
he further extended his analysis to multilayer solenoids with strand conductors ([83] –
[86]) and developed models to design inductors with minimum HF conductor losses for
communication applications.
In 1966, P.L. Dowell published an important paper regarding models of computing
AC resistance and inductance for two winding transformers from the geometric and
material properties [87]. His analysis is based on a simplified one dimensional magnetic
field distribution and sinusoidal excitation assumption. His modeling methodologies,
such as 1D-field assumption, low-frequency MMF diagram, equivalent foil conductor
simplification to transform round-wire windings into foil windings, etc.; is extensively
used by others. His equations for determining FR (AC to DC resistance ratio) are also
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frequently cited by later authors. Subsequently, P.S. Venkatraman extended Dowell’s
results to non-sinusoidal excitation by using Fourier analysis [88]. B. Carsten simplified
Dowell’s results by using normalized conductor thickness (normalized to one skin depth)
[89]. Other authors (including J. Jongsma and J. Rosa) developed optimization design
programs and equivalent circuit models based on Dowell’s results [90][91].
Another important paper was published by M.P. Perry in 1979 [92]. He solves for the
current density distribution in the coils of a single-winding, multilayer, series-connected,
infinite solenoid. His analysis is based on a general field solution for the distribution of
current density in the layers of an infinitely long, cylindrical current sheet. Perry’s paper
represents a significant break from Dowell’s approach. Whereas Dowell’s primary unit of
interest is the winding portion of transformers, Perry’s analysis is based on a single
winding layer. Consequently, although Perry is interested only in multilayer solenoids
(air-core inductor), his method is applicable to multi-winding transformers as well.
J.P. Vandelac and P. Ziogas incorporated aspects of Dewell, Jongsma, Carsten and
Venkatranman to extend Perry’s analysis [93]. Their paper takes the essential points from
both Dowell and Perry and combines them into a single, unified analysis. A key
advantage of Vandelac and Ziogas’s analysis is that it is not based on Dowell’s formulas
for AC resistance, therefore it is not limited to excitation conditions that give rise to what
Dowell calls “optimum” field distributions. Instead, they based their work on Parry’s
infinite current sheet analysis, which permits the transformer designer to calculate copper
losses for a wide variety of winding arrangements, including those with open-circuit
windings and an electrostatic shield.
In all of these papers, the skin effect and proximity effect are analyzed together;
hence the derivation and analysis is tedious and complicated. For one-dimensional field
distribution and with certain conditions satisfied, the orthogonal principle of the skin
effect and the proximity effect was discovered by J.A. Ferreira [94][95]. According to
Ferreira, the requirements are as follows:
“If we limit the scope of the eddy current analysis to the one-dimensional,
symmetric shapes… namely, cylindrical wire and strip conductor, which have an
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axis and a plane of symmetry respectively. In this case, Jp (the proximity effect
current density) displays a reciprocal symmetry to that of Js (the skin effect current
density). Js is an even function, while Jp is odd if the external magnetic field is
perpendicular to the symmetry plane/axis.”

For the magnetic configurations of multi-winding transformers in power electronics,
these conditions are normally satisfied. The calculations of skin effect loss and proximity
effect loss are independent so they can be separated. This principle opens the way to new
opportunities concerning an analytical solution of eddy currents in magnetic components.
It also makes a more theoretically accurate prediction of the AC resistance in some
complicated winding configuration, such as multilayer round-wire windings.
With the fast development of computer hardware and software technologies, the later
work on AC resistance modeling becomes more and more focused on numerical solutions,
such as finite element analysis (FEA) [106]-[116]. Two-dimensional and even threedimensional field analysis is possible. Complicated problems which cannot be solved by
simplified one-dimensional analytical models can be analyzed by FEA models, and more
accurate results can be obtained at the price of a much higher requirement on hardware
and much longer execution time.

4.4.2.2. Assumptions for one-dimensional analysis
The following assumptions are made in one-dimensional analysis:
1. One-dimensional magnetic distribution: the magnetic field is perpendicular to the
conduction current and parallel to the conductor surface.
2. Sinusoidal current excitation. For non-sinusoidal current, the analysis can be
extended by Fourier expansion.
3. The materials are homogenous and linear.

4.4.2.3. General solution for a plate of nonmagnetic or linear magnetic material
Consider the semi-infinite long strip conductor shown in Fig. 4-62. The only
component of the magnetic field is assumed to be in the z-direction (perpendicular to the
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y
b

Hz=HS 1

H z(y)

Jx(y)

z

x
Hz=HS 2

-b

Fig. 4-62 Cross-section of semi-infinite plate

page) and is constrained to be a spatial function of y alone and to vary sinusoidally in
time. The magnetic field distribution can be derived from the Maxwell equations:

∇2H = α 2H

(4-108)

where

α=

(1 + j )

(4-109)

δ

and δ is the skin depth, given by:

δ=

1
πfσµ 0

(4-110)

Equation (4-108) has a solution of the form

H Z = k1eαy + k 2 e −αy

(4-111)

Assuming the boundary conditions:
H (0) = H s 2

(4-112)

H (h) = H s1
The constants in the general solution (4-111) is found:
H s1eαb − H s 2 e −αb
K1 =
e 2αb − e −2αb
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K1 =

H s 2 eαb − H s1e −αb
e 2αb − e −2αb

(4-114)

4.4.2.4. Skin effect
Let the strip have a height, h=2b, and width, w, and the coordinate system be as
indicated in Fig. 4-62. If the width of the conductor is much larger than its thickness, the
magnetic field can be assumed to be perpendicular to the current and parallel to the
conductor surface. In the case of the plate carrying a current of amplitude I, application of
Ampere’s circuital law yields the following boundary values:
H s1 = − H s 2 =

I
2w

(4-115)

Substituting this boundary condition into (4-111), we find
HZ =

I cosh αy
αh
2w sinh
2

(4-116)

Since
dH z
= Jx
dy

(4-117)

we get:
Jz =

αI cosh αy
αh

2 w sinh

(4-118)

2

The loss per unit length of conductor is given by:
h

w
I 2 sinh v + sin v
2
P1s =
| J x | dy =
2σ ∫0
4 wσδ cosh v − cos v

where the normalized thickness is defined as
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v=

h

(4-120)

δ

4.4.2.5. Proximity effect
Assuming the applied field of peak value Hs is the same on both surfaces, eqns.
(4-112) and (4-113) yield
Hs

K1 = K 2 =
e

h
α
2

+e

−α

h
2

(4-121)

And eqn. (4-111) becomes
Hz = Hs

cosh αy
αh
cosh
2

(4-122)

sinh αy
αh
cosh
2

(4-123)

The current density is:
J x = αH s

The loss per unit length is given by:
2

P1 p =

h
wH s sinh v − sin v
w
2
| J x | dy =
∫
2σ 0
σδ cosh v + cos v

(4-124)

4.4.2.6. Impedance of laminated busbar
Consider two parallel plates of laminated busbars separated by distance d, shown in
Fig. 4-63. The bottom conductor carries current with peak value I but in the opposite
direction. Because of the symmetry of the structure, the calculation results of two
conductors will be the same. For the top conductor, the boundary condition becomes:
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y

h+d/2
Hz(y)

Hz=HS1
J x(y)

d/2
Hz=HS2

z
-d/2

x
Jx (y)

-(h+d/2)
Fig. 4-63 Laminated busbar

H s1 = 0
H s2 = −

(4-125)

I
w

Eqns. (4-112)and (4-113) yield the following values of K1 and K2:
−

αh

I
e 2
K1 =
w eαh − e −αh

(4-126)

αh

I −e 2
K2 =
w eαh − e −αh

(4-127)

Thus, from eqn (4-111) we obtain:
h
sinh α ( y − )
I
2
H=
w sinh αh

(4-128)

1. AC resistance
The loss per unit length is then found to be
P2 =

I 2 sinh 2v + sin 2v
2wσδ cosh 2v − cos 2v
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The loss can also be expressed in the form
P2 =

1 2
I Rac
2

(4-130)

So the AC resistance is given by
Rac = Rdc ⋅ v

sinh 2v + sin 2v
cosh 2v − cos 2v

(4-131)

where the DC resistance is defined as:
Rdc =
If we substitute H s =

1
hwσ

(4-132)

I
into eqn. (4-124), the proximity effect loss becomes
2w
I 2 sinh v − sin v
P1 p =
4wσδ cosh v + cos v

(4-133)

If we subtract eqn. (4-133) from eqn. (4-131), and using the relationship of the hyperbolic
function, the skin effect equation (4-119) is in fact obtained after some manipulation. So

P2 = P1s + P1 p

(4-134)

However, the danger of such a deduction becomes apparent if it is remembered that
the local loss density in a conductor is a function of the square of the current density.
Consider the instantaneous current densities J1 and J2 in the cross-section s of a long
conductor, where J1 is the density which could exist if the conductor was isolated from its
neighbors and J2 is the eddy-current density induced by the magnetic field of other
sources. The instantaneous loss is
P=

1

(J
σ∫

1

+ J 2 ) 2 ds =

s

1

(J
σ∫

2
1

2

+ J 2 + 2 J 1 J 2 )ds

(4-135)

s

Thus the total loss is only given by the sum of the component losses if the integral of the
cross-product term is zero, i.e.
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P=

1

σ

∫J J
1

2

ds

(4-136)

s

Such is only the case if the distribution of J2 displays a reciprocal symmetry to that of J1.
In the simple two-conductor problem J1 is an even function and J2 an odd function about
the plane of symmetry y=0. In other words, the skin-effect current density and the
proximity-effect current density are orthogonal [96].
Rewriting the AC resistance eqn. (4-131) in the following form,

Rac = Rdc

v sinh v + sin v sinh v − sin v
(
+
) = Rdc ( F + G )
2 cosh v − cos v cosh v + cos v

(4-137)

the skin effect loss fact is

F=

v sinh v + sin v
2 cosh v − cos v

(4-138)

and the proximity effect loss fact is

G=

v sinh v − sin v
2 cosh v + cos v

(4-139)

2. AC inductance
The average value of the magnetic field energy stored inside the unit length of one of the
conductors is
h
2

µ µ I 2δ sinh 2v − sin 2v
1
WMi = w ∫ µ 0 µ r | H | 2 dy = 0 r
8w cosh 2v − cos 2v
h4
−

(4-140)

2

where I is the peak conductor current, and µr is the relative permeability of the conductor.
In terms of internal inductance Li

WMi =

1
Li I 2
4

Thus
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Li =

µ 0 µ r δ sinh 2v − sin 2v

(4-142)

2 w cosh 2v − cos 2v

The average value of the magnetic field energy stored in the external field is
d
2

µ µ I 2d
1
I
WMe = w∫ µ 0 µ r ( ) 2 dy = 0 r
4
w
8w
0

(4-143)

Thus

Le =

µ0 µr d

(4-144)

2w

The total inductance per unit length of one conductor,
Ls = Li + Le =

µ 0 µ r δ sinh 2v − sin 2v
2 w cosh 2v − cos 2v

+

µ0 µr d
2w

(4-145)

Applying the derived equations, the parameters of two fundamental integrated LC
structures can be calculated.

4.4.3. Straight integrated LC structure
For the straight integrated LC structure, it is assumed that there are ground planes on
the top and bottom of the structure, as shown Fig. 4-64. The distance (h) is much larger
than the conductor width. Since the parameters under even- and odd-mode excitations are
different, they need to be calculated differently.

4.4.3.1. Even-mode
Under even-mode excitation, the two coupled lines can be decoupled into two
independent lines with respect to ground. The correspondent Microstrip line models for
the two lines will be the same, as shown in Fig. 4-65. The structure is in homogeneous
media with εr = 1. Applying eqn. (4-99) for w/h << 1 case, we have
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w

Fig. 4-64 Straight integrated LC structure with ground planes
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h
t
d

z

x

w

Fig. 4-65 Equivalent Microstrip structure for Even-mode

Z 0 ≈ 60 ln(8

weff
L0
h
+ 0.25
)=
weff
h
C0

1
=c
L0 C0

(4-146)

(4-147)

where weff is obtained from eqn. (4-104) for w/h ≤ 1/2π case.
Hence the self-inductance and capacitance of the even-mode are:
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L0 = L0,in + L0,ex =

C0 =

Z0
c

(4-148)

1
Z0 ⋅ c

(4-149)

where L0,in and L0,ex are the internal and external inductances. The internal inductance is a
function of frequency because of the eddy current, while the external inductance is not.
Because h >> t, the external inductance is much larger than the internal inductance.
Therefore, L0 and C0 are frequency independent. The conductance G0 ≈ 0 since the
dielectric is air.

4.4.3.2. Odd-mode
The frequency dependent AC inductance and resistance of this structure can be
obtained using eqns. (4-145) and (4-137), as rewritten below:
Ls =

µ 0 µ r δ sinh 2v − sin 2v

Rac = Rdc

2 w cosh 2v − cos 2v

+

µ0 µr d
2w

v sinh v + sin v sinh v − sin v
(
+
)
2 cosh v − cos v cosh v + cos v

(4-150)

(4-151)

To determine the self- and mutual resistance and inductance in even- and odd-mode
transmission-line equations, let’s recall the definition of self- and mutual resistance. The
self-resistance represents the sum of ohmic losses in all conductors induced by the
current flowing in the active conductor. For the symmetrical two-conductor structure
shown in Fig. 4-63, when the top conductor carries current I and the bottom conductor
carries no current, the AC resistance of the top conductor is given by the skin effect
equation (4-119). At the same time, ohmic loss given by proximity effect equation (4-133)
is induced in the bottom conductor. It must be represented by the equivalent increased
AC resistance in the top conductor. Hence the self resistance of one conductor is:

R0 = Rac

(4-152)

Since for odd-mode excitation,
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Rac = R0 − Rm

(4-153)

Rm = 0

(4-154)

therefore,

The mutual resistance for a symmetrical structure with symmetrical boundary
conditions is always zero. However, as will be shown in Chapter 7, where the
symmetrical condition is not satisfied, the mutual resistance will not be zero and it will
play an important role for accurate loss modeling.
The mutual inductance per unit length is

M = L0 − Ls

(4-155)

Ignoring the fringing effect of the electric field, the capacitance per unit length can be
calculated by
C=

ε 0ε r w

(4-156)

d

However, error will increase with the increasing of εr and d/w. A More accurate value can
be obtained by applying the Microstrip theory.
Under odd-mode excitations, the coupled transmission line can be decoupled into two
independent lines with respect to the x axis, which has zero potential under this condition.
The equivalent Microstrip model is shown in Fig. 4-66.

y
t
d/2

z

x

w
Fig. 4-66 Equivalent Microstrip structure for odd-mode

Since w/d/2 >> 1, the characteristic impedance can be obtained by substituting h=d/2
into eqn. (4-101) as rewritten below:
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120π
Z0 ≈

ε eff

(4-157)

w
w
+ 1.393 + 0.667 ln(
+ 1.444)
d /2
d /2

where εeff and weff are obtained from eqns. (4-102) and (4-103).
Thus the capacitance per unit length is

Cs =

Ls
Z0

(4-158)

2

The conductance per unit length is

Gs = tanδ ⋅ ωC s

(4-159)

where tanδ is the loss factor of the dielectric material.
The mutual capacitance and conductance between the two coupled lines are

Cm =

Cs
2

(4-160)

G
Gm = s
2

4.4.4. Spiral integrated LC structure
4.4.4.1. Even-mode
For the spiral integrated LC structure shown in Fig. 4-56, the existence of the side
conductors will change the electromagnetic field distribution under even-mode excitation.
A cross-section parallel x-y plane is studied, as shown in Fig. 4-67.

y
-(a+b)

-a

z

a

a+b

x

Fig. 4-67 A cross-section parallel to x-y plane of spiral integrated LC structure
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Under even-mode excitation, the current in all four conductors are annotated in the
above figure (assuming current is in z direction). Conductor 1 and 3 can be modeled by
two odd-mode excited slot-lines in homogeneous media. Since it is a symmetric structure,
the y-z plane must be a zero-potential plane. The capacitance per unit length of one
conductor can be obtained by using eqn. (4-105).
( a + b) 2 − a 2
)
ε0K(
a+b
C0 = 2 ⋅
a
K(
)
a+b

(4-161)

The inductance per unit length is

L0 =

1
C0 ⋅ c 2

(4-162)

For cross-sections parallel to y-z plane, the x-y plane must have zero potential.
Therefore the same equations can be used. The parameters can be obtained by
substituting correspondent dimension in eqn. (4-161).

4.4.4.2. Odd-mode
For odd-mode excitation, if the distance between the two sides is large or there is
magnetic core in between the two sides, it has been proven that the magnetic coupling
between them becomes very weak (less than 10%) [78]. Therefore, the change of
electromagnetic field distribution can be neglected. Thus the parameters will be the same
as those of the straight structure and the formulas (4-150)–(4-160) can be used.

4.4.5. Spiral integrated LC structure with ferrite cores
If a spiral-integrated LC structure is surrounded by a ferrite core as shown in Fig.
4-53, as in most practical cases, the line parameters will be changed. Since the presence
of a ferrite core will not change the electromagnetic field distribution much (under the
one-dimensional assumption) under odd-mode excitation, the odd-mode parameters will
be approximately the same and eqns. (4-150)–(4-160) can still be used to define the
capacitance and inductance. For even-mode excitation, since the magnetic field
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distribution is different for the overhang sections and the sections in the core window, the
parameters will also be different.

4.4.5.1. Overhang sections
To obtain the parameter of the overhang section, the following assumptions are made:
z

The overhang section is in air;

z

The effect of the nearby ferrite core can be neglected;

z

The width of the conductor (w) is much larger than the thickness of the dielectric (d);
Under these assumptions, the overhang section will have the same parameters as the

air-core structure discussed before. Therefore, formulas (4-161)–(4-162) can be used.

4.4.5.2. Sections in the core window
Assuming the dielectric constant and electric conductivity of ferrite are small, the
self-capacitance of conductors will not change much with the presence of the core.
Therefore eqn. (4-161) can be used. To calculate the self-inductance, assuming the ferrite
core has a U-shape cross-section; the relative permeability is µr, magnetic path length is le,
the air gap length is lg, the winding window length is l and effective cross-section area is

Ae, as shown in Fig. 4-68.

Fig. 4-68 U-shape ferrite core with air gap

The effective relative permeability is

µ eff =

µ r le
le + ( µ r − 1)l g

The inductance per unit length is
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L0 =

µ 0 µ eff Ae

(4-164)

le ⋅ l

4.4.6. Effect of air gap
For integrated EMI filters, an air gap is not desirable since it will reduce the
inductance. However, for the planar cores used in integrated EMI filters, an air gap is
unavoidable. The air gap length of different cores can be calculated using the data given
in datasheets. The typical value is from 3µm to 6µm for the surfaces without special
polishing. With an air gap, the effective permeability will change greatly, as shown in Fig.
4-70. For 3E5 material (µr=10000), the effective permeability of the E38 + PLT38 core
combination becomes about 5000. It is shown that a tiny air gap may cause great
reduction of effective permeability for high µ materials, thus it has to be taken into
account.

E38

Equivalent permeability

E38 + PLT38
E32
E32 + PLT32
E22
E22 + PLT22
E18
E18 + PLT18

Permeability of materials

Fig. 4-69 Effects of air gap of different planar E cores

4.4.7. Dielectric and magnetic material properties
The high µ and high ε materials used in EMI filters usually have very non-linear
properties. µr and εr may change greatly at different excitation field strengths and
frequencies. A brief discussion on large signal characterization of dielectric materials can
be found in the appendix. The frequency response of the magnetic and dielectric
materials is discussed under the small signal condition for this study.
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4.4.7.1. Complex permeability of ferrite
A core having a magnetic loss can be represented by impedance:

Z = jωLs + RS = jωL0 ( µ s '− jµ s " )

(4-165)

where Rs is the series loss resistance, Ls is the series inductance, L0 is the inductance
without the core, µs’ is the real component of the series complex permeability, µs” is the
imaginary component of the series complex permeability. Thus

ωLs = ωL0 µ s '

(4-166)

Rs = ωL0 µ s "

(4-167)

The values of the series complex permeability as a function of frequency are normally
given in the magnetic material datasheet. Fig. 4-70 shows the series complex
permeability of ferrite material Philips 3E5. The functions µs’(f) and µs”(f) can be
obtained by curve fitting. Substituting these functions into eqn. (4-163) and (4-164), the
frequency-dependent self-inductance and equivalent core loss resistance (in series with
the equivalent winding loss resistance R0) can be obtained.

4.4.7.2. Complex permittivity of dielectric
Similarly, a capacitor with dielectric loss can be represented admittance, given by:

Y = jωC p + G p = jωC 0 (ε p '− jε p " )

Fig. 4-70 Series complex permeability of 3E5 material
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where Gp is the parallel conductance, Cp is the parallel capacitance, C0 is the capacitance
without the dielectric, εr’ is the real component of the parallel complex permittivity, and

εr” is the imaginary component of the parallel complex permittivity. Thus,
ωC p = ωC 0 ε p '

(4-169)

G P = ωC 0 ε p "

(4-170)

and the dielectric loss tangent is:
tan δ =

Gp

ωC P

=

ε p"
εp'

(4-171)

Unlike ferrite materials, the complex permittivity of dielectric materials is normally
not included in the datasheet. It must be measured in the lab. Fig. 4-71 gives the
measured capacitance and loss fact tanδ of a test sample using dielectric material Y5V
(used in integrated EMI filters prototypes). Knowing the dimensions of the capacitor, the
complex permittivity can be calculated. The functions εp’(f) and εp”(f) can be obtained by
curve fitting. Substituting these functions into eqns. (4-157)-(4-160), the frequencydependent mutual-capacitance Cm and equivalent dielectric loss conductance Gm can be
obtained.

Fig. 4-71 Measured capacitance and tanδ vs frequency
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4.5. Experimental verification
To verify the derived model, the characteristics of two integrated LC samples are
calculated and compared with the experimental results.

4.5.1.1. An air-core single turn integrated LC
The air-core spiral winding integrated LC module discussed in L. Zhao’s dissertation
is used as an example to verify the derived equations. A prototype is shown in Fig. 4-72.

Fig. 4-72 An air-core spiral winding integrated LC module [78]

The structural and material parameters are given in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2 TECHNICAL DATA OF THE INTEGRATED LC SAMPLE [78]

The inductance, capacitance and mutual inductance per unit length given in the above
table were obtained by measurement. In this section these parameters and the AC
resistance and self-capacitance will be calculated using the derived equations. The
characteristics of this module will then be calculated using the proposed integrated LC
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model based on multi-conductor lossy transmission-line theory. The calculated line
parameters are shown in Table 4-3.
TABLE 4-3 CALCULATED INTEGRATED LC PARAMETERS
PARAMETERS

VLAUE

Self inductance per unit length (nH/m)

1092

Mutual inductance per unit length (nH/m)

954.8

Mutual capacitance (DC) per unit length (nF/m)

785

Self capacitance per unit length (pF/m)

10.2

The AC resistance and inductance are functions of frequency; the calculated results
are shown in Fig. 4-73

Fig. 4-73 Calculated AC resistance and inductance vs frequency

Using the calculated parameters, the characteristics of this integrated LC module can
be obtained. The calculated results of ZAD with series, parallel resonator connections and
ZAC are compared with the measurement results given in [78]. It is found that the
calculated results closely match the measurement results.

Fig. 4-74 Calculated ZAD of Series Resonator

Fig. 4-75 Measured ZAD of Series Resonator [78]
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731k
9.97M

12.27M
3.609M

Fig. 4-76 Calculated ZAD of Parallel Resonator

Fig. 4-77 Measured ZAD of Parallel Resonator [78]

Fig. 4-78 Calculated ZAC

Fig. 4-79 Measured ZAC [78]

4.5.1.2. Spiral integrated LC with ferrite core
The second prototype is a single-turn integrated LC module with ferrite cores, as
shown in Fig. 4-80. It works as a filter capacitor for the first generation integrated EMI
Filter. The parameters are listed in Table 4-4.

Fig. 4-80 Constructed single-turn integrated LC module
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TABLE 4-4 PARAMETERS OF INTEGRATED LC PROTOTYPE
PARAMETERS

VALUE

Ferrite material

Philips 3E5

Initial permeability

10000

Ferrite core size

Planar E38+PLT38

Dielectric material

Y5V

Dielectric thickness

150 µm

Initial permittivity

14000

Conductor width

10 mm

Mean length

110 mm

Conductor thickness

≈2 mil

Air gap length

≈4 µm

Taking the properties of ferrite and dielectric material into account, the model
parameters all become frequency-dependent, as shown in Fig. 4-81 and Fig. 4-82.

Fig. 4-81 Calculated mutual capacitance and self

Fig. 4-82 Calculated AC resistance and inductance

inductance vs frequency

vs frequency

The calculated characteristics are compared with the measurement results, shown in
Fig. 4-83 - Fig. 4-92.
Comparing the calculated and measured results, it can be concluded that the
developed model can accurately predict the characteristics of integrated LC structure at
low frequency range. The high-frequency characteristics are highly dependent on the
material properties.
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Fig. 4-83 Calculated ZAD of Series resonator

Fig. 4-84 Measured ZAD of Series resonator

Fig. 4-85 Calculated ZAD of Parallel resonator

Fig. 4-86 Measured ZAD of Parallel resonator

Fig. 4-87 Calculated ZAC

Fig. 4-88 Measured ZAC
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Fig. 4-89 Calculated ZAB with CD open-circuited

Fig. 4-90 Measured ZAB with CD open-circuited

Fig. 4-91 Calculated low pass filter transfer gain

Fig. 4-92 Measured low pass filter transfer gain

with ZL = 50 Ω

with ZL = 50 Ω

4.6. Frequency domain modeling of multi-turn, multi-layer structures
Although the above discussion is focused on the simplified 2-conductor symmetric
structure, it is not limited to this structure. The same methodology and theory can be
easily extended to model asymmetric and complicated multi-turn, multi-layer structures.
Since for n conductor system there will be n modes of electromagnetic wave propagation,
the even- and odd-mode decomposition is no longer appropriate. It is not valid for 2conductor asymmetric structures either, since the even- and odd-mode wave propagation
is not independent of each other. A more convenient way to solve the coupled
transmission equations will be via matrix transformation. It is also difficult to calculate
the impedance and admittance matrices analytically. The practical solution is to use 2-
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dimensional or 3-dimensional FEA simulation to calculate the parameters. The modeling
details will be discussed in Chapter 7.

4.7. Summary
In this chapter, a new frequency-domain modeling method for integrated LC structure
is studied. It is found that the multi-conductor lossy transmission-line theory is
appropriate for this modeling. For the simplest two-conductor symmetric structure, the
solution can be conveniently obtained via even- and odd-mode decomposition. The
equivalent circuits with different load conditions can be represented by two independent
transmission lines connected in series or in parallel. With other connections or
configurations, the characteristics can be easily calculated using the [Z] or [ABCD]
matrices. Using this model, deeper insight and understanding of the integration structure
is obtained.
The electromagnetic modeling of the fundamental straight and spiral integrated LC
structures with or without ferrite cores is also presented. The calculation formulas of the
frequency-dependent impedance and admittance matrices are derived using Microstrip
and Slot-line theory and one-dimensional eddy-current analysis. The non-linearity of
magnetic and dielectric material properties are also taken into account in deriving these
formulas. It is verified by the experimental results that the developed model can
accurately predict the characteristics of integrated LC with or without ferrite cores in a
wide frequency range.
The same theory can be extended to model more complicated multi-conductor
integrated structures. The details will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF INTEGRATED EMI
FILTERS FOR A DPS FRONT-END CONVERTER
5.1. Introduction
The complete schematic of the DPS front-end converter is shown in Fig. 5-1. Fig. 5-2
shows a converter prototype implemented using discrete components. Without the
discrete EMI filter, the input voltage and current waveforms are shown in Fig. 5-3. The
measured CM and DM EMI noise is shown in Fig. 5-4. The bottom line in this graph
indicates the required EN55022B EMI standard. To meet the standard, the EMI filter
needs to have approximately -85dB attenuation at 400 kHz. The discrete EMI filter for
this converter is a two-stage filter, with identical parameters for both stages. To simplify
the construction procedure of the integrated EMI filter for preliminary study, only one
stage is considered.

Fig. 5-1 Schematic of DPS front converter

EMI Filter

Fig. 5-2 Prototype of DPS front-end converter with discrete components
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Fig. 5-3 Measured input voltage and current waveforms of front-end converter
160
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Frequency (Hz)
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Fig. 5-4 Measured EMI noise of front-end converter without EMI filter

5.2. Design of integrated EMI filters
The design of the integrated EMI filter is similar to that of the integrated LCT [55]
[118] [119]. The difference is there are two sets of integrated LC windings for a singlestage EMI filter: one set for CM filter and the other set for DM capacitors. These two sets
of windings need different design methodologies.

5.2.1. Integrated LC winding for CM filter
The values of CM filter inductance and capacitance are selected by following the
traditional EMI filter design methodology. For a low-profile design, the planar E core
shape is preferred. The inductance and capacitance can be calculated as:
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LCM = µ0⋅µeff⋅n2⋅Ae/le

(5-1)

where µe is the equivalent relative permeability of the magnetic core, n is the total
number of turns, Ae is the effective area of the core and le is the core effective length.
The CM capacitance is given by:
CCM = ε0⋅εr⋅m⋅lmean⋅w/d

(5-2)

where εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric, m is the number of turns of the
integrated LC windings, lmean is the mean length per turn, w is the width of the conductor
and d is the thickness of the dielectric.

5.2.2. Integrated LC winding for the DM capacitor
The design of L-C hybrid winding for the DM capacitor is similar to the design of
planar capacitor. The capacitance is given by:
CDM =

ε 0 ε r 2 w2 lmean
d2

(5-3)

where εr2 is the relative permittivity of the dielectric for DM cap, lmean is the mean length
per turn, w2 is the width of the conductor and d2 is the thickness of the dielectric.

5.2.3. DM inductor
In integrated EMI filters, the DM inductor is usually realized by the leakage
inductance of the CM choke. The intrinsic leakage inductance of the planar CM choke
usually is not large enough to implement the total DM inductance. To increase the
leakage inductance, an additional magnetic material can be inserted in the space between
the two CM choke windings, as shown in Fig. 5-5.
In Fig. 5-5, the multilayer windings of the CM choke are simplified to a single-layer
winding with the same total thickness. The error caused by this simplification is minor
and thus can be neglected. Assuming uniform current distribution and applying Ampere’s
law, the H field distribution in the winding window area can be obtained, as drawn in Fig.
5-5. The stored magnetic field energy is:
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Leakage layer

Fig. 5-5 Calculation of leakage inductance

Em =

µ0 µr
2

h

∫H

2

dxlwbw

(5-4)

0

If the relative permeability of the leakage layer is µs, the energy stored in the total
winding space will be:
Em =
=

µ 0l wbw
2

h1

{∫ (
0

µ 0lw h1 + h2
2bw

(

3

h2

N1 I 1 x 2
NI
N I x
) dx +µ s ( 1 1 ) 2 h∆ + ∫ ( 2 2 ) 2 dx
bw h1
bw
bw h2
0
+ µ sl h∆ ) N1 I1
2

(5-5)

2

By definition, the average energy is
Em =

1
2
Ls I1
2

(5-6)

Therefore
Ls = µ 0 N1

2

lw h1 + h2
(
+ µ s h∆ )
bw
3
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where lw is mean length per turn, bw is the winding width. Since µs is much larger than 1
(in the range from 10-20), most of the leakage field energy will be stored in the leakage
layer

5.3. Processing steps for integrated EMI filters
To construct the integrated EMI filters, the following processing steps will be used.
1. Dielectric ceramic substrate cleaning and inspection;
2. Seed Titanium layer sputtering (100W, 15 minutes);
3. Seed copper layer sputtering (100W, 25 minutes);
4. Copper layer electroplating (plating current: 20 mA/cm2);
5. Nickel layer electroplating (plating current: 20 mA/cm2);
6. Photolithography;
7. Chemical etching;
8. The same cleaning, photolithography and chemical etching steps will be applied to
the process of copper foil windings, following by the electroplating step to coat the
copper windings with nickel to increase HF losses.
9. Reflow soldering (soldering the nickel-coated copper foil winding on top of
integrated LC winding to handle low-frequency power current);
10. Laser machining;
11. Final assembl7.
Using the developed integration technologies and design methodology, two singlestage integrated EMI filter was designed and constructed. Same specifications used by
discrete EMI filters are also applied to the integrated EMI filter.

5.4. The first integrated EMI filter prototype with integrated structure I
The first integration structure is shown in Fig. 5-6, in a cross-section view of a halfwinding window. The material properties and design results are shown in Table 5-1 and
Table 5-2, respectively. The staggered winding technology is applied for both of the CM
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choke windings to reduce EPC. A leakage layer, composed of ferrite polymer composite
(FPC) material, is inserted between the two windings to increase leakage inductance.
Thus the DM inductor can be fully implemented by the leakage inductance. The DM
capacitor is implemented by two single-turn integrated LC windings connected as
transmission line to reduce ESL. The constructed prototype is shown in Fig. 5-7.
To evaluate the integrated EMI filter prototype, the size and parameter comparisons
of the integrated and discrete baseline EMI filters are given in Table 5-3. To compare the
HF characteristics, the transfer gains for the two filters are measured by using a
HP4194A impedance/gain-phase analysis. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 5-8.
Compared to the baseline filter, the integrated EMI filter has improved DM
characteristics, contributed by the ESL reduction and multi-metal metallization
technologies. However, the CM characteristic is a little worse than that of the baseline
filter. This is due to the largely increased structural winding capacitance of the planar
spiral CM choke windings. Although the EPC is already greatly reduced by the staggered
winding technology (from 94 pF to 11 pF), it is still unacceptably high. In order to
further reduce EPC, an improved integration structure with interleaved CM choke
windings is studied, as described in the following sections
TABLE 5-1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MATERIALS
Magnetic material for CM choke
Magnetic material for leakage layer
Dielectric for CM capacitor

Dielectric for DM capacitor

Insulator

PARAMETERS

VALUE

Material
Initial permeability
Material

Philips 3E5
10,000
Siemens FPC C9

Initial permeability

9

Material
Thickness
Initial permittivity
Material
Thickness
Initial permittivity
Material
Thickness/layer
Permittivity

NP0
280 µm
86
Y5V
150 µm
14,000
Kapton
50 µm
3.6
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TABLE 5-2 DESIGN RESULTS
PARAMETERS3

VALUES

Core size
No. of turns per winding
No. of turns per layer
Conductor width
Insulation thickness:
Copper conductor thickness
Nickel conductor thickness
Leakage layer thickness

Planar E38
12
3
1.2 mm
100 µm
300 µm
25 µm
2.4 mm

TABLE 5-3 PARAMETER COMPARISON WITH DISCRETE EMI FILTER
PARAMETERS

INTEGRATED

DISCRETE

LCM (mH)
CCM (nF)
LDM (µH)
CDM (µF)
EPC (pF)
ESL (nH)
No. of components
Profile (cm)
Volume (cm3)

3.1
6
21
0.7
17
30
1
1.6
27.4

3.3
6.6
16.7
0.68
12
70
5
2.6
39.8

Fig. 5-6 Cross-section of integration structure I

Fig. 5-7 Prototypes of integrated and discrete EMI filter prototypes
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Fig. 5-8 Measured transfer gains of integrated and discrete EMI filters

5.5. The second integrated EMI filter prototype with integrated structure II
In this structure, the two windings of the planar CM choke are interleaved, as shown
in Fig. 5-9. As stated in Chapter 3, in regards of CM excitation, since the overlapped
conductors of different windings are at equal potential, the two CM windings are
equivalent to a single winding from an electrostatic point of view. This implies that the
EPC of the two interleaved windings is equal to that of the equivalent single winding.
Replacing the insulation material between the adjacent windings with high-permittivity
dielectric material, the DM capacitance can be integrated without adding an additional
integrated LC winding. This will further reduce the EPC. However, if the ceramic
substrate remains between winding turns on the same layer, as shown in Fig. 5-10, due to
the high permittivity of the substrate a large amount of electric field energy is stored
within the substrate caused by the fringing electric field between turns. The simulated
electric field energy distribution of this structure is shown in Fig. 5-11. The calculated
EPC is about 44.6 pF and is much too high for practical use. Therefore the high-
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permittivity dielectric material between turns must be removed. This greatly increases the
complexity of the structure; thus the construction time is greatly increased.
As regards the leakage inductance, interleaving not only reduces EPC under CM
current excitation, but also greatly reduces the leakage inductance under DM current
excitation. To realize the same DM inductance within the structure, another piece of high

µ ferrite core and another set of windings are necessary. This introduced magnetic
structure is purposefully designed so that the added winding is magnetically decoupled
with the main choke windings. This guarantees that most CM voltage will still drop on
the CM choke windings. Since the added windings see almost no CM voltage and the
windings are far separated, its influence can be neglected, as shown in Fig. 5-12.
Although the added winding takes almost all the DM voltage, it only needs a small
number of layers. So its winding capacitance can be easily reduced by just increasing the
insulation layer thickness, as shown in Fig. 5-13.
The calculated EPC of the CM choke is 11.2 pF. Under DM excitation, the simulated
EPC is 12 pF and the integrated DM inductance is 19.5 µH. In comparison to the noninterleaved structure, the improved structure has the same values of the main filter
components and the same size, but only about 1/3 of the equivalent parallel winding
capacitance.
To evaluate this integration structure, a prototype is constructed and compared with
the baseline filter, as shown in Fig. 5-14 and Table 5-4. The measured transfer function is
shown in Fig. 5-15. It is found that the CM HF characteristic is indeed greatly improved
and it is better than that of the baseline filter. However, because of the insertion of the
additional core and windings to realize the DM inductance, the DM characteristic is
compromised at a certain frequency.

Fig. 5-9 Improved integrated EMI filter with interleaved winding
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Fig. 5-10 Electric field energy distribution with

Fig. 5-11 Electric field energy distribution without

ceramic substrate

ceramic substrate

Fig. 5-12 Electric field energy distribution under

Fig. 5-13 Electric field energy distribution under DM

CM excitation

excitation

Fig. 5-14 Improved integrated EMI filter and discrete Baseline filter prototypes
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Fig. 5-15 Measured transfer gains of integrated and discrete EMI filters

TABLE 5-4 PARAMETER COMPARISON WITH DISCRETE EMI FILTER
PARAMETERS

INTEGRATED

DISCRETE

LCM (mH)
CCM (nF)
LDM (µH)
CDM (µF)
EPC (pF)
No. of components
Profile (cm)
Volume (cm3)

3.1
6
20
0.6
3
1
1.6
27.4

3.3
6.6
16.7
0.56
12
5
2.6
39.8

5.6. Summary
In this chapter, two preliminary integrated EMI filters are studied. Both of these
integrated EMI filters are fully functional, and structural, functional and process
integration are achieved. Both of them have a smaller profile and volume than the
baseline discrete EMI filter.
In the first integrated EMI filter, DM inductance is realized by fully utilizing the
leakage inductance of the CM choke. Transmission-line connection method is used so the
DM characteristic is greatly improved. However, because of greatly increase winding
capacitance, the CM characteristics are worsened and they need to be improved.
The second integrated EMI filter has interleaved and staggered winding structure, so
the winding capacitance is greatly reduced and CM characteristic is greatly improved.
However, the increased complexity greatly increases the construction time and the
winding thickness is increased also. Furthermore, the leakage is greatly reduced due to
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interleaving. Additional core and windings are needed to realize the DM inductance,
resulting in compromised DM characteristics.
The next question is how to improve CM performance without sacrificing that of DM.
New technologies need to be developed, as will be introduced in next chapter.
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Chapter 6: INTEGRATED EMI FILTERS WITH STRUCTURAL
WINDING CAPACITANCE CANCELLATION
6.1. Introduction
In previous research, it has been discovered that the structural winding capacitance
and the leakage inductance are the toughest parasitics to deal with when designing
integrated EMI filters. Since it is always preferable to have a certain leakage inductance
for the DM noise filtering, a structure without winding interleaving is required. But we
must not forget this structure has an unacceptably large winding capacitance. Because
EPC and leakage inductance are structurally and electromagnetically coupled together, it
is difficult to change one parameter without affecting the others. Because EPC is inherent
to the winding structure, it is very difficult to reduce, especially for planar winding
structures. An alternative and better solution is to shift the stored electric field energy so
that the structural winding capacitance can be cancelled.

6.2. Shifting and redistributing electric field energy
Shifting and redistributing electric field energy has been an engineering practice for
many years. It has been widely used to reduce CM current for line transformers, HF
transformers and other electrical and electronic devices. The basic idea of shifting or
redistribution is introducing an electrostatic shield to shift the stored electric field energy
from the unwanted space to ground. The HF transformer shown in Fig. 6-1 is an example.
As shown in Fig. 6-1(a), because of the inter-winding capacitance between the primary
and secondary, the HF CM current will increase. To solve this problem, the usual
solution is insert an electrostatic shield between the primary and secondary windings, as
shown in Fig. 6-1(b), so that the electric field energy originally stored in the space
between the primary and secondary windings are shift to the space between windings and
ground. Hence the capacitive coupling between the two windings is eliminated.

6.3. Principle

and

implementation

of

cancellation
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*

*

*

*

(a) Without shield
(b) With shield
Fig. 6-1 Electrostatic shield of HF transformers

6.3.1. Electrostatic shield for inductors
In order to solve the structure winding capacitance problem of filter inductors, a
similar concept can be applied, as shown in Fig. 6-2. However, simply inserting an
electrostatic shield between layers of inductor windings will not be effective, as
illustrated in a simple test shown below. A simple two-layer inductor is fully shielded and
used as the filter inductor for a LC lowpass filter. The measured transfer function of this
low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 6-3. When compared to the result of the same inductor
without shield shown in the same graph, it is found that although the self-resonance
caused by the structural winding capacitance no longer exists (found through the phase
graph), the high-frequency attenuation is about the same. In order to understand the
problem and effectively cancel the structure winding capacitance, we will begin with an
analysis of the impedance of a practical inductor with parasitic winding capacitance.

6.3.2. Canceling parasitic winding capacitance of inductors
Consider a practical inductor with parallel winding capacitance as shown in Fig. 4-31.
Neglecting the losses, the equivalent impedance is given by:

*
*
Fig. 6-2 Electrostatic shield for inductors
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Fig. 6-3 Measured transfer gains of a low pass filter with a inductor w/ and w/o shield

Ze =

jωL1
1 − ω 2 L1C1

(6-1)

If another resonance is introduced and the item +ω2L2C2 is added into the
denominator and ω2L2C2=ω2L1C1 is satisfied, then Ze=jωL1 is the impedance of an ideal
inductor.
To realize this idea, we first split the inductor into two halves and tap the center point.
A capacitor is then connected from the center point to ground, as shown in Fig. 4-32. By
doing so, the mutual inductance of the two halves of the inductor is utilized to generate
the required second resonance, as shown in Fig. 6-6, which the decoupled equivalent of
Fig. 4-32. Performing the Y/∆ transformation, Fig. 6-6 can be simplified to its πequivalent circuit, shown in Fig. 6-7
The equivalent parameters shown in Fig. 6-7 are given by:
Y1 = Y2 =

Y12 =

1+

1
jω C g
2

ω 2 LC g
4

− ω 2 LC e

(6-2)

(6-3)

jωL

When Cg = 4Ce, Z12 = jωL, becomes an ideal inductor impedance. In other words, the
parasitic winding capacitance is cancelled. The added capacitance Cg can not only be
implemented by an external lumped capacitor, it can also be realized by utilizing the
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¼L
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Fig. 6-5 Realization of winding capacitance

Fig. 6-4 A practical inductor with EPC

cancellation

Ce
½L

Y12

½L

Y1

-M

Y2

Cg

Fig. 6-7 π-equivalent circuit of Fig. 6-6

Fig. 6-6 T decoupled circuit of Fig. 6-5

parasitic capacitance between windings and ground. The implementation is discussed as
follows.

6.3.3. Implementation of winding capacitance cancellation
To control and obtain the desired Cg, a conductive ground layer can be embedded
between winding layers of planar inductors, as shown in Fig. 6-8. An example winding
layout and embedded layer layout is shown in Fig. 6-9. From its physical structure, the
lumped equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6-10 can be derived.
In Fig. 6-10, the distributed capacitance between winding layers and the embedded
ground plane is represented by 4 lumped capacitances C1-C4, respectively.
C1=C2=C3=C4=1/2Cg, where Cg is the total structural capacitance between one of the

Embedded
layer

Top Layer

Fig. 6-8 Cross-section view of a planar inductor

Bottom Layer

Fig. 6-9 An example of winding and shield layout

with embedded ground layer
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winding layers and the embedded ground plane. L1, Cp1, R1 and Rp1 represent the first
half of the inductor if the structure winding capacitance, winding loss and core loss are all
considered. L2, Cp2, R2 and Rp2 represent the second half. R3 and L3 represent the
impedance of the ground plane. If the impedance of the ground plane is neglected, the
simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6-11 can be obtained. It is evident that it has
the same form as that of Fig. 4-32, so the same condition for winding capacitance
cancellation Cg = 4Ce can be obtained, where Ce=1/Cp1+1/Cp2.
The formula Cg = 4Ce says that to cancel the winding capacitance, both Cg and Ce
must be presented, which means the windings cannot be fully shielded. This answers the
question raised in 6.3.1. With the insertion of this ground plane, the equivalent structural
winding capacitance Ce is also changed because part of the windings is shielded. As the
ground layer area increases, Cg increases and Ce decreases, which implies there is an
optimal point where Cg = 4Ce. To obtain this optimal point and to study the influence of
other parameters, such as the impedance of the ground plane, the magnetic coupling
coefficient between the two winding halves, etc.; modeling of this structure is necessary.

6.4. Modeling of a planar inductor with an embedded conductive ground layer
6.4.1. Modeling of structure winding capacitance
The top and front cross-section view of a typical planar spiral winding structure is
shown in Fig. 6-12 and Fig. 6-13. To simplify the derivation procedure, a two-layer,
three-turns per layer structure is used as an example, but the results can also be applied to
multi-layer, multi-turn structures. In Fig. 6-13, C1 represents the distributed capacitance
Cp1
Rp1

C1

Ce

Rs1

*

L1

Rs3

*

L3 C3

C2
Cf

¼L

*

C4
Rs2

L2

*
½Cg

*

¼L
Cg

½Cg

Rp2

Cp2

Fig. 6-10 Equivalent circuit of planar inductor w/

Fig. 6-11 Simplified equivalent circuit

embedded layer
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between layers, C2 represents the distributed capacitance between the windings and the
core, and C3 represents distributed capacitance between turns. In most cases, C2 can be
neglected, because normally the distance between the windings and the core is much
larger than the insulation thickness between winding layers. The turn-to-turn capacitance
C3 can be calculated by using the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [76]. If the
permittivity of the substrate (insulation) material is not high (as in the case of FR4,
Kapton…), C3 is normally much smaller than C1, hence it can also be neglected. The
layer to layer capacitance C1 is calculated based on the following assumptions:
1. For most practical multi-layer planar inductors with magnetic cores, the winding
layers are magnetically coupled very closely and the leakage inductance between
layers is much smaller than the magnetizing inductance. Hence the leakage
inductance can be neglected.
2. In the conducted EMI frequency range (150 kHz – 30 MHz), the impedance of the
equivalent winding resistance is much smaller than the impedance of the inductance,
hence it is neglected.
3. Based on the previous two assumptions, it is shown that the winding voltage
distribution is determined by the inductance per turn. For most practical planar
inductors with spiral windings and a regular magnetic core shape, the inductance per
turn is constant. Therefore, the voltage is linearly distributed along the winding
length (x-axis in Fig. 6-12).
4. For most practical planar spiral winding inductors with planar E cores, the overhangs
are not surrounded by a magnetic core; its inductance is much smaller than that of the

C2

C3

C1

X

Fig. 6-12 Top view of a planar spiral winding

Fig. 6-13 Front view of half winding window crosssection
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conductors in the core window. Therefore, the voltage drop on overhang conductors
can be neglected.
Based on the above assumptions, the voltage profile of the example inductor is shown
in Fig. 6-14 and Fig. 6-15. Fig. 6-14 shows the front cut-view of the winding layers. The
different number on each conductor indicates the sequence of winding turns. The number
also represents the potential of each turn at the beginning point, assuming 1volt per turn.
Fig. 6-15 shows the voltage profile of each turn along the winding length direction (x
direction). Each turn is represented by a curve annotated with its potential number
corresponding to Fig. 6-14. The length of each turn is different and needs to be calculated
accordingly since the lateral dimension of planar spiral windings has to be considered. It
is shown in Fig. 6-15 that even though the voltage is changing along the winding length,
the voltage difference between every two vertically adjacent conductors is a constant. For
example, the voltage between conductor 1 and 4 is always 3V.
Knowing the voltage distribution, the electric field energy stored between two
vertically adjacent conductors (the ith and (2m-1-i)th conductor) can be calculated, given
by:
W Em =

1
⋅ C 0 ⋅ l i ⋅ (2i − 1) 2
2

(6-4)

where li is the winding length of the ith turn, m is the number of turns per layer, and C0 is
the capacitance per unit length of each turn, given by:
V
6V
5V

0V

1V

2V

5V

4V

3V

4V
3V
2V

xX

1V
0V

X
Windings inside cores
Winding overhangs

Fig. 6-14 Voltage distribution of cross section –
front view

Fig. 6-15 Voltage distribution along winding length
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C0 =

ε 0ε r w

(6-5)

d

where w is the conductor width, d is the insulation thickness and εr is the relative
permittivity of the insulation material.
The total stored electric field energy of all the layers is:

WE = (

m
n
1
− 1) ⋅ ∑ ⋅ C 0 ⋅ l i ⋅ (2i − 1) 2
m
i =1 2

(6-6)

where n is the total number of turns. The lumped equivalent structural capacitance is then
given by:
Ce =

2WE
n2

(6-7)

To verify this model, a two-layer, 6 turns-per-layer planar inductor prototype was
constructed and measured. Its structural winding capacitance is experimentally extracted
from the curve fitting results of the impedance measurement using HP4194A
impedance/gain-phase analyzer. The technical parameters, the calculated and extracted
winding capacitance are listed in Table I. It is shown that the margin of error is within 5%.
TABLE 6-1 MEASURED AND CALCULATED EPC OF A PLANAR INDUCTOR
PARAMETERS

VALUE

Core size

Planar E38+PLT38

Conductor width (mm)

0.8

Insulation thickness (mm)

0.05

εr

3.6

Calculated Ce (pF)

123

Extracted Ce (pF)

118

6.4.2. Calculation of the coupling coefficient between winding halves
In a simplified equivalent circuit analysis, the two halves of the inductor windings are
assumed to be perfectly coupled. However, this can never be true, and the non-unit
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coupling coefficient will affect the characteristics at high frequency. Therefore, the
influence of coupling coefficient must be considered.
The calculation of the coupling coefficient can follow the conventional onedimensional eddy current analysis for transformer and inductor windings, as briefly
described below.
Consider a winding layer with m turns placed in a core window, as shown in Fig. 6-16.
To simplify the winding structure, an equivalent winding layer with homogenous material
is normally used, so that the problem can be simplified to one dimension. To compensate
the enlarged conductor cross-section area so that the DC resistance stays unchanged, the
conductivity of the equivalent layer is set to:

σe =

n ⋅ d1
⋅σ = ζ ⋅σ
w

(6-8)

where ζ is defined as lateral filling factor.
Consequently, the skin depth is changed to:

δe =

1

πfµ 0σ e

=

1

ζ

⋅δ

(6-9)

After it is simplified to a one-dimensional problem, the leakage inductance can be
calculated using eqn. (5-7), given by:
Ls = µ 0 m 2

l 2
( t + h)
w 3

(6-10)

where l is the mean length of the winding. The self-inductance of one winding layer is:
w

w

d2

d1

...
...

t

t
h

h

m turns

Fig. 6-16 A winding with m turn per layer

Fig. 6-17 Equivalent 1D structure
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L=

m 2 µ 0 µ eff Ae

(6-11)

le

where µeff is the effective permeability of the core (given by (4-163)), Ae is the effective
area and le is the magnetic path length. Knowing that
Ls = 2 ⋅ ( L − M )

(6-12)

M = k⋅L

the coupling coefficient k is obtained
1
1
l ⋅ l e ⋅ ( t + h)
3
2
k = 1−
w ⋅ Ae ⋅ µ eff

(6-13)

For the planar inductor used in the designed integrated EMI filter prototype, with the
technical parameters given in Table 6-2, the calculated k is 0.99991.
TABLE 6-2 TECHNICAL DATA FOR COUPLING COEFFICIENT CALCULATION
PARAMETERS

VALUE

Number of turns per layer

6

Conductor thickness (mm)

0.3

Conductor width (mm)

10

Insulation thickness (mm)

0.2

Core effective area (mm2)

194

Magnetic path length (mm)

43.7

Mean length per turn (mm)

111.2

Effective permeability

5000

The AC resistance of each layer can be calculated using the formulas in 4.4.2. The
equivalent core loss resistance can be calculated using the formulas in 4.4.5.

6.4.3. Design of the embedded conductive layer
Assuming the width of the embedded ground layer is fixed and is equal to the
winding window width, the length X of the embedded layer can be chosen as the design
variable, as shown in Fig. 6-18. Cg and Ce as a function of X are given by:
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m
ε εW
n
− 1) ⋅ ∑ 0 r w ⋅ (l i − X ) ⋅ (2i − 1) 2
m
h1
i =1
Ce =
n2

(

(6-14)

where Ww is the width of the winding conductor, h1 is the thickness of the insulation
material between two winding layers, and εr is the relative permittivity of the insulation
material.

C=

mε 0 ε rWw X
h2

(6-15)

where h2 is the thickness of the insulation material between winding layer and the
embedded ground plane.
For the parameters used by the integrated EMI filter prototype, the relationship of Ce
and ¼Cg as a function of X is plotted in Fig. 6-19. The point where the two lines cross
indicates the optimal design point and the correspondent X = 49 mm is chosen as the
designed embedded ground plane length. For the designed integrated EMI filter prototype,
the width of the embedded layer is equal to the winding window width of a planar E38
core (≈10 mm) and its thickness is approximately 70 µm (2.8 mils).

6.4.4. Experimental verification
To verify this design, an L-C low-pass filter with a planar filter inductor and a
discrete ceramic capacitor is constructed, as shown in Fig. 6-20.The planar inductor has
the same magnetic core structure and winding structure as those of the inductors of the

(F)
Ce

X
¼C
Design point

X (m)

Fig. 6-19 Ce and Cg versus X

Fig. 6-18 Design of the embedded layer
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integrated EMI filter. The parameters are given in Table 6-3. The small signal transfer
functions of this filter with and without the embedded conductive layer are measured by
using an HP 4194A impedance/gain phase analyzer. The measurement setup is referred to
the next section. The results are shown in Fig. 6-21. It is evident that with the designed
embedded layer, the structural winding capacitance of the inductor is almost completely
cancelled.
TABLE 6-3 TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE TESTED LOWPASS FILTER
PARAMETERS

VALUE

Inductor core size

Planar E38 + PLT 38

Core material

3E5

Number of turns

12

Number of turns per layer

6

Inductance (mH)

4.5

Capacitance (nF)

3.3

Fig. 6-20 Prototype of planar inductor with embedded layer
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Fig. 6-21 Measured transfer gain of a low pass filter with inductors w/ and w/o embedded layer
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6.5. Parametric and sensitivity studies
6.5.1. PSpice model
With the developed equivalent circuit and models, the influence and sensitivity of the
major parameters are studied by using PSpise. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6-10
is redrawn in PSpice, as shown in Fig. 6-22.

Fig. 6-22 PSpice simulation schematic of the developed model

The measured and estimated circuit parameters are shown in Table 6-4.
TABLE 6-4 MEASURED AND ESTIMATED CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
PARAMETERS

VALUE

R7: equivalent core loss resistance

7k Ω

L1,L2: Inductance per half winding

0.6 mH

L3: inductance of the shield layer

16.7 µH

R1:R2: equivalent winding resistance

0.01 Ω

R3: equivalent shield resistance

0.01 Ω

C6: external filter capacitance

5.2 nF

L4: ESL of C7

9.5 nH

R4: ESR of C7

238 mΩ

The structural winding capacitance Ce (C8 in Fig. 6-22) and Cg (C2+C3 in Fig. 6-22) are
calculated using the structural parameters, given by:
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C e ≈ 13 − 10 ⋅ X
C g = 64 ⋅ X

pF

(6-16)

pF

(6-17)

where X=x/lmean is the normalized length of the shield layer. X=0.5 is the optimized value
when the winding capacitance is completely cancelled. The calculated coupling
coefficient k is 0.99991.
This model has been calibrated by experimental results, as shown in the measured and
calculated results comparisons of different shield lengths, as shown in Fig. 4-30 and Fig.
6-24. It shows that the simulation results closely match the measured results.
Using the simulation model, the influence of the following parameters is studied.
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Fig. 6-23 Measured and simulated transfer function when X= 0.75
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Fig. 6-24 Measured and simulated transfer function when X=1
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6.5.2. Influence of embedded shield layer area.
When setting the other parameters as shown in Fig. 6-22, five X values (0, 0.25, 05,
0.75, 1) are studied, the simulation result is shown in Fig. 6-25 and Fig. 6-26.
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Fig. 6-25 Parametric study of shield layer area: gain
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Fig. 6-26 Parametric study of shield layer area: phase

It is clear that at the beginning, the attenuation becomes larger as the shield area
increases. If the area is larger than the optimum value and the parasitic winding
capacitance is over-compensated for, attenuation will become smaller as the shield area
increases.

6.5.3. Effects of coupling coefficient between winding halves
In this study, we keep other circuit parameter constant as shown in Fig. 6-22 and
change the coupling coefficient k within the following values: 1, 0.9999, 0.999, 0.99, 0.9.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6-27 and Fig. 6-28
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Fig. 6-27 Effects of coupling coefficient: gain
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Fig. 6-28 Effects of coupling coefficient: phase

It is found that the transfer gain is very sensitive to the coupling coefficient. A good
coupling coefficient is very important. For the planar structure tested above, the
calculated coupling coefficient k≈0.99991, hence the leakage inductance can be neglected.
When considering the non-unit coupling coefficient, the Y-parameters of the πequivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6-7 can be derived by following the same circuit
transformation, but it needs much more time and patience. If the self-inductance of each
winding half is L and the mutual inductance is M=kL, the derived Y-parameters are:
Y1 = Y2 =

jω C g
2 − ω 2 (1 − k ) LC g
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Y12 =

1 + ω 2k

L
C g − ω 2 (1 + k ) LC e [2 − ω 2 (1 − k ) LC g ]
4
jω (1 + k ) L ⋅ [2 − ω 2 (1 − k ) LC g ]

(6-19)

From the Y-parameters, it is found that the first parallel resonant frequency shown in the
simulation results is given by:

ω0 =

1
(1 − k ) LC g

(6-20)

2
This equation is important for design and optimization of the embedded layer. For a
planar inductor structure, if the conductor thickness is much smaller than that of the
insulation, from eqn. (6-13),

n2
(1 − k ) L =
⋅
4

1
3
w

1
2

µ 0 ⋅ l ⋅ ( t + h)

n2
≈
⋅
4

1
2

µ0 ⋅ l ⋅ h

(6-21)

w

Meanwhile, capacitance Cg is
Cg =

ε 0ε r w ⋅ x
(6-22)

h
2

Therefore,

ω0 ≈

1
2

n
µ 0ε 0ε r ⋅ l ⋅ x
8

2⋅c

=
n⋅l ⋅

εr ⋅ X

(6-23)

2

where n is the number of turns of the whole inductor, l is the mean length per turn, X=x/l
is the normalized embedded layer length, εr is the relative permittivity of the insulation
material and c=2.998e8 is the light speed in free space.
It is shown that the high-frequency characteristics are only dependent on n, l, X and εr.
The insulation thickness h, which was originally believed to be a key parameter, is
actually not important at all.
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6.5.4. Influence of the impedance of the embedded shield layer
First the change of shield layer resistance R3 is studied with other parameters fixed.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6-29 and Fig. 6-30. It is shown that the filter’s
characteristics are not very sensitive to the shield layer resistance. Hence a very thin
conductor layer can be used.
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Fig. 6-29 Effects of shield layer resistance: gain
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Fig. 6-30 Effects of shield layer resistance: phase

The second set of the study is on the inductance L3 of the shield. The simulation
results are shown in Fig. 6-31 and Fig. 6-32. It is evident that the filters characteristics are
not sensitive to the shield inductance either.
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Fig. 6-32 Effects of shield layer inductance: phase

6.5.5. Influence of equivalent series resistance (R1=R2=RS) of the inductor
While changing the winding resistance of the inductors, the simulation results are
shown Fig. 6-33 and Fig. 6-34. The results also show that the filter’s characteristics are
not sensitive to winding resistance.

6.5.6. Sensitivity on shield area tolerance
To guide the design and construction of the embedded shield layer, the sensitivity of
the shield area tolerance needs to be studied. If the allowed tolerance is ±20% around the
optimal point, the simulation results are shown in Fig. 6-35 and Fig. 6-36.
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Fig. 6-34 Effects of winding resistance: phase
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Fig. 6-36 Sensitivity on shield area tolerance: phase

It is shown that with ±20% tolerance, the characteristic is still very close as that of the
optimal point.

6.5.7. Summary of parametric and sensitivity study
After the parametric and sensitivity study of this structure, it is clearly shown that the
developed winding capacitance cancellation technology is very effective, and thus very
suitable for planar structure. The cancellation effect is not sensitive to the impedance of
the embedded shield layer; therefore a very thin conductive layer can be used. Good
magnetic coupling between winding halves is necessary. Reducing the insulation
thickness and increasing the coupling coefficient, as most people do intuitively, will not
work for this structure because the capacitance is increased proportionally to these
changes. The model analysis shows that the most effective way to improve the
performance will be to reduce the mean length of the winding and reduce the dielectric
constant of the insulation material. Another useful hint for practical design is that overcompensation is worse than insufficient compensation because the shield layer length is
larger.

6.6. Improved integrated EMI filter with embedded conductive layer
Applying the proposed method, an improved integrated EMI filter with embedded
conductive layers is designed and constructed. The optimized embedded shield layers are
inserted in both of the CM choke windings. The DM choke inductance is implemented by
completely utilizing the leakage inductance of the CM choke windings so no additional
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inductor is needed. A leakage layer made of ferrite polymer composite (FPC) material is
inserted between the two CM choke windings to increase the leakage inductance. The
design procedure can be referred to Chapter 5. The front cross-section view of the halfwinding window of the improved integrated EMI filter with the embedded layer is shown
in Fig. 6-37. Although the leakage layer is inserted, the magnetic coupling coefficient
between the layers of each winding is not much changed. This is because the leakage
layer is made of the low permeability FPC material (µr = 9) and the windings are
surrounded by high permeability ferrite 3E5 (µr = 10,000); and as shown in Fig. 6-37, the
leakage layer is placed between the two CM choke windings (not inside any single
winding). Therefore, the coupling coefficient between layers of the winding itself is
nearly unchanged and the derived model for a single winding structure is valid.
The prototypes constructed are shown in Fig. 6-38. The component parameters and
size comparisons with the previous integrated EMI filter and the baseline discrete EMI
filter are listed in Table 6-5. The parameters are extracted from the small signal
impedance and transfer-gain measurement results. In both integrated EMI filters, the
capacitance is integrated by applying the lowpass filter configuration of the planar spiral
winding integrated LC structure.
The transfer gains of the improved integrated EMI filter, the previous integrated EMI
filter and the discrete EMI filter are measured by using a HP 4194A impedance/gainphase analyzer. To reduce the influence of other parasitic parameters, all the prototypes
are mounted on a test board with minimized lead length, and minimized input and output
loop area. The input and output ports are leaded out by using 3 GHz BNC connectors.
The signal source impedance and the load impedance are set to real 50 Ω standard value
(set internally in the impedance analyzer). The measurement results are shown in Fig.
6-39 - Fig. 6-42. It is evident that while the improved integrated EMI filter has the
smallest size and profile, it also has much better CM and DM characteristics over a wider
frequency range than those of the previous integrated EMI filter and the discrete EMI
filter. The structural winding capacitance is effectively canceled by using the embedded
conductive shield layer, which is a very simple solution without increasing the
complexity of the winding structure.
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Fig. 6-37 Cross-section of integrated EMI filter with embedded shield layer
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Fig. 6-38 Constructed prototypes

TABLE 6-5 PARAMETER COMPARISONS
PARAMETERS

IMPROVED INTEGRATED

PREVIOUS INTEGRATED

DISCRETE

LCM (mH)

4.5

3.1

3.3

LDM (uH)

21

21

16.7

CCM (nF)

6.6

6

6.6

CDM (µF)

0.7

0.7

0.68

EPC (pF)

Canceled

17

12

ESL (nH)

Less than 10

30

70

No. of components

1

1

5

Profile (cm)

1.2

1.6

2.6

Volume (cm3)

20

27.4

39.8
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6.7. Discussion
The mechanism of winding capacitance cancellation can also be considered in terms
of energy distribution. After the embedded ground layer is inserted, the stored electric
field energy is redistributed into two parts: the energy stored between winding-towinding (WE2) and the energy stored between winding-to-ground (WE1), as shown in Fig.
6-43. Since the voltage across Cg is only half of the voltage across Ce (shown in Fig. 6-5),
if Cg = 4Ce, then WE1= WE2, which means the energy is evenly distributed between
winding to ground and winding to winding. Since Cg is in series with –M (mutual
inductance) and Ce is in parallel with 4L (self inductance of the inductor), the energy flow
will have -180° phase difference. At any time, energy flow into Cg will be exactly the
same as the energy flowing out of Ce. Hence the net energy exchange between the
electric field and magnetic field is zero. In other words, the self-resonance of the inductor
is cancelled and the impedance will be that of an ideal inductor.
X
Embedded Layer
WE1

Top Winding
WE2

WE1

Bottom Winding

Insulation

Fig. 6-43 Side cross-section view of windings with embedded layer

6.8. Other applications
The developed structural winding capacitance cancellation method can be generalized
and applied to other LC filters in electrical and electronic circuit. An example given here
is its application for a planar boost inductor in a 1 kW integrated DPS front-end converter.

6.8.1. Boost inductor for integrated DPS front-end converter
An integrated DPS front-end converter is shown in Fig. 6-44. It is found that after the
active stage, passive stage, and EMI filter have been integrated into low-profile modules,
the boost inductor is the only high-profile magnetic component in this circuit. Since
manufacture of this toroidal-shape wire-wound boost inductor needs labor-intensive and
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Active
IPEM
Boost
Inductor

Passive
IPEM

EMI
Filter
IPEM

Fig. 6-44 Integrated DPS front-end converter prototype

time-consuming processing steps, system cost is increased. To lower the profile and
reduce cost, planar boost inductor is preferred.
However, the parasitic parallel winding capacitance of the planar inductors is
normally much larger than that of toroidal inductors, due to the largely increased
conductor area and number of winding layers. Since the boost inductor is the equivalent
noise source impedance for DM noise propagation, as shown in Fig. 6-45 and Fig. 6-46,
and increased winding capacitance will lower the equivalent impedance at high frequency;
this results in increased DM noise, as shown in Fig. 4-30, which gives the simulated DM
noise spectrum of a boost converter with an ideal inductor and with a practical inductor
with winding capacitance.

6.8.2. Planar boost inductor with winding capacitance cancellation
To solve the parasitic winding capacitance problem, an embedded shield layer can be
applied. Since the boost inductor needs to store a large amount of magnetic energy, it is
usually gapped and has more than two layers. The shield layer can be inserted between
any two layers. Neglecting the impedance of the shield layer and the winding losses, this

Fig. 6-45 Schematic of PFC boost converter

Fig. 6-46 DM noise loop of boost converter
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structure can be modeled by the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 6-48.
In Fig. 6-48, the inductor has n+m+2 layers, the inductance per layer is L, the
structural winding capacitance is Ce, the shield is embedded between layer n+1 and n+2
and the capacitance between the shield and the winding is Cg. Assuming perfect magnetic
coupling between windings, the circuit parameters of the π equivalent circuit shown in
Fig. 6-49 is given by:
Y12 =

1 + ω 2 LC g (2mn + 2m + 2n + 1) − ω 2 (n + m + 2) 2 LC e

(6-24)

j ω ( n + m + 2) 2 L

Thus, the optimal design condition becomes:
200

Noise Amplitude (dBuV)

150
100
50
0
1.E+05
-50

1.E+06

1.E+07

1.E+08

-100
-150
-200
Frequency (Hz)
Real Inductor

Ideal Inductor

Fig. 6-47 Simulated DM noise spectrum of PFC boost converter with real and ideal inductors

Ce
n2L

*

L

*

m2 L

L

*

*
Cg

½Cg

½Cg

Fig. 6-48 Equivalent circuit of multi-layer planar inductor with embedded shield layer

Y12
Y1

Y2

Fig. 6-49 π equivalent circuit
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Cg =

(n + m + 2) 2
⋅ Ce
2mn + 2m + 2n + 1

(6-25)

This suggests that the needed capacitance Cg is not only dependent on the structural
winding capacitance Ce, but also dependent on the place where the shield is inserted. If
the shield is put right in the middle, n=m, eqn. (6-25) becomes
Cg =

4(n + 1) 2
⋅ C e ≈ 2C e
2(n + 1) 2 − 1

(6-26)

Using the structural winding capacitance model (eqn. (6-6) and (6-7)) and the optimal
condition eqn. (6-26), the optimal shield area can be designed, as shown in Fig. 6-50. It is
shown that Ce is almost a constant, no matter how large the shield area is. This is because
only two layers of windings are partly shielded; the total structural winding capacitance,
however, is mainly determined by the layers without a shield.

6.8.3. Design results comparison
To evaluate the effectiveness of the embedded shield layer for this application, a
planar boost inductor is designed. A toroidal boost inductor with the same technical
specification is also designed. The design specifications are shown in Table 6-6
Following the same design procedure, the design results of the planar and toroidal
inductors are shown in Table 6-7 and Table 6-8.

Ce

0.49Cg

Design point

Fig. 6-50 Optimal shield area design for planar boost inductor
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TABLE 6-6 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF BOOST INDUCTOR
PARAMETERS

VALUES

Input Voltage Range

176 V ~ 264 V

Output Voltage

400 V

System Output Power

1000 W

System Efficiency

90 %

Switching Frequency

400 kHz

Peak Input Current

10.3 A

RMS Input Current

6.3 A

Inductance

110 µH

Peak flux density

250 mT

TABLE 6-7 DESIGN RESULTS OF PLANAR BOOST INDUCTOR
PARAMETERS

VALUES

Core size

Philips Planar E38 + PLT 38

Core material

3F3

Number of turns

20

Number of layers

10

Number of turns per layer

2

Winding width

4.1 mm

Conductor thickness

0.25 mm

Distance between layers

0.15 mm

Distance between turns

1 mm

TABLE 6-8 DESIGN RESULTS OF PLANAR TOROIDAL INDUCTOR
PARAMETERS

VALUES

Core size

Magnetics 77059A7 x 4

Core material

Kool mu 60u

Number of turns

26

Wire size

AWG #16

6.8.4. Loss estimation
To evaluate the designed planar boost inductor in terms of efficiency, the core loss
and winding losses are estimated below.
1. Core loss.
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The core loss can be calculated by using the modified Steinmetz equations [5], given
by:
Pc = kf eq

α −1

∆B β f ⋅ Ve

(6-27)

Where k, α and β are core loss coefficients, which can be obtained from the material
datasheet. Ve is the core volume, f is the switching frequency, and feq is the equivalent
sinusoidal frequency, given by:
1

f eq =

2 ∫ f (4∆Bf ) 2 dt

(6-28)

0

(2∆B) 2 π 2

The parameters of the applied planar core and toroidal core and the calculated core
losses are given in Table 6-9 (All in SI units). It is found that the core loss of the planar
inductor is much smaller than that of the toroidal inductor.
TABLE 6-9 CALCULATED CORE LOSS OF PLANAR AND TOROIDAL CORES
PARAMETERS

PLANAR

TOROIDAL

k

2e-5

4.17

α

1.8

1.46

β

2.5

2

Ve (volume) (m3)

8460e-9

7520e-9

Ae (effective area) (m2)

194e-6

132.4e-6

f (Hz)

400e3

400e3

feq (Hz)

324e3

324e3

∆B (T)

0.033

0.037

Pv (loss density) (W/m3)

4.1e4

7.98e5

Pc (core loss) (W)

0.35

6.0

2. Winding losses
The winding loss at line frequency (60 Hz) is given by
2

Pdc = I rms ⋅ Rdc

The AC winding loss can be estimated by
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2

Pac = I1rms ⋅ Rac

(6-30)

where I1rms is the rms value of the equivalent fundamental component of the ripple
current (with respect to switching frequency).
Because the planar inductor usually has an air gap and the associated fringing effect,
the simplified one-dimensional AC resistance model cannot estimate the winding loss
accurately. Finite element analysis tool Maxwell 2D Eddy Current Solver is used to
calculate the AC winding loss. The simulation models of the planar and toroidal inductors
are shown in Fig. 6-51 and Fig. 6-52.

Fig. 6-51 2D simulation model of planar inductor

Fig. 6-52 2D simulation model of toroidal inductor

The calculated results are shown in Table 6-10. It is found that the low-frequency
winding losses of these two inductors are similar, while the AC winding loss of the planar
inductor is much higher because of the strong fringing effect. The total loss comparison
shows the planar inductor still has much lower total loss because of the greatly saved core
loss.
TABLE 6-10 CALCULATED WINDING LOSS OF PLANAR AND TOROIDAL INDUCTORS
PARAMETERS

PLANAR

TOROIDAL

Irms (A)

6.3

6.3

I1rms (A)

0.77

0.77

Rdc (Ω)

0.0374

0.0352

Rac (Ω)

3.89

0.128

DC winding loss (W)

1.49

1.40

AC winding loss (W)

2.33

0.08

Total winding loss (W)

3.82

1.48

Total loss (W)

4.17

7.48
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6.8.5. Size comparison
Based on the design results, the planar and toroidal inductor prototypes are
constructed. The embedded shield layer inside the planar boost inductor has dimensions
of 23mm × 10mm × 70µm. The prototypes are shown in Fig. 6-53.
The size and profile comparison are given in Table 6-11. It shows that the planar
inductor has a smaller volume and a much smaller profile.
TABLE 6-11 SIZE COMPARISON OF PLANAR AND TOROIDAL INDUCTORS
PARAMETERS

PLANAR

TOROIDAL

Profile (mm)

12

34

Footprint (mm2)

1200

491

Volume (mm3)

14440

16700

6.8.6. Insertion gain comparison
The insertion gains of the planar and toroidal inductors are measured using a
HP4194A impdance/gain-phase analyzer. To evaluate the effectiveness of the embedded
shield layer, a planar inductor with the same design but without a shield is also
constructed and measured. The results are shown in Fig. 6-54 and Fig. 6-55.
It is shown that with an embedded shield layer, the high-frequency characteristic of
the planar inductor is greatly improved and it is better than that of the wire-wound
toroidal inductor. It is also found that because of the increased number of layers, the
magnetic coupling coefficient of the two winding halves is reduced, causing lowered
high-frequency resonance and reduced insertion gain. Using the data given in Table 6-7,

Fig. 6-53 Planar and toroidal inductor prototypes
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the calculated coupling coefficient is k=0.963. Substituting this value into the simulation
circuit of the planar boost inductor shown in Fig. 6-56, the simulated insertion gain is
obtained, as shown in Fig. 6-57. It is found that the simulation closely matches the
measurement.

Gain (dB)

0
1.E+04
-10

1.E+05

1.E+06

1.E+07

1.E+08

-20
-30
-40
-50
-60
Frequency (Hz)

Toroidal

planar w/o shield

planar w/ shield

Phase (degree)

Fig. 6-54 Measured insertion gain of inductor prototypes: gain
250
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1.E+07
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Frequency (Hz)

Toroidal

planar w/o shield

planar w/ shield

Fig. 6-55 Measured insertion gain of inductor prototypes: phase

Fig. 6-56 PSpice simulation circuit of planar boost inductor with embedded shield layer
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Fig. 6-57 Simulated and measured insertion gains

6.9. Summary
In this chapter, a structural winding capacitance cancellation technology is developed.
By adding a very thin conductive ground layer between windings, the parasitic winding
capacitance can be effectively cancelled. The resulting circuit model is developed and
verified by experimental results. Using the derived winding capacitance model, the
optimal shield area can be obtained. The parametric and sensitivity study show that the
performance is not sensitive to the shield layer impedance. It can also allow reasonable
tolerance (at least ±20%) around the optimal shield area, which makes it very feasible for
mass production of planar inductors. The influence of the coupling coefficient is also
studied, and useful suggestions are given to guide the design of the embedded layer.
Applying this method, the improved integrated EMI filter with an embedded conductive
layer structure is proposed. It is shown that the improved integrated EMI filter has a
much simpler structure, smaller size and profile, and much better CM and DM HF
characteristics than those of the discrete baseline and the previous integrated EMI filters.
The structural winding capacitance cancellation concept can also be applied to other
applications where parasitic winding capacitance is a problem. An application of this
technology for a planar boost inductor for 1 kW CCM boost PFC converter is given. With
the help of winding capacitance cancellation, the planar boost inductor can have a much
lower profile, much higher efficiency, smaller volume, and much better HF
characteristics in comparison with the conventional toroidal, wire-wound inductors for
the same application.
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Chapter 7: FREQUENCY DOMAIN MODELING OF INTEGRATED
RF EMI FILTERS
7.1. Introduction to integrated RF EMI filter
An integrated RF EMI filter was proposed in [133] to restrict ratio frequency (RF)
EMI noise inside integrated power electronics modules (IPEM). The basic structure can
be described as a HF transmission-line attenuator sandwiched between copper busbars, as
shown in Fig. 4-1. The constructed prototype [134] is shown in Fig. 7-2. The center
attenuator consists of a high-permittivity dielectric substrate metallized with nickel on
both sides. At a low frequency, power current will flow in the outer copper busbars. As
frequency increases, more current will be crowed into the inner nickel layer due to the
proximity effect. As been discussed in the previous chapters, the skin depth of nickel is
about 10 times smaller than that of copper, thus nickel is much more lossy than copper at
high frequency. As a result, HF noise can be effectively damped. This can also be called
an absorption filter since noise is absorbed by the structure.

Fig. 7-1 Integrated RF EMI filter

Fig. 7-2 Integrated RF EMI filter prototype
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7.2. Previous modeling work
A prototype of this filter was built and measured in [134]. It shows unique highfrequency characteristics that cannot be effectively modeled by either a lumped
parameter model or a conventional model of transmission line. L. Zhao uses the
generalized transmission structure theory he developed to model the constructed RF EMI
filter prototype [135]. His calculation result is shown in Fig. 4-8. Compared with the
measured characteristics shown in Fig. 4-9, it is found that the low-frequency part of the
calculated and measured curves are close and the trend at high-frequency is similar.
However, the following problems exist:
z

There is a large discrepancy at frequencies above 1 MHz.

z

Only the skin effect loss is considered, proximity effect is not included.

z

Inductance as a function of frequency is not considered.

z

The convergence of the numerical solution is highly dependent on losses.

z

Parametric study is difficult.
In order to solve these problems, the multi-conductor lossy transmission-line theory

widely used in microwave integrated circuit can be used.

7.3. Introduction to multi-conductor transmission-line theory [137]
Let’s consider the n-conductor coupled transmission lines depicted in Fig. 7-5,

Fig. 7-3 L. Zhao’s calculation result

Fig. 7-4 Measurement result
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comprising n + 1 parallel conductors. Conductor 0 is a perfect ground plane. The whole
system is assumed to be uniform along the z axis.

7.3.1. Frequency domain multi-conductor transmission-line equations
In terms of AC steady state, the electromagnetic wave propagation in Fig. 7-5 can be
modeled by the following transmission line equations in matrix form:
d 2V
= ZY ⋅ V
dz 2

(7-1)

d 2I
= YZ ⋅ I
dz 2

(7-2)

The voltage and current vectors are:
V = (V1 V2 ⋅⋅⋅ Vn )
I = ( I1

I 2 ⋅⋅⋅ I n )

t

(7-3)

t

The impedance matrix is:
⎛ R11
⎜
R
Z = R + jω L = ⎜ 21
⎜ ⋅⋅⋅
⎜
⎝ Rn1

R12
R22
⋅⋅⋅
Rn 2

⋅⋅⋅ R1n ⎞
⎛ L11
⎟
⎜
L
⋅⋅⋅ R2 n ⎟
+ jω ⎜ 21
⎜ ⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⎟
⎟
⎜
⋅⋅⋅ Rnn ⎠
⎝ Ln1

L12
L22
⋅⋅⋅
Ln 2

⋅⋅⋅ L1n ⎞
⎟
⋅⋅⋅ L2 n ⎟
⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⎟
⎟
⋅⋅⋅ Lnn ⎠

(7-4)

where Rii and Lii are self resistance and inductance per unit length, and Rij and Lij are
mutual resistance and inductance per unit length.

k

...

1

I1

...

z

Ik

n

In

0
z=0

V1
Vk
Vn
z=l

Fig. 7-5 Multi-conductor transmission-line system
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The admittance matrix is:
⎛ G11
⎜
−G
Y = G + jωC = ⎜ 21
⎜ ⋅⋅⋅
⎜
⎝ −Gn1

where Gii = Gi 0 +

n

∑

j =1, j ≠ i

−G12

⋅⋅⋅ −G1n ⎞
⎛ C11
⎟
⎜
⋅⋅⋅ −G2 n ⎟
−C
+ jω ⎜ 21
⎜ ⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⎟
⎟
⎜
⋅⋅⋅ Gnn ⎠
⎝ −Cn1

G22
⋅⋅⋅
−Gn 2

−C12
C22
⋅⋅⋅
−C n 2

⋅⋅⋅ −C1n ⎞
⎟
⋅⋅⋅ −C2 n ⎟
⋅⋅⋅ ⋅⋅⋅ ⎟
⎟
⋅⋅⋅ Cnn ⎠

(7-5)

Gij , Gi0 is the conductance between the ith conductor to ground,

Gij is the conductance between the ith and jth conductors; Cii = Ci 0 +

n

∑

j =1, j ≠ i

Cij , Ci0 is the

capacitance between the ith conductor to ground, and Cij is the capacitance between the
ith and jth conductors.
Decoupling of equations can be achieved through the use of model transformation
^

matrices. The transformation matrix relating natural voltages V and model voltage V is
introduced, defined as:
^

(7-6)

V = TV
^

Similarly, a transformation W between natural currents I and model ones I is defined as:
^

(7-7)

I = WI
Substitution of eqn. (7-6) and (7-7) into (7-1) and (7-2) yields
^

^
d2 V
−1
=
(
)
⋅
T
ZYT
V
dz 2

(7-8)

^

^
d2 I
−1
W
YZW
I
=
(
)
⋅
dz 2

(7-9)

If T and W are the eigenvector-matrices of the matrix-product ZY and YZ, respectively,

T-1 ZYT = γ 2 = diag{γ 12 ,...γ k 2 ,...γ n 2 }
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W -1 YZW = γ 2 = diag{γ 12 ,...γ k 2 ,...γ n 2 }

(7-11)

where γ2 is a diagonal matrix and γi2 are the eigen values of ZY and YZ, the following
relationship between T and W can be found.

W = T-1t

(7-12)

Eqns. (7-8) and (7-9) become decoupled transmission line equations in model space.
^

^
d2 V
2
=
γ
⋅
V
dz 2

(7-13)

^

^
d2 I
2
=
γ
⋅
I
dz 2

(7-14)

The solutions of (7-13) and (7-14) yield
^

^

^

V = e- γz V ( i ) + e + γz V ( r )
^

^

^

I = e- γz I ( i ) + e + γz I ( r )
^

(7-15)
(7-16)

^

where V ( i ) and V ( r ) are the incident and reflected voltage vectors in the model space,
^

^

and I (i ) and I ( r ) are the incident and reflected current vectors in the model space. The
model voltage and current vectors are related through the model characteristic impedance
and admittance matrices.
^

^

^

^

^

^

I (i ) = + Y w V (i )
I(r ) = - Yw V(r )

(7-17)
(7-18)

where
^

Yw = (Tt Z -1T)γ
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^

^ -1

Z w = Yw

(7-20)

Applying (7-6) and (7-7), we obtain
^

V ( i ),( r ) = T-1V(i ),( r )
^

I ( i ),( r ) = W -1I ( i ),( r )

(7-21)

(7-22)

The voltages and currents in natural space can be solved by reverse transformation.

V = Te − γz T-1V( i ) + Te + γz T-1V( r )
^

I = W Y w T-1 (Te − γz T-1V( i ) − Te + γz T-1V( r ) )

(7-23)

where
e − γz = diag{e −γ1z ,..., e −γ k z ,..., e −γ n z }
e + γz = diag{e + γ1z ,..., e + γ k z ,..., e + γ n z }

(7-24)

7.3.2. Transmission-line matrices
Defining the characteristic admittance matrix Yw in natural space
^

Yw = W Yw T-1 = Z -1Γ = YΓ -1

(7-25)

Γ = TγT-1 = SQRT(ZY)

(7-26)

where

Inversion of (7-25) yields the characteristic impedance matrix in natural space.

Z w = Yw -1 = Γ -1Z = ΓY -1

(7-27)

We can find the relationship between the voltages and currents in natural space as
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I ( i ) = + Yw V( i )
I ( r ) = − Yw V( r )
V( i ) = + Z w I ( i )

(7-28)

V( r ) = − Z w I ( r )
If define
EXP(± Γz ) = Te ± γz T−1

(7-29)

employing the new matrices introduced above, we can present a new version of (7-23):
V = EXP(− Γz )V(i ) + EXP(+ Γz )V( r )
I = Z w [EXP(− Γz )V( i ) − EXP(+ Γz )V( r ) ]

(7-30)

The boundary condition at z=0, V=V(0) and I=I(0), allow us to determine V(i ) and V( r ) :
1
V( i ) = [V (0) + Z w I (0)]
2
1
V( r ) = [V (0) − Z w I (0)]
2

(7-31)

Substitute (7-31) into (7-30) yields
1
1
V ( z ) = [EXP(+ Γz ) + EXP(− Γz )]V (0) − [EXP(+ Γz ) − EXP(− Γz )]Z w I (0)
2
2
1
1
I ( z ) = − Yw [EXP(+ Γz ) − EXP(− Γz )]V (0) + Yw [EXP(+ Γz ) + EXP(− Γz )]Z w I (0)
2
2

(7-32)

Particularization at z = l allows us to determine V(l) and I(l) in terms of V(0) and I(0):
− SINH( Γl ) Z w ⎤ ⎡ V (0) ⎤
⎡ V (l ) ⎤ ⎡ COSH( Γl )
⎢ I (l ) ⎥ = ⎢ − Y SINH( Γl ) Y COSH( Γl ) Z ⎥ ⎢ I (0) ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣ w
⎦
w
w⎦⎣

where the hyperbolic functions of Γz are defined as:
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1
COSH(Γz ) = [EXP(+ Γz ) + EXP(−Γz )] = T(cosh γz )T−1
2
1
SINH(Γz ) = [EXP(+ Γz ) − EXP(−Γz )] = T(sinh γz )T−1
2

(7-34)

The square matrix of order 2n in (7-33) establishes the relationship between the
output and input voltages and currents. It is the so-called transfer matrix or ABCD matrix.
⎡A B ⎤
TA = ⎢
⎥
⎣ C D⎦

(7-35)

where the sub-matrices are
A = COSH(Γl )
B = − SINH(Γl )Z w

(7-36)

C = −Yw SINH(Γl )
D = Yw COSH(Γl )Z w = A t

Inversing TA, the input voltages and currents can be expressed by those of the output.
SINH( Γl )
⎡ COSH( Γl )
⎤ ⎡ V (l ) ⎤
⎡ V (0) ⎤
− 1 ⎡ V (l ) ⎤
⎢ I (0) ⎥ = TA ⎢ I (l ) ⎥ = ⎢Y SINH( Γl ) Y COSH( Γl ) Z ⎥ ⎢ I (l ) ⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦ ⎣ w
⎦
w
w⎦⎣

(7-37)

From (7-33), we can derive the immittance matrix
⎡ I (0) ⎤
⎡ V (0) ⎤ ⎡ Y11
⎢ − I (l ) ⎥ = Y ⎢ V (l ) ⎥ = ⎢ Y
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦ ⎣ 21

Y12 ⎤ ⎡ V (0) ⎤
Y22 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ V (l ) ⎥⎦

(7-38)

where
Y11 = Y22 = −B −1A = − DB −1 = Yw COTH( Γl )
Y12 = Y21 = B −1 = DB −1A − C = − Yw CSCH( Γl )

(7-39)

The matrix hyperbolic functions are defined as:
COTH( Γz ) = SINH −1 ( Γz ) COSH( Γz ) = T(coth γz )T −1
CSCH(Γz ) = SINH −1 ( Γz ) = T(csch γz )T −1
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Inversion of (7-38) leads to the impedance matrix:
⎡ V (0) ⎤
⎡ I (0) ⎤ ⎡ Z11
⎢ V (l ) ⎥ = Z ⎢ −I (l ) ⎥ = ⎢ Z
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦ ⎣ 21

Z12 ⎤ ⎡ I (0) ⎤
Z 22 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ −I (l ) ⎥⎦

(7-41)

where
Z11 = Z 22 = COTH( Γl ) Z w
Z12 = Z 21 = CSCH( Γl ) Z w

(7-42)

7.3.3. Input impedance matrix

Considering the transmission lines are terminated at z = l by a group of load defined
by the load impedance or admittance matrices:
V (l ) = Z L I (l )
I (l ) = Z L −1V (l ) = YL V (l )

(7-43)

The input impedance matrix at z = 0 can be easily derived by using the TA matrix.
V (0) = Z I I (0)

(7-44)

with
Z I = {[COSH( Γl ) Z L + SINH( Γl ) Z w ] × [COSH( Γl ) Z w + SINH( Γl ) Z L ]−1}Z w
= ( A − Z L C) − 1 ( Z L D − B )

(7-45)

7.4. Modeling of RF DM EMI filter
Let’s consider the cross-section of an integrated RF DM EMI filter, shown in Fig. 4-8.
If we take the ground plane into account, as shown in Fig. 4-9, this structure can be
treated as 4-conductor coupled transmission-lines so that the established multi-conductor
transmission-line theory introduced above can be directly applied. The ground plane,
although is not explicitly seen, always exists in real measurement or real circuit. It can be
far away or a virtual zero-potential plane, or irregular surface determined by
electromagnetic field distribution.
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Fig. 7-6 Cross-section of integrated RF DM

Fig. 7-7 4-conductor transmission-line equivalence of

EMI filter

integrated RF DM EMI filter

7.4.1. Model of the U-shape structure

The integrated RF DM EMI filter prototype shown in Fig. 7-2 has a threedimensional U-shape structure. The top view is shown in Fig. 4-1. An accurate model of
this structure needs 3D electromagnetic field solving. Doing this is difficult and takes a
long time. To simplify the problem, the U-shape structure can be divided into 3 sections:
the vertical sections a and c, and the horizontal section b. The electromagnetic coupling
between b, a and c can be neglected since they are perpendicular. Therefore, the 3D
problem can be simplified to uncoupled double 2D problem described by two cross
sections shown in Fig. 7-9 and Fig. 7-10.
b
l2

z
a

l1

x
l1

c

y
Fig. 7-8 Top view of the U-shape integrated RF DM EMI filter prototype
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Fig. 7-9 x-z plane cross section

A l2 O 3

y

B aTiO 3
A l2 O 3

Fig. 7-10 y-z plane cross section

Considering the length of each section, the U-shape filter can be modeled by two sets
of multi-conductor transmission-lines connected together: an 8-conductor transmissionline shown in Fig. 7-9 with length of l1, loaded by a 4-conductor transmission-line shown
Fig. 7-10 with length of l2. Plugging it into a transfer gain measurement setup, the
resultant schematic is shown in Fig. 7-11. To solve this circuit, the input source vector,
input source impedance matrix, load impedance matrix and input impedance matrix of
the 8-conductor transmission-line need to be found using the boundary conditions.
zs

z=0

z = l1

Vs
zsg

z=0

Section 2

ZI

z = l2

zl
zlg
Section 1

Fig. 7-11 Schematic of transfer gain measurement circuit for U-shape filter

7.4.1.1.

Input source vector and source impedance matrix

The boundary conditions at z = 0 for the 8-conductor transmission line can be
expressed by the following equations:
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V1 (0) = V2 (0) = Vs − [ I1 (0) + I 2 (0)]zs − [ I1 (0) + I 2 (0) + I 3 (0) + I 4 (0)]zsg
V3 (0) = V4 (0) = −[ I1 (0) + I 2 (0) + I 3 (0) + I 4 (0)]zsg
V5 (0) = V6 (0) = −[ I 5 (0) + I 6 (0)]zl − [ I 5 (0) + I 6 (0) + I 7 (0) + I 8 (0)]zlg

(7-46)

V7 (0) = V8 (0) = −[ I 5 (0) + I 6 (0) + I 7 (0) + I8 (0)]zlg
Rewriting (7-46) in matrix form yields
V (0) = Vs − ZS I (0)

(7-47)

where the input source vector is:
Vs = [Vs Vs

0 0 0 0 0 0]

t

(7-48)

The source impedance matrix is:
⎡Z
ZS = ⎢ S4
⎣ 0

0 ⎤
Z L4 ⎥⎦

(7-49)

where ZS4 and ZL4 are defined as:

⎡ zs + zsg
⎢z + z
s
sg
ZS4 = ⎢
⎢ zsg
⎢
⎣⎢ zsg

zs + zsg
zs + zsg
zsg
zsg

zsg
zsg
zsg
zsg

⎡ zl + zlg
⎢z + z
l
lg
=⎢
⎢ zlg
⎢
⎣⎢ zlg

zl + zlg
zl + zlg
zlg
zlg

zlg
zlg
zlg
zlg

Z L4

7.4.1.2.

zsg ⎤
zsg ⎥⎥
zsg ⎥
⎥
zsg ⎦⎥
zlg ⎤
zlg ⎥⎥
zlg ⎥
⎥
zlg ⎦⎥

(7-50)

Load impedance and input impedance matrices

As shown in Fig. 7-11, the load impedance matrix of the 8-conductor transmissionline is the Z parameter matrix of the 4-conductor transmission-line, which is given by
eqns. (7-41) and (7-42). Substitution of the 4-conductor transmission-line parameters
yields:
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⎡COTH(Γ 4l2 ) CSCH(Γ 4l2 ) ⎤
ZL = ⎢
⎥
⎣ CSCH( Γ 4l2 ) COTH(Γ 4l2 ) ⎦

(7-51)

The input impedance of the 8-conductor transmission line can be obtained using eqn.
(7-45):
Z I = {[COSH( Γ 8l1 ) Z L + SINH( Γ 8l1 ) Z w8 ] × [COSH( Γ 8l1 ) Z w8 + SINH( Γ 8l1 ) Z L ]−1}Z w8

7.4.1.3.

(7-52)

Input currents, voltages and the transfer gain

Knowing the input impedance ZI, the input currents and voltages can be solved by:
I (0) = (ZS + Z I ) −1 VS
V (0) = Z I I (0) = Z I (ZS + Z I ) −1 VS

(7-53)

The transfer gain can then be found:
TF =

7.4.1.4.

V5 (0) − V7 (0)
V1 (0) − V3 (0)

(7-54)

Model parameter extraction

To solve the above equations, the model parameters of the 8-conductor and 4conductor transmission-lines, such as the impedance and conductance matrices, need to
be obtained from the electromagnetic field solution. For this multi-conductor twodimensional problem with special materials, an analytical solution becomes difficult. The
finite element simulation software Maxwell Q2D therefore is used to extract the
parameters. The dimensions and material data used in simulation are given in Table 7-1.
1. Model parameters 4-conductor transmission-line
a) Simulation model
The Maxwell Q2D simulation model of the 4-conductor transmission-line is shown in
Fig. 7-12.
TABLE 7-1 TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF INTEGRATED RF DM EMI FILTER
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PARAMETERS

VALUE

Copper conductor width (mm)

10

Thickness of copper (µm)

25

[3]

Conductivity of copper (Ω-1/m)

5.8e7

[4]

Relative permeability of copper

1

Nickel conductor width (mm)

10

Thickness of nickel (µm)

17

[7]

Conductivity of nickel (Ω-1/m)

1.45e7

[8]

Relative permeability of nickel

600

[9]

Alumina layer thickness (µm)

650

Relative permittivity of alumina

9.8

[1]
[2]

[5]
[6]

[10]

Loss factor of alumina

≈0.01%

BaTiO3(Y5V) layer thickness (µm)
Relative permittivity of BaTiO3
(nominal)

150

[11]
[12]
[13]

[14]

Loss factor of BaTiO3

[15]

Length of 8-conductor section
(mm)
[16]
Length of 4-conductor section
(mm)
[17]
Equivalent length (mm)

14000
≈4%

45
40
130

Fig. 7-12 Maxwell Q2D model of the 4-conductor transmission-line

b) Capacitance and conductance matrices
After the simulation, the extracted capacitance (F/m) matrix is obtained:
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⎡1.8417E-09
⎢ -1.5854E-09
C4 = ⎢
⎢ -2.4725E-10
⎢
⎣ -3.0702E-12

-1.5854E-09 -2.4725E-10 -3.0702E-12 ⎤
8.4207E-06 -8.4189E-06 -2.4725E-10 ⎥⎥
-8.4189E-06 8.4207E-06 -1.5854E-09 ⎥
⎥
-2.4725E-10 -1.5854E-09 1.8417E-09 ⎦

(7-55)

Refering to Fig. 4-71 in Chapter 4, the permittivity of the dielectric material Y5V
used for the inner attenuator changes with frequency prominently and cannot be ignored.
The linear curve fitting of the permittivity curve shown in Fig. 4-71 yields the following
result:

ε r ( f ) = ε r 0 {1 − 0.051⋅ [log10( f ) − 1]}

(7-56)

The resultant capacitance matrix as a function of frequency is:
-1.59E-09
-2.47E-10
-3.07E-12⎤
⎡ 1.84E-09
⎢
⎥
ε (f)
⎢-1.59E-09 8.42E-06 ⋅ ε r ( f ) + 1.84 E − 9
-8.42E-06 ⋅ r
-2.47E-10⎥
ε r0
ε r0
⎢
⎥
C4 ( f ) = ⎢
⎥
ε (f)
ε (f)
⎢-2.47E-10
-8.42E-06 ⋅ r
8.42E-06 ⋅ r
+ 1.84 E − 9 -1.59E-09⎥
⎢
⎥
ε r0
ε r0
⎢
⎥
-2.47E-10
-1.59E-09
1.84E-09 ⎦
⎣-3.07E-12

(7-57)

The conductance is calculated according to:

Gi 0 = 0
−Gij ( f )i ≠ j = −ωCij ( f ) tan δ ij ( f )
Gii = Gi 0 +

n

∑

j =1, j ≠ i

(7-58)

Gij

c) Resistance and inductance
Due to the eddy current, the resistances (Ω/m) and inductances (H/m) are frequencydependent. The extracted values are shown in Fig. 7-13 and Fig. 7-14.
According to the symmetry of the structure, the resistance and inductance matrices
are symmetric. Their relationships are:
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R11 = R44 , L11 = L44
R12 = R21 = R34 = R43 , L12 = L21 = L34 = L43
R13 = R31 = R24 = R42 , L13 = L31 = L24 = L42

(7-59)

R14 = R41 , L14 = L41
R22 = R33 , L22 = L33
R23 = R32 , L23 = L32
15

Resistance (Ohm/m)

10

5

0
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Frequency (Hz)
R11

R12

R13

R14

R22

R23

Fig. 7-13 Simulated resistances vs frequency
1.2E-06

Inductance (H/m)

1.0E-06

8.0E-07

6.0E-07

4.0E-07

2.0E-07

0.0E+00
1.E+04

1.E+05

L11

1.E+06
Frequency (Hz)
L12

L13

L14

1.E+07

L22

1.E+08
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Fig. 7-14 Simulated inductances vs frequency

2. Model parameters of the 8-conductor transmission-line
a) Maxwell Q2D model
The Maxwell Q2D simulation model of the 8-conductor transmission-line is shown in
Fig. 7-15.
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Fig. 7-15 Maxwell Q2D model of the 8-conductor transmission-line

b) Capacitance and conductance
After simulation, the extracted capacitance (F/m) matrix is obtained, as shown below:
⎡1.6957E-09
⎢-1.5156E-09
⎢
⎢-1.64E-10
⎢
C8 = ⎢⎢-5.2198E-12
-1.4767E-12
⎢
⎢-6.4609E-13
⎢-7.541E-13
⎢
⎣⎢-3.6163E-12

-1.5156E-09 -1.64E-10
8.4206E-06 -8.4189E-06
-8.4189E-06 8.4206E-06
-1.64E-10
-6.4609E-13
-1.8488E-13

-1.5156E-09
-7.541E-13
-1.8989E-13

-1.8989E-13
-7.541E-13

-1.8488E-13
-6.4609E-13

-3.6163E-12 ⎤
-7.541E-13 ⎥⎥
-6.4609E-13 ⎥
⎥
1.6957E-09 -3.6163E-12 -7.541E-13
-6.4609E-13 -1.4767E-12 ⎥
-3.6163E-12 1.6957E-09 -1.5156E-09 -1.64E-10
-5.2198E-12 ⎥
⎥
-7.541E-13
-1.5156E-09 8.4206E-06 -8.4189E-06 -1.64E-10 ⎥
-6.4609E-13 -1.64E-10
-8.4189E-06 8.4206E-06 -1.5156E-09 ⎥
⎥
-1.4767E-12 -5.2198E-12 -1.64E-10
-1.5156E-09 1.6957E-09 ⎦⎥
-5.2198E-12
-1.64E-10
-1.5156E-09

-1.4767E-12
-6.4609E-13
-7.541E-13

-6.4609E-13
-1.8488E-13
-1.8989E-13

-7.541E-13
-1.8989E-13
-1.8488E-13

(7-60)

Similar to that of the 4-conductor transmission-line section, the change of permittivity
of the high-permittivity dielectric has to be considered. Following the same procedure,
the capacitance and conductance matrices as a function of frequency can be obtained.
c) Resistance and Inductance
The simulated results are shown in Fig. 7-16 and Fig. 7-17. Although only 7 elements
of the R and L matrices are drawn in the above figures, other elements can be easily
obtained using symmetry of the structure.
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Fig. 7-16 Simulated resistances vs frequency
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Fig. 7-17 Simulated inductances vs frequency

7.4.1.5.

Transfer gain calculation results

Since the model parameters vary with frequency, frequency sweep is needed to
calculate the transfer gain. A script file was programmed in Matlab to do the calculation.
It reads the data files generated by Maxwell Q2D and forms the impedance and
admittances at each frequency. Transfer gain at each frequency can then be calculated
using the derived formulas. The program is shown in Appendix 1. The calculated and
measured results are compared in Fig. 7-18 and Fig. 7-19.
When comparing the calculated and measured result, we found that the calculated
results closely match with that of the measurement. Big improvement can be seen if
compared with former modeling results shown in Fig. 7-3.
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Fig. 7-18 Calculation result
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Fig. 7-19 Measurement result []

Fig. 7-20 Straight structure model

7.4.2. Straight structure model

If the integrated RF DM EMI filter has a straight structure, or the electromagnetic
coupling between section a and c is neglected, the U-shape structure can be modeled by a
uniform 4-conductor transmission-line as shown in Fig. 7-20. To find the transfer gain of
this structure, the input and output voltages and currents can be solved using the
boundary conditions at the source and load sides.
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7.4.2.1.

Input source vector and source impedance matrix

The source side boundary conditions are defined by:
V1 (0) = V2 (0) = Vs − [ I1 (0) + I 2 (0)]zs − [ I1 (0) + I 2 (0) + I 3 (0) + I 4 (0)]zsg
V3 (0) = V4 (0) = −[ I1 (0) + I 2 (0) + I 3 (0) + I 4 (0)]zsg

(7-61)

Rewriting (7-61) in matrix form yields
V (0) = Vs − ZS I (0)

(7-62)

where the input source vector is defined as:
Vs = [Vs Vs

0 0]

t

(7-63)

The source impedance matrix is:
⎡ zs + zsg
⎢z + z
s
sg
ZS4 = ⎢
⎢ zsg
⎢
⎣⎢ zsg

7.4.2.2.

zs + zsg

zsg

zs + zsg

zsg

zsg
zsg

zsg
zsg

zsg ⎤
zsg ⎥⎥
zsg ⎥
⎥
zsg ⎦⎥

(7-64)

Load impedance and input impedance matrices

Similarly, the load impedance can be found from the boundary conditions at the load
side:
V (l ) = Z L I (l )

(7-65)

where the load impedance matrix is:

Z L4

⎡ zl + zlg
⎢z + z
l
lg
=⎢
⎢ zlg
⎢
⎢⎣ zlg

zl + zlg

zlg

zl + zlg

zlg

zlg

zlg

zlg

zlg

zlg ⎤
zlg ⎥⎥
zlg ⎥
⎥
zlg ⎥⎦

(7-66)

Knowing the load impedance matrix, the input impedance matrix can be found using
(7-45):
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Z I 4 = {[COSH( Γ 4l ) Z L 4 + SINH( Γ 4l ) Z w 4 ] × [COSH( Γ 4l ) Z w 4 + SINH( Γ 4l ) Z L 4 ]−1}Z w 4

(7-67)

where Zw4 is the characteristic impedance matrix of the 4-conductor transmission-line
structure, defined by eqn. (7-27).
7.4.2.3.

Currents, voltages and transfer gain

Knowing the input impedance ZI, the input currents and voltages can be solved by:
I (0) = (ZS 4 + Z I 4 ) −1 VS
V (0) = Z I 4 I (0) = Z I 4 (ZS 4 + Z I 4 ) −1 VS

(7-68)

The output current and voltage can be found using the ABCD matrix:
− SINH(Γ 4l ) Z w 4 ⎤ ⎡ V (0) ⎤
⎡ V (l ) ⎤ ⎡ COSH( Γ 4l )
⎢ I (l ) ⎥ = ⎢ − Y SINH( Γ l ) Y COSH( Γ l )Z ⎥ ⎢ I (0) ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣ w4
⎦
w4
w4 ⎦ ⎣
4
4

(7-69)

The transfer gain can then be found:
TF =

7.4.2.4.

V1 (l ) − V3 (l )
V1 (0) − V3 (0)

(7-70)

Model parameter extraction

It is obvious that the straight structure has the same simulation model as that of the b
section of the U-shape structure. Therefore the impedance and admittance matrices will
be the same and the results in 7.4.1.4. can be used directly.
7.4.2.5.

Calculation results
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Fig. 7-21 Calculated transfer gain of the simplified straight structure

The total length of the equivalent straight structure is 130 mm. Using the extracted
model parameters, the calculated transfer gain is shown in Fig. 7-21
Compared with the results shown in Fig. 7-18 and Fig. 7-19, it is found that the
simplified model is a little less accurate than the U-shape structure model, but it is still
much better than that of the former model shown in Fig. 7-3. It is suitable for a quick
estimation at the early design stage since it needs much shorter simulation time than the
U-shape model. The large error occurred for frequencies larger than 60 MHz is caused by
numerical calculation errors in Matlab.
7.4.3. Generalized PSpice model of n-conductor transmission-line

To study the interaction between the integrated RF EMI filter and the external circuits,
or to do transient simulation and obtain the time-domain waveforms, it is convenient to
have an equivalent circuit model that can be used directly in circuit simulation software,
such as PSpice. The existing coupled transmission-line model in PSpice (“Tncoupled”,
n=1..6) is simplified for microwave integrated circuit simulation. It has the following
limitations:
z

Only the electromagnetic coupling between adjacent lines is considered;

z

Uniform coupling coefficient is assumed, which implies it must be a co-planar
symmetric structure;

z

Parameters are frequency invariant;

z

The maximum number of conductors is limited to 6.
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Since the integrated RF EMI filter is a sandwiched structure with frequencydependent impedance and admittance parameters, the existing PSpice model is no longer
accurate. A new simulation model is needed with the following requirements:
z

It must be a generalized model that can be applied to any multi-conductor
transmission-line structures.

z

It must be able to include frequency-dependent impedance and admittance matrices.

z

It can have no limitations on maximum number of conductors.

z

It must be easy to use and fast to simulate.
To reduce the simulation time and the complexity of the model, the quasi-distributed

model approach is used. The n-conductor coupled transmission-line is divided into m
equal-length, identical cells. Each cell is consisted of (2n + n(n-1)/2) branches, as shown
in Fig. 7-22.
In Fig. 7-22, the self- and mutual-impedance of each line are modeled by n currentcontrolled-voltage-sources (CCVS) in series. The dependent voltage source Eij is
controlled by current Ij. Its value is a frequency lookup table supported by the analog
behavior modeling (ABM) of PSpice to model frequency-dependent resistance and
inductance. An example format is shown below:
Eij node1 node2 FREQ {Ij} = R_I ((f1, Rij1, ωLij1) (f2, Rij2, ωLij2)…(fN, RijN, ωLijN))
Similarly, voltage-controlled-current sources (VCCS) are used to model the self- and
mutual-admittance of each line. Among them, Gi0 is the part for self-admittance,
I1

E11

...

Ek1

...
Ekk

...
En1

Ekn

G1k

...
Enk

...

V1

Enn

G1n

Vk

G10

...

...
In

E1n

...

...
Ik

E1k

...

Gkn

Vn

Gk0

Gn0
Fig. 7-22 Generalized PSpice model cell of n-conductor transmission-line
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controlled by the node voltage Vi; while Gij is the part for mutual-admittance, controlled
by voltage (Vi-Vj). They are also implemented by frequency lookup tables to consider
frequency-dependent values.
The resultant model of a cell will be a 2n terminal network, as shown in Fig. 7-23.
The complete model of an n-conductor transmission-line will have m cells of length l/m
per cell in cascade, as shown in Fig. 7-24. The number of cells m can be adjusted to
accommodate the trade-off between the simulation time and required accuracy.
Manually generating a model for each structure and filling in the frequency lookup
tables would be very tedious and impractical. A Matlab program is written to generate the
model and simulation schematic automatically. It can also fill in the frequency lookup
tables automatically using the correspondent Maxwell Q2D data. The cell length and
structure length are also programmable. This makes the model very easy to use for
complicated circuit simulations. The program file is given in Appendix 1.
Using this generalized PSpice model, the transfer gain of the U-shape integrated RF
DM EMI filter is simulated. The simulation schematic is similar to Fig. 7-11, except that
the 8- and 4-conductor transmission-lines are replaced by the correspondent PSpice
models. The cell length is set to 5 mm and the resultant number of cells for the 8- and 4conductor transmission-lines is 9 and 8, respectively. The length of the frequency lookup
table is 100 points. The total simulation time is around 10 seconds when frequency is
swiped from 10 kHz to 100 MHz. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7-25.
Similarly, the simplified straight-structure model shown in Fig. 7-20 is also simulated in
PSpice, using the correspondent 4-conductor transmission-line model. The cell length is
also 5 mm and the total number of cells is 26. It takes almost the same amount of time to
finish the simulation, with the results shown in Fig. 7-26. It is shown that at frequencies
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Fig. 7-25 PSpice simulation results of the U-shape

Fig. 7-26 PSpice simulation results of simplified

structure RF DM filter

straight structure RF DM filter

lower than 30 MHz, the simulation results of both the U-shape and the straight PSpice
models are very close to the calculated and measured results shown in Fig. 7-18 and Fig.
7-19, respectively. For frequencies higher than 30 MHz, since the cell length is close to
the wavelength (λ≈13.5 mm at f=30 MHz), the lumped parameter model becomes less
accurate.

7.5. Parametric study
With the developed model, parametric study of the integrated RF DM EMI filter
becomes feasible. The influences of 3 important parameters are studied: the permeability
of nickel, the thickness of the alumina insulation layer, and the total length of the
structure. The nominal value is assumed as the already-calculated transfer gain of the Ushape structure with parameters shown in Table 7-1. For each of the cases studied, only
the studied variable is changing and all of the others are set to the nominal value. The
parameters are extracted from Maxwell Q2D and the developed U-shape model is used
for transfer gain and current calculation.
7.5.1. Influence of permeability of the electro-plated nickel

The nickel layer of the inner attenuator is electro-plated on the Y5V ceramic substrate.
Depending on the electro-plating current density, the solution composition and the plating
temperature, the permeability of the plated nickel film can vary from around 50 to 600.
To study the influence of the permeability, the U-shape structure is simulated in Maxwell
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Q2D with the nickel permeability changing from 1 to 600. The calculated transfer gains
for each case are shown in Fig. 7-27 and Fig. 7-28.
From the calculated results, it is evident that the integrated RF EMI filter cannot work
at all if the inner metal layer is copper (µr=1) instead of nickel. The corner frequency
becomes lower as the permeability of the deposited nickel is increased. The slope of
attenuation at high frequency is also increased with greater permeability. It can be
concluded that the higher the permeability of nickel, the better the filter is.
7.5.2. Influence on alumina layer thickness

The next parametric study is on the effect of the insulation alumina layer thickness
between the outer copper busbar and the inner attenuator. The U-shape structure with
alumina layer thickness (t) changing from t = 0 to t = 1300 µm (2 times of the nominal
value) is simulated. t = 0 is when only the inner attenuator is present without the outer
copper busbar. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 7-29 and Fig. 7-30.
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Fig. 7-27 Parametric study on permeability of nickel: calculated gain
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Fig. 7-28 Parametric study on permeability of nickel: calculated phase
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It is surprising to notice that the thickness of the alumina layer has almost no effect on
the filter’s overall attenuation, which contradicts to the original assumption that the
corner frequency was determined by the impedance of the outer busbar. As shown in Fig.
7-29, the attenuation is almost totally determined by the inner transmission line. To verify
the model of the inner attenuator, the transfer characteristic of a 10 cm long, 1 cm wide,
straight Ni-BaTiO3-Ni transmission line is calculated and measured. The results are
shown in Fig. 7-31 and Fig. 7-32. The good compliance of the calculated and measured
transfer gains verifies the accuracy of the model used.
To understand this phenomenon, the current distribution between the outer busbar and
the inner nickel conductor at different frequencies is calculated for the two extreme cases:
t = 1300 µm and t = 100 µm. The results are shown in Fig. 7-33 – Fig. 7-36.
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Fig. 7-29 Parametric study on alumina layer thickness: calculated gain
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Fig. 7-30 Parametric study on alumina layer thickness: calculated phase
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Fig. 7-31 Calculated transfer gain of the 10 cm long, straight structure transmission line attenuator

Fig. 7-32 Measured transfer gain of the 10 cm long, straight structure transmission line attenuator

Fig. 7-33 Current distribution for t = 1300 µm:

Fig. 7-34 Current distribution for t = 1300 µm:

magnitude

phase

It shows that the current distributions of these two cases are almost the same.
Changing the alumina layer thickness has almost no effect because most current is
already carried by the inner nickel conductors at a frequency as low as a few hundred
kilohertz. Since the outer busbar carries almost no current at high frequency, it does not
matter where it is placed. The purpose of the busbar is to carry the low frequency power
current.
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Fig. 7-35 Current distribution for t = 100 µm:

Fig. 7-36 Current distribution for t = 100 µm: phase

magnitude

From this study, useful conclusion can be drawn:
z

The thickness of the current integrated RF DM filter can be reduced;

z

By simply designing the attenuation of the inner transmission line, it is useful to
apply this RF DM filter to other busbars with different thicknesses.

7.5.3. Influence of total structure length

To study the effect of the total structure length, the transfer gain of the U-shape
structure with different equivalent length is calculated. The nominal length is 130 mm
and the normalized length studied varies from l = 0.5 to l = 2. The calculation results are
shown in Fig. 7-37 and Fig. 7-38. It is shown that changing the structure length only
affects the corner frequency. The longer the structure is, the lower the corner frequency
will be. However, the shape of the curve and the slope of attenuation are almost the same.
This is because the model clearly shows that the curve shape and attenuation slope are
determined by the model parameters per unit length.

7.6. Investigation of other structures
Using the developed model and modeling methodology, it is convenient to investigate
other structures of integrated RF DM EMI filters.
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Fig. 7-37 Parametric study on structure length:

Fig. 7-38 Parametric study on structure length:

calculated gain

calculated phase

7.6.1. Structure I: replacing alumina layers with ferrite

The first study is on replacing the alumina insulation layers in Fig. 4-8 with ferrite
green tapes so as to lower the corner frequency and increase attenuation. Two structures
are studied. In the first structure the inserted ferrite tapes are sandwiched between the
busbar and the inner transmission line attenuator, as shown in the Maxwell Q2D
simulation model Fig. 7-39. In the second structure, the outer copper busbar is embedded
into ferrite tapes so that a closed magnetic path is formed, as shown in Fig. 7-40. Since
ferrite is also a conductive material, necessary insulation layers are added at metal-ferrite
interfaces. The technical data used in simulation are given in Table 7-2. The calculated
transfer gains of each structure as well as the original one are shown in Fig. 7-41 and Fig.
7-42.

Fig. 7-39 Maxwell Q2D simulation model of structure a

Fig. 7-40 Maxwell Q2D simulation model of structure b
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TABLE 7-2 TECHNICAL DATA OF FERRITE TAPE AND INSULATOR
PARAMETERS

VALUE

[1]

Relative permeability of ferrite

200

[2]

Thickness of ferrite tape (µm)

550

Conductivity of ferrite tape (Ω-1/m)

0.01

Relative permittivity of ferrite

12

Thickness of insulation layer (µm)

50

Relative permittivity of insulator

4

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
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Fig. 7-41 Calculated transfer gain of different structures: gain
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Fig. 7-42 Calculated transfer gain of different structures: phase

From the calculation results, it is found that using magnetic material instead of
alumina can indeed lower the corner frequency and increase attenuation for frequency
smaller than 10 MHz. About a 10 dB improvement can be achieved if structure b is used.
However, the existence of ferrite tape also diverts large amount of magnetic flux away
from the nickel layers, resulting in greatly reduced eddy current losses at high frequency.
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This is why the high frequency attenuation (f > 10 MHz) of structure a and b becomes
worse than that of the original structure.
7.6.2. Structure II: Multi-dielectric-layer for inner attenuator

The original integrated RF DM EMI filter only has one layer of inner attenuator. As
shown in the previous parametric study on structure length, the corner frequency of the
filter is determined by the total inductance and capacitance. If the structure length is
limited by system constraints, the corner frequency is almost fixed if the same materials
are used. In order to increase the total capacitance with limited length, a multi-dielectric
layer for the inner attenuator structure is studied. The cross-section shown in Fig. 7-43
gives an example of a 2-dielectric-layer structure. Fig. 7-44 and Fig. 7-45 illustrate two
possible external connections. The objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness
of this approach, as well as its influence on high-frequency attenuation.
Using the same model and modeling methodology, the transfer gains of the structures
shown in Fig. 7-44 and Fig. 7-45 can be calculated. The impedance and admittance
matrices are also extracted from Maxwell Q2D. For different connections, the boundary
conditions are different and the input source vector, source impedance matrices, and load
impedance matrices need to be derived accordingly. The detailed calculation is omitted
here, but can be referred in Appendix 1. The calculated transfer gains are shown in Fig.
7-46 and Fig. 7-47.
From the calculated results, it can be observed that the corner frequency is almost
unchanged in comparison with the original structure. This is because although the total
capacitance is doubled, the total inductance becomes only half since the two inner
transmission lines are in parallel. The high-frequency attenuation is also reduced due to
Cu
Al2O3
BaTiO 3
Insulation
BaTiO 3

Ni
Ni
Ni
Ni

Al2O3
Cu

Fig. 7-43 Cross-section of 2-dielectric-layer RF DM EMI filter structure
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Fig. 7-44 Connection 1

Fig. 7-45 connection 2

Fig. 7-46 Calculated transfer gain of Connection 1

Fig. 7-47 Calculated transfer gain of Connection 1

and 2: gain

and 2: phase

reduced AC resistance.
7.6.3. Structure III: tapered transmission line structure

The original integrated RF EMI filter has a uniform conductor width. To increase
attenuation slope at high frequency, the variable-width transmission line structure for this
application was first studied by C. K. Campbell and J.D. van Wyk [138]. The top view of
a tapered transmission line attenuator is shown in Fig. 7-48. It was constructed and
measured in [138]. Campbell modeled this structure using an ABCD matrix of a
conventional transmission line. However, only the inner attenuator was modeled in the
previous study. To investigate the complete structure with tapered busbar and tapered
attenuator, the model for the uniform-width integrated RF DM EMI filter is extended to
study the tapered structure. The parameters of each section (w = 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm
and 40 mm) are calculated in Maxwell Q2D respectively. The complete structure can be
modeled by four uniform sections with different widths in cascade. Thus the transfer
matrix of the whole structure is the multiple of that of each section.
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25 mm

5 mm

25 mm

25 mm

10 mm

20 mm

25 mm

40 mm

Fig. 7-48 Tapered transmission line structure studied in [138]

Using the FEA simulation data, the calculated forward (wide to narrow) and reverse
(narrow to wide) transfer gains of the inner attenuator alone with standard real 50 Ω
source and load impedance are shown in Fig. 7-49 and Fig. 7-50. Compared to the
characteristics measured by Campbell [138] shown in Fig. 7-51, it is found that the lowto medium-frequency part is close but the high frequency part has some errors. Similar

Fig. 7-49 Calculated frequency response of tapered

Fig. 7-50 Calculated frequency response of tapered

transmission line attenuator: gain

transmission line attenuator: phase

Fig. 7-51 Measured frequency response of tapered transmission line attenuator: gain [138]
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results are also presented by Campbell using the ABCD matrix of conventional
transmission line model and with parameters calculated from one-dimensional
electromagnetic analysis. In his later publication [139], he improves the former model by
considering the 3D current crowding at the interconnection interfaces of different
sections and more accurate results were demonstrated. It seems that his 3D current
crowding assumption might be one of the causes since the two-dimensional model used
in this study has minor improvement at high frequency.
The calculated transfer gains of the complete structure with a tapered copper busbar
are shown in Fig. 7-52 and Fig. 7-53. When compared with the frequency response of the
original structure, it is found that the slope of attenuation increases at high frequency (f >
10 MHz) step by step. The same phenomenon is also observed in the measured
characteristics. It implies that the tapered structure may have better attenuation if it is
designed properly.
7.6.4. Structure IV: integrated RF DM EMI filter with external inductor

Through this analysis, it is discovered that connecting an external inductor in series is
an effective way to reduce the corner frequency of integrated RF DM EMI filters. An
example is shown in Fig. 7-54 and Fig. 7-56. In this example, the inductor is assumed to
be ideal with inductance of 20 µH. The integrated RF DM EMI filter has the same
parameters as shown in Table 7-1. The calculated transfer gain is shown in Fig. 7-55. It is
shown that the corner frequency is reduced from around 1 MHz to about 35 kHz.

Fig. 7-52 Calculated frequency response of tapered

Fig. 7-53 Calculated frequency response of tapered

RF DM EMI filter: gain

RF DM EMI filter: phase
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Compared to the characteristics of an ideal LC lowpass filter with the same L and C
values, as indicated by the dotted line in the same graph, the new structure can provide
much better attenuation at high frequency (about 40 dB better at f = 30 MHz). Even if the
parasitic winding capacitance of the inductor is considered (typically 10 pF for a practical
inductor with similar inductance), the transfer gain of this structure is still much better
than that of ideal LC filters, as illustrated in Fig. 7-56.
The knowledge obtained from this study is useful. It shows that the integrated RF DM
EMI filter behaves just like a normal capacitor at low frequency, while it is much better
than an “ideal” capacitor when frequency increases. This is due to the extra attenuation
provided by the high-loss nickel layers at high frequency. Therefore, it can be applied to
conventional EMI filters to replace normal filter capacitors.
LF

Fig. 7-54 Integrated RF DM EMI filter with external an inductor

Fig. 7-55 Calculated transfer gain if inductor is ideal

Fig. 7-56 Calculated transfer gain if inductor has 10
pF parasitic winding capacitance

7.7. Study of integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter
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Up until now, studies on the subject of integrated RF DM EMI filters have been
discussed. Based on the same noise-damping principle, if another two transmission line
attenuators with alumina insulators are added on the top and bottom of the original RF
DM filter, and the conductor layers on the top and bottom surfaces are connected to
ground, as shown in Fig. 7-57, the resultant structure will have the capability to attenuate
both CM and DM noise. At low frequencies, current will still flow through the copper
busbar because of smaller resistance. As frequency increases, the CM current will
automatically flow into the nickel layers of the outer CM attenuators because of the
proximity effect and the existence of the high-permittivity dielectric material on the top
and bottom. Meanwhile, the DM current will automatically flow into the nickel layers of
the center DM attenuator because of the same reason. Due to the high losses in nickel
layers, high attenuation can be expected both of for CM and DM noise.
7.7.1. Modeling of an integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter

The same theory and modeling methodology used for RF DM EMI filters can be used
for RF CM&DM EMI filters. The impedance and admittance matrices are extracted from
Maxwell Q2D simulation. A much longer simulation time should be expected because of
the greatly increased complexity of the RF CM&DM EMI filter. In order to calculate the
transfer gains and current distribution for CM and DM excitations, the correspondent
input source vectors, source and load impedances matrices need to be obtained using
appropriate boundary conditions. These parameters of the straight and U-shape structures
will be derived for later use.

BaTiO 3 for CM

Ni
Ni

Al2 O3
Al2 O3
BaTiO 3 for DM

Cu
Ni
Ni

Al2 O3
Al2 O3
BaTiO 3 for CM

Cu
Ni
Ni

Fig. 7-57 Cross-section of integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter
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7.7.1.1.

Parameters of a straight structure

1. DM excitation
The schematic of a straight structure under DM excitation is shown in Fig. 7-58.
From the schematic, the following parameters can be obtained:
a) input source vector
VSI_DM = ( 0 Vs Vs Vs

0 0 0 0)

t

(7-71)

b) input source impedance matrix
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c) load impedance matrix

Z LI_DM

⎛ zg
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
0
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0
⎜
⎜0
⎜0
⎜
⎜ zg
⎝
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Fig. 7-58 Straight structure integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter under DM excitation

d) transfer gain
TF =

V2 (l ) − V5 (l )
V2 (0) − V5 (0)

(7-74)

2. CM excitation
The schematic of a straight structure under DM excitation is shown in Fig. 7-59.
Similarly, the following parameters can be obtained:
a) input source vector
VSI_CM = ( 0 Vs Vs Vs Vs Vs Vs

0)

t

(7-75)

b) input source impedance matrix

z=0

z=l

zs
Vs
z sg

zl
z lg

Zi

Fig. 7-59 Straight structure integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter under CM excitation
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c) load impedance matrix

Z LI_CM
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d) transfer gain
TF =

7.7.1.2.

V2 (l ) − V1 (l )
V2 (0) − V1 (0)

(7-78)

Parameters of a U-shape structure

The schematics of U-shape structure under DM and CM excitations are shown in Fig.
7-60 and Fig. 7-61, respectively. Using the results from the straight structure under DM
and CM excitations, the input source vector and source and load impedance matrices can
be derived easily.
a) input source vector
VS_DM,CM = ⎡⎣ VSI_DM,CM t

b) input source impedance matrix
192

0 ⎤⎦

t

(7-79)
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⎛ ZSI_DM,CM
ZS_DM,CM = ⎜
0
⎝

⎞
⎟
Z LI_DM,CM ⎠
0

(7-80)

c) load impedance matrix
Similar to the U-shape RF DM filter, the load impedance of the 16-conductor
transmission-line is the [Z] matrix of the 8-conductor transmission-line, which is given
by eqns. (7-40) – (7-42).
d) Transfer gain
The DM and CM transfer gains are defined by:
TFDM =
TFCM

7.7.1.3.

V12 (0) − V13 (0)
V3 (0) − V4 (0)

V (0) − V13 (0)
= 12
V3 (0) − V4 (0)

(7-81)

Dimensions and material properties

The DM part dimensions and material properties used in simulation and calculation
are the same as the RF DM EMI filter studies done before. The technical data can be
referred in Table 7-1. For the CM part, the insulator and conductors are the same as those
of the DM filter. Considering the limitations of total allowed CM capacitance, the
dielectric material of the CM attenuator is changed from Y5V (t = 0.15 mm, εr = 14000)
to N1250 (t = 0.15 mm, εr = 174). The total length of the structure is also kept the same
as that of the RF DM filter for comparison.

7.7.1.4.

Calculation results

Using the Maxwell Q2D simulation data, the input impedance of each structure under
DM and CM excitations can be calculated using eqn. (7-45). The input currents and
voltages can then be obtained from (7-53). Using the ABCD matrix defined in eqns.
(7-35) and (7-36), the voltages and currents at the output port can be calculated. Finally,
transfer gains can be obtained from port voltages. The calculation results are shown in
Fig. 7-62 – Fig. 7-73.
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Fig. 7-60 U-shape integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter under DM excitation
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Fig. 7-61 U-shape integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter under CM excitation

Fig. 7-62 Calculated DM TG of straight structure

Fig. 7-63 Calculated CM TG of straight structure
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Fig. 7-64 DM current distribution of straight

Fig. 7-65 DM current distribution of straight

structure: magnitude

structure: Phase

Fig. 7-66 CM current distribution of straight

Fig. 7-67 CM current distribution of straight

structure: magnitude

structure: Phase

Fig. 7-68 Calculated DM TG of U-shape structure

Fig. 7-69 Calculated CM TG of U-shape structure
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Fig. 7-70 DM current distribution of U-shape

Fig. 7-71 DM current distribution of U-shape

structure: magnitude

structure: phase

Fig. 7-72 CM current distribution of U-shape

Fig. 7-73 CM current distribution of U-shape

structure: magnitude

structure: phase

From the calculation results, it is found that adding the CM attenuators will affect the
DM characteristics. This is because the DM current is shared between the DM and CM
attenuators, even at high frequency, as shown in Fig. 7-70. Therefore the equivalent
inductance and resistance are smaller, resulting in reduced high frequency attenuation.

7.7.2. Experimental results
To verify the calculation results, an integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter prototype is
constructed. The parameters of the prototype are the same as those used in the simulation.
The constructed prototype is shown in Fig. 7-74. The transfer gains of this filter under
DM and CM excitations are measured by using an HP4395 network analyzer. The results
are shown in Fig. 7-75 and Fig. 7-76. When looking at the measurement results, it is
found that the measured corner frequencies for DM and CM excitations are much lower
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than the calculated value. This could be caused by the parasitic series lead inductance in
the measurement setup. Assuming the parasitic series lead inductance is 200 nH, the
adjusted calculated results are shown in Fig. 7-77 and Fig. 7-78. Good compliance can be
found between the calculation and measurement results. The differences of the
measurement and calculation at high frequencies could be caused by the following
reasons:
a) The permeability of the electroplated nickel is smaller than the value used in
calculation.
b) Other high-frequency parasitics of the measurement setup have not been
considered in calculation.
Further study on this subject could be the future work.

Fig. 7-74 Integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter prototype

Fig. 7-75 Measured DM TG of the integrated RF

Fig. 7-76 Measured CM TG of the integrated RF

CM&DM EMI filter prototype

CM&DM EMI filter prototype
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Fig. 7-77 Calculated DM TG of the integrated RF

Fig. 7-78 Calculated CM TG of the integrated RF

CM&DM EMI filter prototype with 200 nH ESL

CM&DM EMI filter prototype with 200 nH ESL

7.7.3. Parametric study
Using the developed model, the effects of the alumina layer thickness between the
DM attenuator and the busbar (noted as t1), as well as between the CM attenuator and the
busbar (noted as t2) are studied. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 7-79 – Fig. 7-82.
It is shown that the thickness of the alumina layers between the busbar and the DM
attenuator has almost no effect on the characteristics of either the DM or CM filter. On
the other hand, the thickness of the alumina layers between the CM attenuators and the
busbar seems to be important. Both CM and DM characteristics change with it at high
frequencies. The larger the thickness, the better the high-frequency characteristic is.
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Fig. 7-79 Parametric study on alumina layer thickness: DM gain
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Fig. 7-80 Parametric study on alumina layer thickness: DM phase
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Fig. 7-81 Parametric study on alumina layer thickness: CM gain
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7.8. New integrated EMI filter structure
Combining the winding capacitance cancellation technology discussed in Chapter 6
and the integrated RF CM&DM EMI filter technology studied in the previous section, a
new integrated EMI filter structure is proposed. The schematic is shown in Fig. 7-83. It is
a cascaded structure with a planar integrated CM&DM choke with winding capacitance
cancellation to realize the high-performance CM and DM inductance and two integrated
RF CM&DM EMI filters to realize high-performance CM and DM capacitance. The
cross-section of the integrated choke is shown in Fig. 7-84. The DM inductance is
implemented by the embedded leakage layer (low-permeability ferrite) between CM
choke windings. The integrated RF EMI filters have the same cross-section structure
shown in Fig. 7-57. They can be placed under the overhangs of the planar CM choke
windings to efficiently utilize space. The overview and side cross-section of the structure
are shown in Fig. 7-85 and Fig. 7-86.

1

*

*

1'

2

*

*

2'

Integrated RF
CM&DM Filter

Integrated CM&DM choke w/
winding capacitance cancellation

Integrated RF
CM&DM Filter

Fig. 7-83 New integrated EMI filter structure
High 8 ferrite

Winding
Insulation

CM L1

Shield

Low 8 ferrite

Insulation
Winding

CM L2

Fig. 7-84 Cross-section of planar integrated CM&DM choke with winding capacitance cancellation

Fig. 7-85 Overview of new integrated EMI filter structure
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Winding 1
Leakage

Core

Winding 2
RF Filter

Fig. 7-86 Side cross-section view of new integrated EMI filter structure

USING THESE TECHNOLOGIES, AN INTEGRATED EMI FILTER WITH THE NEW STRUCTURE IS
DESIGNED. THE RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN TABLE 7-3 AND

Table 7-4.

7.8.1. Simulation results
Using the developed PSpice model of multi-conductor transmission-line and the
equivalent circuit model of the planar inductor with an embedded shield layer derived in
Chapter 6, the DM and CM frequency response of the new integrated EMI filter is
calculated, shown in Fig. 7-87. The transfer gains of discrete EMI filter with the same
inductance and capacitance and typical parasitics are also calculated and plotted on the
same graphs. It shows that the new integrated EMI filter could have much better highfrequency CM and DM characteristics than those of a discrete filter. The DM
characteristic is even better than that of the LC lowpass filter with “ideal” components.
TABLE 7-3 DESIGN RESULTS OF PLANAR INTEGRATED CM&DM CHOKE
PARAMETERS

VALUE

[1]
Core size
[2]
Core material
[3]
No. of turns per winding
[4]
No. of turns per layer
[5]
Conductor width (mm)
[6]
Conductor thickness (mm)
[7]
Shield width (mm)
[8]
Shield thickness (µm)
[9]
Shield length (mm)
[10]
Leakage layer material
[11]
Leakage layer thickness (mm)
[12]
Insulation layer thickness (mm)
[13]
Relative permittivity of insulation

Planar E38+PLT38
Philips 3E5
12
6
1.2
0.25
11
70
25
Epcos FPC C350
2.4
0.1
3.6
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TABLE 7-4 DESIGN RESULTS OF INTEGRATED RF CM&DM FILTER
PARAMETERS

VALUE

[1]
Conductor width (mm)
[2]
Copper layer thickness (µm)
[3]
Nickel layer thickness (µm)
[4]
Dielectric material for DM filter:
[5]
Thickness of DM dielectric (mm)
[6]
Nominal permittivity of DM
dielectric
[7]
Thickness of DM insulation layer
(mm)
[8]
Relative permittivity of DM
insulator
[9]
Dielectric material for CM filter:
[10]
Thickness of CM dielectric (mm)
[11]
Nominal permittivity of CM
dielectric
[12]
Thickness of CM insulation layer
(mm)
[13]
Relative permittivity of CM
insulator
[14]
Total length per section (mm)

11.2
70
25
Y5V
0.15
14000

Fig. 7-87 Calculated DM TG comparison: gain

0.1
3.6
N1250
0.15
174
0.65
9.8
38

Fig. 7-88 Calculated DM TG comparison: phase
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Fig. 7-89 Calculated CM TG comparison: gain

Fig. 7-90 Calculated CM TG comparison: phase

7.8.2. Experimental results
An integrated EMI filter with the new structure is constructed. The prototype photos
are shown in Fig. 7-91 - Fig. 7-94. The physical size of this filter is almost the same as
that of the prototype studied in Chapter 6. Using an HP4395 network analyzer, the
transfer gains of this prototype under DM and CM excitations are measured. The results
are shown in Fig. 7-95 and Fig. 7-96. When comparing with the DM and CM transfer
gains of the baseline discrete EMI filter plotted on the same graphs, it is evident that both
the DM and CM performance have been greatly improved in a wide frequency range. In
comparison of the calculated results, it is found that some differences exist. This is
because the parameters for the simulation model are different from the constructed
prototype. Further research needs to be done and it could be the future work.

Fig. 7-91 New integrated EMI filter prototype: overview
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Fig. 7-92 New integrated EMI filter prototype: top view

Fig. 7-93 New integrated EMI filter prototype: exploded view

Fig. 7-94 Comparison of baseline discrete (left), previous (middle) and new integrated (right) EMI filters
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Fig. 7-96 Measured CM Transfer Gain comparisons

7.9. Summary
This chapter can be briefly divided into 4 parts. The first part concerns the improved
frequency domain model of integrated RF DM EMI filters. Applying the well-established
multi-conductor transmission-line theory and using the finite element simulation software
Maxwell Q2D to extract model parameters, the accuracy of the proposed model is greatly
improved as compared with the previous work done by others. It is also verified by
experimental results. The convergence problem is solved so that the parametric study and
investigation of other structures become feasible and convenient. Useful knowledge is
gained from these studies and it is discussed in the second part. In the third part,
modeling of integrated RF CM&DM filters is successfully accomplished by extending
the same theory and modeling methodology. Based on the modeling and analysis, a new
integrated EMI filter structure is developed. It combines the winding capacitance
cancellation technology developed in Chapter 6 and the integrated RF CM&DM EMI
filter technology studied in this chapter. The calculation and experimental results show
that the new structure has the merits of the two previously used technologies, hence the
performance can be improved greatly over a wide frequency range.
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Chapter 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
8.1. Introduction
This dissertation is roughly divided into 4 major sections. The first section is mainly
focused on the implementation of integrated EMI filters using developed passive
integration technologies, supported with preliminary experimental results. Since
improving HF characteristics is the main objective for EMI filter integration, the second
section is devoted to the electromagnetic modeling of the integrated LC structure, which
is the fundamental cell of integrated EMI filters. Based on these results, winding
capacitance cancellation technology is developed and analyzed in section 3. An improved
integrated EMI filter structure using this technology is designed and tested. In section 4,
the modeling of integrated RF EMI filter is discussed. An improved frequency domain
model using multi-conductor transmission-line theory is presented and verified by
experimental results.

8.2. Passive integration technologies for integrated EMI filters
Since the major function of EMI filters is to attenuate instead of propagate
electromagnetic energy at switching frequency and its harmonics, existing technologies
for other HF passive components integration are not suitable for EMI filters. To improve
HF characteristics, the EPC and ESL of the integrated inductors and capacitors need to be
reduced, while the HF losses need to be increased. To reduce EPC, the staggered and
interleaved winding structure is studied. Finite element simulation and experimental
results show that EPC can be effectively reduced to around 1/10 of that of the original
structure. However, the price for this is the increased structure complexity and winding
thickness. The leakage inductance is also greatly reduced so that additional windings and
cores have to be used to realize the DM inductance. To reduce the ESL of integrated
capacitors, the transmission-line connection of capacitors is studied. Because it can shift
the lead and interconnection inductance out of the capacitor branch, ESL can be
effectively reduced and around 9-fold reduction is illustrated in the measurement results
of a prototype. HF losses can be increased by using multi-metal metallization technology.
By covering the copper conductor surfaces with a thin nickel layer, HF noise current will
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be automatically shifted to the top or bottom nickel layers for CM or DM excitation,
respectively. Because the skin depth of nickel is only 1/10 of that of copper, its AC
resistance is much larger. Therefore HF losses can be greatly increased so that HF noise
can be damped.
Applying these technologies, two integrated EMI filter prototypes are designed and
studied experimentally. The first prototype has a non-interleaved winding structure for
the CM choke so that the DM inductance can be fully realized by leakage inductance.
With the transmission line connection of the DM capacitor, the DM characteristic is
greatly improved and it is much better than that of the baseline discrete EMI filter.
However, the CM characteristic is not satisfied because of a large EPC caused by planar
windings. Although a staggered structure is used for each winding, the EPC is still too
large to be acceptable. The second prototype uses staggered and interleaved winding
structure so that the EPC is greatly reduced and CM characteristic is improved. However,
because of the additional windings and cores for the realization of DM inductance, the
DM characteristic is compromised. New technology capable of improving CM
characteristics without sacrificing that of DM needs to be studied.

8.3. Electromagnetic modeling of integrated LC structure
Integrated LC structure is the fundamental cell for integrated EMI filters. Since at
high frequencies, characteristics of EMI filters are determined by the structural
(“parasitic”) parameters, an accurate and easy-to-use HF model for integrated LC
structure is essential. The existing lumped and distributed integrated LC models are either
not valid at high frequency or too difficult to interface with other circuit simulation tools,
like PSpice, to analyze complicated circuitry. Aiming at fixing this, a new integrated LC
model based on 2-conductor symmetric coupled transmission-line theory is developed.
By breaking the electromagnetic wave propagation into even- and odd-mode, the
frequency response of this structure can be easily found for any termination and
excitation conditions. Based on this theory, the HF equivalent circuits of integrated LC
structures with series, parallel resonator and inductor configurations are derived. It can be
conveniently interfaced with PSpice to simulate complicated circuits or do time-domain
simulations. Detailed electromagnetic modeling of typical structures is also presented.
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Using the established Microstrip and Slot line theory and one-dimensional eddy current
analysis, the model parameters can be calculated using geometry and material data so that
the design is greatly facilitated. At the end of this section, the developed model has been
verified experimentally and very good compliance between calculation and measurement
results are found.

8.4. Structure winding capacitance cancellation technology
Reducing structural winding capacitance is restricted by structural, material and
electromagnetic limitations. Without sacrificing DM characteristics, further reduction of
EPC is difficult. To solve this problem, winding capacitance cancellation technology is
presented. This technology can be briefly described as introducing another resonance at
the same frequency as that of the self-resonance of the inductor, but with 180° phase
difference. The second resonance can be realized by connecting the center point of the
inductor to ground with a capacitor so that the equivalent negative mutual inductance is
in series with it. If the capacitance is properly selected so that at any time the
electromagnetic energy flow into it is exactly the same as the energy flow out of the
equivalent structural winding capacitance and vise versa, the electromagnetic energy flow
through the inductor will be constant. This means it is an ideal inductor without EPC.
The implementation of this “grounding” capacitance can be made very easy for planar
magnetic structures by embedding a conductive shield layer between windings so that the
structural parameter is fully utilized. To obtain maximum cancellation effect, this shield
area needs to be optimized. The detailed modeling of this structure is presented in chapter
6, including the winding capacitance, leakage inductance and equivalent circuit models.
The optimal design algorithm is also developed and the effectiveness of this technology
is verified by experimental results. After a thorough parametric and sensitivity study, it
shows that this technology has large potential to apply to automated massive production.
Applying this technology, an integrated EMI filter with EPC cancellation is designed
and tested. It has a simple structure with much smaller size and profile, and much better
CM and DM performance than that of the previous integrated and discrete EMI filters. At
the end of this section, an application for a planar boost inductor is also given to
demonstrate the extendibility of this technology. The experimental results show that with
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this technology, the designed planar boost inductor has a much lower profile, much
higher efficiency and much better HF characteristics than those of the toroidal inductor.

8.5. Improved frequency domain modeling of integrated RF EMI filter
An integrated RF DM EMI filter was developed to achieve electromagnetic
compatibility of integrated power electronics modules (IPEM). Previous modeling is not
satisfactory because of poor accuracy as well as the convergence problem of numerical
solutions. An improved model is presented in this dissertation using the established
multi-conductor lossy transmission-line theory widely used in microwave integrated
circuitry. Using the extracted impedance and admittance matrices from finite element
simulation software and taking the non-linearity of the material properties into account,
high accuracy can be achieved over a wide frequency range and the convergence problem
can be solved. As a result, the calculation results comply with the measurement results
very well. Using this model, parametric study becomes convenient so that the filter
design is greatly facilitated. Other possible integration structures are explored and helpful
information is obtained. A PSpice model is also developed for combined simulation with
completed circuitry and for time domain simulation.
The theory and modeling methodology is further extended to model the integrated RF
CM&DM EMI filter which has never been done due to its structural complexity. With the
improved model, not only can the characteristics of a certain structure be calculated, but
parametric study is also possible and has been realized.
With help from the modeling results, a new integrated EMI filter structure is proposed.
It combines the structural winding capacitance cancellation and the integrated RF
CM&DM EMI filter technologies. Therefore its low-mid frequency characteristic is
improved by EPC cancellation, while the high-frequency characteristic is enhanced by
high attenuation given by the RF EMI filter. The preliminary calculation results are
promising and a prototype has been constructed and tested.

8.6. Future Work
The following subjects have not been studied in this dissertation and are suggested to
be the topics of future work:
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z

Large signal characterization of integrated EMI filters;

z

Scalability of integrated EMI filters.
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APPENDIX I: MATLAB PROGRAM FILES FOR INTEGRATED RF
EMI FILTER MODELING
A1.1 The .m file to calculate the U-shape RF EMI filter: UDM.m
%%%%%%%%%%%U part length, I part length, model number%%%%%%%%%
function TFK = UDM(LenU, LenI, num)

rdata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\r.dat', num);
ldata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\l.dat', num);
cdata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\c.dat', num);
fdata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\f.dat', num);
rdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\r.dat', num);
ldata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\l.dat', num);
cdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\c.dat', num);

%Check if data files are ready
if not(exist(rdata_output_u)) | not(exist(ldata_output_u)) | not(exist(cdata_output_u)) | not(exist(fdata_output_u))
data = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\', num);
RLCfile(8, data);
end

if not(exist(rdata_output_i)) | not(exist(ldata_output_i)) | not(exist(cdata_output_i))
data = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\', num);
RLCfile(4, data);
end

%length of the structure;
len_u = LenU;
len_i = LenI;

%frequency vector
lowerf = 10e3;
upperf = 10e7;
n_per_decad = 101;
m = (log10(upperf)-log10(lowerf))*n_per_decad;

f=(logspace(log10(lowerf), log10(upperf), m))';
w = 2*pi*f;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get frequency vector%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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F = dlmread(fdata_output_u, '\t');
%get I-shape part parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Resistance Matrix From r.dat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
r_i = dlmread(rdata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Inductance Maxtrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
l_i = dlmread(ldata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Capacitance Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c1_i = dlmread(cdata_output_i, '\t');

%number of conductors of I-shape part;
[n_i p]=size(c1_i);

% interpolate R and L matrices;
R_i = interp1(log10(F), r_i, log10(f));
L_i = interp1(log10(F), l_i, log10(f));

%get U-shape part parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Resistance Matrix From r.dat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
r_u = dlmread(rdata_output_u, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Inductance Maxtrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
l_u = dlmread(ldata_output_u, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Capacitance Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c1_u = dlmread(cdata_output_u, '\t');

%number of conductors of U-shape part;
[n_u p]=size(c1_u);

% interpolate R and L matrices;
R_u = interp1(log10(F), r_u, log10(f));
L_u = interp1(log10(F), l_u, log10(f));

%loss factors
tand1 = 0.01e-2; %al2o3
tand2 = 0.04; %BaTi3

%loss factor matrix for I part;
tand_i = [0 tand1 0 0; tand1 0 tand2 0; 0 tand2 0 tand1; 0 0 tand1 0];
%loss factor matrix for U part;
tand_u = [tand_i zeros(n_i); zeros(n_i) tand_i];
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%kr frequency dependent factor: decreased percentage per decade
krf=0.051;

% sourse Impedance parameters and matrices
zl=50;
zlg=1e6;

zs=50;
rs = 0.01;
ls = 20e-6;
cp = 0;
zsg=0;

zl1 = (zl+zlg)*ones(n_i/2);
zl2 = zlg*ones(n_i/2);
zl3 = [zl1 zl2; zl2 zl2];

Vs = [1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]';

%calculate at each frequency
for k=1:m

%U-shape part
c2_u = c1_u;
c2_u(n_i/2,n_i/2+1) = c1_u(n_i/2,n_i/2+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_u(n_i/2+1,n_i/2) = c1_u(n_i/2+1,n_i/2)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_u(n_i/2+n_i,n_i/2+n_i+1) = c1_u(n_i/2+n_i,n_i/2+n_i+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_u(n_i/2+n_i+1,n_i/2+n_i) = c1_u(n_i/2+n_i+1,n_i/2+n_i)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);

c_u = c2_u;
gc_u = c2_u.*tand_u;
for t =1:n_u
for s = 1:n_u
if s ~= t
c_u(t,t) = c_u(t,t)+c_u(t,s);
c_u(t,s) = -c_u(t,s);
gc_u(t,t) = gc_u(t,t)+gc_u(t,s);
gc_u(t,s) = -gc_u(t,s);
end
end
end
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for u = 1:n_u
RkU(u,:) = R_u(k,(u-1)*n_u+1:u*n_u);
LkU(u,:) = L_u(k,(u-1)*n_u+1:u*n_u);
end

ZkU = RkU+j*w(k)*LkU;
YkU = w(k)*gc_u+j*w(k)*c_u;

[T gama2U] = eig(ZkU*YkU);
gamaU = sqrt(gama2U);

GamaU = T*gamaU*T^-1;
ZwU = GamaU^-1*ZkU;

thetaU = gamaU*len_u;

sinhU = T*(1/2*(expm(thetaU)-expm(-thetaU)))*T^-1;
coshU = T*(1/2*(expm(thetaU)+expm(-thetaU)))*T^-1;

%I-shape part
c2_i = c1_i;
c2_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1) = c1_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2) = c1_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);

c_i = c2_i;
gc_i = c2_i.*tand_i;
for t =1:n_i
for s = 1:n_i
if s ~= t
c_i(t,t) = c_i(t,t)+c_i(t,s);
c_i(t,s) = -c_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,t) = gc_i(t,t)+gc_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,s) = -gc_i(t,s);
end
end
end

for u = 1:n_i
RkI(u,:) = R_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
LkI(u,:) = L_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
end

ZkI = RkI+j*w(k)*LkI;
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YkI = w(k)*gc_i+j*w(k)*c_i;

[TI gama2I] = eig(ZkI*YkI);
gamaI = sqrt(gama2I);

GamaI = TI*gamaI*TI^-1;
ZwI = GamaI^-1*ZkI;

thetaI = gamaI*len_i;

sinhI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)-expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;
coshI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)+expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;
cothI = coshI*sinhI^-1;
cschI = sinhI^-1;

Z11 = cothI*ZwI;
Z12 = cschI*ZwI;

%creat source impedance matrix
zp = (rs+j*w(k)*ls)/(1+j*w(k)*cp*(rs+j*w(k)*ls));
zs1 = (zs+zsg+zp)*ones(n_i/2);
zs2 = zsg*ones(n_i/2);
zs3 = [zs1 zs2; zs2 zs2];

Zs = [zs3 zeros(n_i); zeros(n_i) zl3];

%load impedance matrix is the Z maxtrix of I-shape part
ZL = [Z11 Z12; Z12 Z11];
%input impedance
Zi = (coshU*ZL+sinhU*ZwU)*(coshU*ZwU+sinhU*ZL)^-1*ZwU;

Vi = Zi*(Zi+Zs)^-1*Vs;
Ii = (Zi+Zs)^-1*Vs;

TF_load(k) = (Vi(5)-Vi(7))/(Vi(1)+(Ii(1)+Ii(2))*zp-Vi(3));

%Current Sharing between outer and inner conductors
Ii1(k) = Ii(1);
Ii2(k) = Ii(2);

end

%return the transfer gain
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TFK=TF_load';

%plot result
TF_Gain = 20*log10(abs(TF_load));
TF_phase = angle(TF_load)*180/pi;

filename = sprintf('.\\results\\TFU_%d.txt', num);
dlmwrite(filename, [f TF_Gain' TF_phase'], '\t');

figure(1);
[AX, H1, H2]=plotyy(f, TF_Gain, f, TF_phase, 'semilogx', 'semilogx');
set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Frequency (Hz)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Gain (dB)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase (d)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(AX(1), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'XGrid', 'on', 'YGrid', 'on');
set(AX(2), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(H1, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'b');
set(H2, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'g');

%Plot Current
I1M = abs(Ii1)/0.02;
I1P = angle(Ii1)*180/pi;
I2M = abs(Ii2)/0.02;
I2P = angle(Ii2)*180/pi;

figure(2);
semilogx(f, I1M, 'b-.', f, I2M, 'r-', 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Current Distribution: Magnitude');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Normalized Magnitude');
legend('Outer conductor', 'Inner conductor');
grid on;

figure(3);
semilogx(f, I1P, 'b-.', f, I2P, 'r-', 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('Current Distribution: Phase');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Phase (d)');
legend('Outer conductor', 'Inner conductor');
grid on;
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A1.2 The .m file to calculate the I-shape RF EMI filter: IDM.m
%%%%%%%%%%%Structure length, model number%%%%%%%%%
function IDM(LenI,num)

fdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\f.dat', num);
rdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\r.dat', num);
ldata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\l.dat', num);
cdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\c.dat', num);

%Check is data files are already
if not(exist(fdata_output_i)) | not(exist(rdata_output_i)) | not(exist(ldata_output_i)) | not(exist(cdata_output_i))
data = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\', num);
RLCfile(4, data);
end

%length of the structure;
len_i = LenI;

%frequency vector
lowerf = 10e3;
upperf = 10e7;
n_per_decad = 101;
m = (log10(upperf)-log10(lowerf))*n_per_decad;

f=(logspace(log10(lowerf), log10(upperf), m))';
w = 2*pi*f;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get frequency vector%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
F = dlmread(fdata_output_i, '\t');

%get I-shape part parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Resistance Matrix From r.dat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
r_i = dlmread(rdata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Inductance Maxtrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
l_i = dlmread(ldata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Capacitance Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c1_i = dlmread(cdata_output_i, '\t');

%number of conductors of I-shape part;
[n_i p]=size(c1_i);
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% interpolate R and L matrices;
R_i = interp1(log10(F), r_i, log10(f));
L_i = interp1(log10(F), l_i, log10(f));

%loss factors
tand1 = 0.01e-2; %al2o3
tand2 = 0.04; %BaTi3

%loss factor matrix for I part;
if n_i == 2;
tand_i = [0 tand2; tand2 0];
end

if n_i == 4
tand_i = [0 tand1 0 0; tand1 0 tand2 0; 0 tand2 0 tand1; 0 0 tand1 0];
end

%kr frequency dependent factor: decreased percentage per decade
krf=0.051;

% sourse Impedance parameters and matrices
zl=50;
zlg=0;

zs=50;
rs = 0;
ls = 0;
cp = 0;
zsg=0;

zl1 = (zl+zlg)*ones(n_i/2);
zl2 = zlg*ones(n_i/2);
ZL = [zl1 zl2; zl2 zl2];

VS = [ones(1,n_i/2) zeros(1,n_i/2)]';

%calculate at each frequency
for k=1:m

%I-shape part
c2_i = c1_i;
c2_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1) = c1_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
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c2_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2) = c1_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);

c_i = c2_i;
gc_i = c2_i.*tand_i;
for t =1:n_i
for s = 1:n_i
if s ~= t
c_i(t,t) = c_i(t,t)+c_i(t,s);
c_i(t,s) = -c_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,t) = gc_i(t,t)+gc_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,s) = -gc_i(t,s);
end
end
end

for u = 1:n_i
RkI(u,:) = R_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
LkI(u,:) = L_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
end

ZkI = RkI+j*w(k)*LkI;
YkI = w(k)*gc_i+j*w(k)*c_i;

[TI gama2I] = eig(ZkI*YkI);
gamaI = sqrt(gama2I);

GamaI = TI*gamaI*TI^-1;
ZwI = GamaI^-1*ZkI;

thetaI = gamaI*len_i;

sinhI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)-expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;
coshI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)+expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;

%creat source impedance matrix
zp = (rs+j*w(k)*ls)/(1+j*w(k)*cp*(rs+j*w(k)*ls));
zs1 = (zs+zsg+zp)*ones(n_i/2);
zs2 = zsg*ones(n_i/2);
ZS = [zs1 zs2; zs2 zs2];

%input impedance
Zi = (coshI*ZL+sinhI*ZwI)*(coshI*ZwI+sinhI*ZL)^-1*ZwI;
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Vi = Zi*(Zi+ZS)^-1*VS;
Ii = (Zi+ZS)^-1*VS;

Vo = coshI*Vi-sinhI*ZwI*Ii;

TF_load(k) = (Vo(1)-Vo(n_i))/(Vi(1)+sum(Ii(1:n_i/2))*zp-Vi(n_i));

end

%plot result

TF_Gain = 20*log10(abs(TF_load));
%TF_phase = asin(imag(TF_load)./abs(TF_load))/pi*180;
TF_phase = angle(TF_load)*180/pi;

filename = sprintf('.\\results\\TFI_%d.txt', num);
dlmwrite(filename, [f TF_Gain' TF_phase'], '\t');

figure(1);
[AX, H1, H2]=plotyy(f, TF_Gain, f, TF_phase, 'semilogx', 'semilogx');
set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Frequency (Hz)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Gain (dB)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase (d)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(AX(1), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'XGrid', 'on', 'YGrid', 'on');
set(AX(2), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(H1, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'b');
set(H2, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'g');
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A1.3 The .m file to calculate the U-shape RF CM&DM EMI filter: UCMDM.m
%%%%%%%%%%%U part length, I part length, model number%%%%%%%%%
function UCMDM(LenU, LenI, num)

rdata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\r.dat', num);
ldata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\l.dat', num);
cdata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\c.dat', num);
fdata_output_u = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\f.dat', num);
rdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\r.dat', num);
ldata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\l.dat', num);
cdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\c.dat', num);

%Check if data files are ready
if not(exist(rdata_output_u)) | not(exist(ldata_output_u)) | not(exist(cdata_output_u)) | not(exist(fdata_output_u))
data = sprintf('.\\U\\%d\\', num);
RLCfile(16, data);
end

if not(exist(rdata_output_i)) | not(exist(ldata_output_i)) | not(exist(cdata_output_i))
data = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\', num);
RLCfile(8, data);
end

%length of the structure;
len_u = LenU;
len_i = LenI;

%frequency vector
lowerf = 10e3;
upperf = 10e7;
n_per_decad = 101;
m = (log10(upperf)-log10(lowerf))*n_per_decad;

f=(logspace(log10(lowerf), log10(upperf), m))';
w = 2*pi*f;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get frequency vector%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
F = dlmread(fdata_output_u, '\t');

%get I-shape part parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Resistance Matrix From r.dat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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r_i = dlmread(rdata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Inductance Maxtrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
l_i = dlmread(ldata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Capacitance Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c1_i = dlmread(cdata_output_i, '\t');

%number of conductors of I-shape part;
[n_i p]=size(c1_i);

% interpolate R and L matrices;
R_i = interp1(log10(F), r_i, log10(f));
L_i = interp1(log10(F), l_i, log10(f));

%get U-shape part parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Resistance Matrix From r.dat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
r_u = dlmread(rdata_output_u, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Inductance Maxtrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
l_u = dlmread(ldata_output_u, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Capacitance Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c1_u = dlmread(cdata_output_u, '\t');

%number of conductors of U-shape part;
[n_u p]=size(c1_u);

% interpolate R and L matrices;
R_u = interp1(log10(F), r_u, log10(f));
L_u = interp1(log10(F), l_u, log10(f));

%loss factors
tand1 = 0.01; %N1250
tand2 = 0.01e-2; %al2o3
tand3 = 0.04; %Y5V

%loss factor matrix for I part;
tand_i = [0

tand1 0

tand1 0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

0;

0

0

0

0;

tand2 0

0

0

0;

tand3 0

0

0;

tand2 0

0;

0

tand2 0

0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

tand3 0
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0

0

0

0

tand2 0

tand2 0;

0

0

0

0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tand1;

tand1 0];

%loss factor matrix for U part;
tand_u = [tand_i zeros(n_i); zeros(n_i) tand_i];

%kr frequency dependent factor: decreased percentage per decade
krf=0.051;

% sourse and load Impedance parameters and matrices
zl=50;
zlgDM=1e6;
zlgCM=0;
zg = 0;

zs=50;
rs = 0;
ls_DM = 200e-9;
ls_CM = 200e-9;
cp = 0;
zsgDM=1e6;
zsgCM=0;

% DM excitation
zl1 = (zl+zlgDM)*ones(n_i/2-1);
zl2 = zlgDM*ones(n_i/2-1);
zl3 = [zl1 zl2; zl2 zl2];
zl_DM(1,:) = [zg 0 0 0 0 0 0 zg];
zl_DM(n_i,:) = zl_DM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
zl_DM(u,:) = [0 zl3(u-1,:) 0];
end

VS_DM = [0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';

% CM excitation
zl4 = (zl+zlgCM)*ones(1, n_i-2);
zl_CM(1,:) = zlgCM*ones(1, n_i);
zl_CM(n_i,:) = zl_CM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
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zl_CM(u,:) = [zlgCM zl4 zlgCM];
end

VS_CM = [0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]';

%calculate at each frequency
for k=1:m

%U-shape part
c2_u = c1_u;
c2_u(n_i/2,n_i/2+1) = c1_u(n_i/2,n_i/2+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_u(n_i/2+1,n_i/2) = c1_u(n_i/2+1,n_i/2)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_u(n_i/2+n_i,n_i/2+n_i+1) = c1_u(n_i/2+n_i,n_i/2+n_i+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_u(n_i/2+n_i+1,n_i/2+n_i) = c1_u(n_i/2+n_i+1,n_i/2+n_i)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);

c_u = c2_u;
gc_u = c2_u.*tand_u;
for t =1:n_u
for s = 1:n_u
if s ~= t
c_u(t,t) = c_u(t,t)+c_u(t,s);
c_u(t,s) = -c_u(t,s);
gc_u(t,t) = gc_u(t,t)+gc_u(t,s);
gc_u(t,s) = -gc_u(t,s);
end
end
end

for u = 1:n_u
RkU(u,:) = R_u(k,(u-1)*n_u+1:u*n_u);
LkU(u,:) = L_u(k,(u-1)*n_u+1:u*n_u);
end

ZkU = RkU+j*w(k)*LkU;
YkU = w(k)*gc_u+j*w(k)*c_u;

[T gama2U] = eig(ZkU*YkU);
gamaU = sqrt(gama2U);

GamaU = T*gamaU*T^-1;
ZwU = GamaU^-1*ZkU;
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thetaU = gamaU*len_u;

sinhU = T*(1/2*(expm(thetaU)-expm(-thetaU)))*T^-1;
coshU = T*(1/2*(expm(thetaU)+expm(-thetaU)))*T^-1;

%I-shape part
c2_i = c1_i;
c2_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1) = c1_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2) = c1_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);

c_i = c2_i;
gc_i = c2_i.*tand_i;
for t =1:n_i
for s = 1:n_i
if s ~= t
c_i(t,t) = c_i(t,t)+c_i(t,s);
c_i(t,s) = -c_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,t) = gc_i(t,t)+gc_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,s) = -gc_i(t,s);
end
end
end

for u = 1:n_i
RkI(u,:) = R_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
LkI(u,:) = L_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
end

ZkI = RkI+j*w(k)*LkI;
YkI = w(k)*gc_i+j*w(k)*c_i;

[TI gama2I] = eig(ZkI*YkI);
gamaI = sqrt(gama2I);

GamaI = TI*gamaI*TI^-1;
ZwI = GamaI^-1*ZkI;

thetaI = gamaI*len_i;

sinhI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)-expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;
coshI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)+expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;
cothI = coshI*sinhI^-1;
cschI = sinhI^-1;
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Z11 = cothI*ZwI;
Z12 = cschI*ZwI;

%creat source impedance matrix
% DM excitation
zp_DM = (rs+j*w(k)*ls_DM)/(1+j*w(k)*cp*(rs+j*w(k)*ls_DM));
zs1 = (zs+zsgDM+zp_DM)*ones(n_i/2-1);
zs2 = zsgDM*ones(n_i/2-1);
zs3 = [zs1 zs2; zs2 zs2];
zs_DM(1,:) = [zg 0 0 0 0 0 0 zg];
zs_DM(n_i,:) = zs_DM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
zs_DM(u,:) = [0 zs3(u-1,:) 0];
end

ZS_DM = [zs_DM zeros(n_i); zeros(n_i) zl_DM];

% CM excitation
zp_CM = (rs+j*w(k)*ls_CM)/(1+j*w(k)*cp*(rs+j*w(k)*ls_CM));
zs4 = (zs+zsgCM+zp_CM)*ones(1, n_i-2);
zs_CM(1,:) = zsgCM*ones(1, n_i);
zs_CM(n_i,:) = zs_CM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
zs_CM(u,:) = [zsgCM zs4 zsgCM];
end

ZS_CM = [zs_CM zeros(n_i); zeros(n_i) zl_CM];

%load impedance matrix is the Z maxtrix of I-shape part
ZL = [Z11 Z12; Z12 Z11];

%input impedance
Zi = (coshU*ZL+sinhU*ZwU)*(coshU*ZwU+sinhU*ZL)^-1*ZwU;

Vi_DM = Zi*(Zi+ZS_DM)^-1*VS_DM;
Ii_DM = (Zi+ZS_DM)^-1*VS_DM;

Vi_CM = Zi*(Zi+ZS_CM)^-1*VS_CM;
Ii_CM = (Zi+ZS_CM)^-1*VS_CM;
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TF_load_DM(k) = (Vi_DM(10)-Vi_DM(13))/((Ii_DM(2)+Ii_DM(3)+Ii_DM(4))*zp_DM+Vi_DM(2)-Vi_DM(5));
TF_load_CM(k)=(Vi_CM(10)-Vi_CM(9))/((Ii_CM(2)+Ii_CM(3)+Ii_CM(4)+Ii_CM(5)+Ii_CM(6)+Ii_CM(7))*zp_CM+Vi_CM(2)Vi_CM(1));
Ii1234_DM(k,:) = Ii_DM(1:n_i/2)';
Ii1234_CM(k,:) = Ii_CM(1:n_i/2)';

end

%plot result
TF_GDM = 20*log10(abs(TF_load_DM));
TF_PDM = angle(TF_load_DM)*180/pi;

filename = sprintf('.\\results\\TFU_DM_%d.txt', num);
dlmwrite(filename, [f TF_GDM' TF_PDM'], '\t');

TF_GCM = 20*log10(abs(TF_load_CM));
TF_PCM = angle(TF_load_CM)*180/pi;
filename = sprintf('.\\results\\TFU_CM_%d.txt', num);
dlmwrite(filename, [f TF_GCM' TF_PCM'], '\t');

figure(1);
[AX, H1, H2]=plotyy(f, TF_GDM, f, TF_PDM, 'semilogx', 'semilogx');
set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Frequency (Hz)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Gain (dB)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase (d)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(AX(1), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'XGrid', 'on', 'YGrid', 'on');
set(AX(2), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(H1, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'b');
set(H2, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'g');

figure(2);
[AX, H1, H2]=plotyy(f, TF_GCM, f, TF_PCM, 'semilogx', 'semilogx');
set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Frequency (Hz)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Gain (dB)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase (d)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(AX(1), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'XGrid', 'on', 'YGrid', 'on');
set(AX(2), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(H1, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'b');
set(H2, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'g');

% plot current distribution
Ii_GDM = abs(Ii1234_DM);
Ii_PDM = angle(Ii1234_DM)*180/pi;
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Ii_GCM = abs(Ii1234_CM);
Ii_PCM = angle(Ii1234_CM)*180/pi;
[p k]=size(Ii_GDM);
for p = 1:k
legend_str(p,:) = sprintf('Conductor %d', p);
end;

figure(3);
semilogx(f, Ii_GDM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('DM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Magnitude (A)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;

figure(4);
semilogx(f, Ii_PDM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('DM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Phase (d)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;

figure(5);
semilogx(f, Ii_GCM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('CM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Magnitude (A)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;

figure(6);
semilogx(f, Ii_PCM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('CM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Phase (d)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;
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A1.4 The .m file to calculate the I-Shape RF CM&DM EMI filter: ICMDM.m
%%%%%%%%%%%structure length, model number%%%%%%%%%
function ICMDM(Len, num)

fdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\f.dat', num);
rdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\r.dat', num);
ldata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\l.dat', num);
cdata_output_i = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\c.dat', num);

%Check is data files are already
if not(exist(fdata_output_i)) | not(exist(rdata_output_i)) | not(exist(ldata_output_i)) | not(exist(cdata_output_i))
data = sprintf('.\\I\\%d\\', num);
RLCfile(8, data);
end

%length of the structure;
len_i = Len;

%frequency vector
lowerf = 10e3;
upperf = 10e7;
n_per_decad = 101;
m = (log10(upperf)-log10(lowerf))*n_per_decad;

f=(logspace(log10(lowerf), log10(upperf), m))';
w = 2*pi*f;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get frequency vector%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
F = dlmread(fdata_output_i, '\t');

%get I-shape part parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Resistance Matrix From r.dat%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
r_i = dlmread(rdata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Inductance Maxtrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
l_i = dlmread(ldata_output_i, '\t');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Get Capacitance Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
c1_i = dlmread(cdata_output_i, '\t');

%number of conductors of I-shape part;
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[n_i p]=size(c1_i);

% interpolate R and L matrices;
R_i = interp1(log10(F), r_i, log10(f));
L_i = interp1(log10(F), l_i, log10(f));

%loss factors
tand1 = 0.01; %N1250
tand2 = 0.01e-2; %al2o3
tand3 = 0.04; %Y5V

%loss factor matrix for I part;
tand_i = [0

tand1 0

tand1 0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

0;

0

0

0

0;

tand2 0

0

0

0;

tand3 0

0

0;

tand2 0

0;

0

tand2 0

0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

tand3 0

0

0

0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

0

0

tand2 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

tand2 0;
tand1;

tand1 0];

%kr frequency dependent factor: decreased percentage per decade
krf=0.051;

% sourse and load Impedance parameters and matrices
zl=50;
zlgDM=1e6;
zlgCM=0;
zg = 0;

zs=50;
rs = 0;
ls_DM = 0;
ls_CM = 0;
cp = 0;
zsgDM=1e6;
zsgCM=0;

% DM excitation
zl1 = (zl+zlgDM)*ones(n_i/2-1);
zl2 = zlgDM*ones(n_i/2-1);
zl3 = [zl1 zl2; zl2 zl2];
ZL_DM(1,:) = [zg 0 0 0 0 0 0 zg];
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ZL_DM(n_i,:) = ZL_DM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
ZL_DM(u,:) = [0 zl3(u-1,:) 0];
end

VS_DM = [0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 ]';

% CM excitation
zl4 = (zl+zlgCM)*ones(1, n_i-2);
ZL_CM(1,:) = zlgCM*ones(1, n_i);
ZL_CM(n_i,:) = ZL_CM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
ZL_CM(u,:) = [zlgCM zl4 zlgCM];
end

VS_CM = [0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ]';

%calculate at each frequency
for k=1:m

%I-shape part
c2_i = c1_i;
c2_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1) = c1_i(n_i/2,n_i/2+1)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);
c2_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2) = c1_i(n_i/2+1,n_i/2)*(1-(log10(f(k))-1)*krf);

c_i = c2_i;
gc_i = c2_i.*tand_i;
for t =1:n_i
for s = 1:n_i
if s ~= t
c_i(t,t) = c_i(t,t)+c_i(t,s);
c_i(t,s) = -c_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,t) = gc_i(t,t)+gc_i(t,s);
gc_i(t,s) = -gc_i(t,s);
end
end
end

for u = 1:n_i
RkI(u,:) = R_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
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LkI(u,:) = L_i(k,(u-1)*n_i+1:u*n_i);
end

ZkI = RkI+j*w(k)*LkI;
YkI = w(k)*gc_i+j*w(k)*c_i;

[TI gama2I] = eig(ZkI*YkI);
gamaI = sqrt(gama2I);

GamaI = TI*gamaI*TI^-1;
ZwI = GamaI^-1*ZkI;
% YwI = ZwI^-1;

thetaI = gamaI*len_i;

sinhI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)-expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;
coshI = TI*(1/2*(expm(thetaI)+expm(-thetaI)))*TI^-1;

%creat source impedance matrix

% DM excitation
zp_DM = (rs+j*w(k)*ls_DM)/(1+j*w(k)*cp*(rs+j*w(k)*ls_DM));
zs1 = (zs+zsgDM+zp_DM)*ones(n_i/2-1);
zs2 = zsgDM*ones(n_i/2-1);
zs3 = [zs1 zs2; zs2 zs2];
ZS_DM(1,:) = [zg 0 0 0 0 0 0 zg];
ZS_DM(n_i,:) = ZS_DM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
ZS_DM(u,:) = [0 zs3(u-1,:) 0];
end

% CM excitation
zp_CM = (rs+j*w(k)*ls_CM)/(1+j*w(k)*cp*(rs+j*w(k)*ls_CM));
zs4 = (zs+zsgCM+zp_CM)*ones(1, n_i-2);
ZS_CM(1,:) = zsgCM*ones(1, n_i);
ZS_CM(n_i,:) = ZS_CM(1,:);

for u = 2:n_i-1
ZS_CM(u,:) = [zsgCM zs4 zsgCM];
end

%input impedance
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Zi_DM = (coshI*ZL_DM+sinhI*ZwI)*(coshI*ZwI+sinhI*ZL_DM)^-1*ZwI;
Zi_CM = (coshI*ZL_CM+sinhI*ZwI)*(coshI*ZwI+sinhI*ZL_CM)^-1*ZwI;

Vi_DM = Zi_DM*(Zi_DM+ZS_DM)^-1*VS_DM;
Ii_DM = (Zi_DM+ZS_DM)^-1*VS_DM;

Vo_DM = coshI*Vi_DM-sinhI*ZwI*Ii_DM;
%

Io = -Yw*sinh1*Vi+Yw*cosh1*Zw*Ii;

Vi_CM = Zi_CM*(Zi_CM+ZS_CM)^-1*VS_CM;
Ii_CM = (Zi_CM+ZS_CM)^-1*VS_CM;

Vo_CM = coshI*Vi_CM-sinhI*ZwI*Ii_CM;

TF_load_DM(k) = (Vo_DM(2)-Vo_DM(5))/((Ii_DM(2)+Ii_DM(3)+Ii_DM(4))*zp_DM+Vi_DM(2)-Vi_DM(5));
TF_load_CM(k)=(Vo_CM(2)-Vo_CM(1))/((Ii_CM(2)+Ii_CM(3)+Ii_CM(4)+Ii_CM(5)+Ii_CM(6)+Ii_CM(7))*zp_CM+Vi_CM(2)Vi_CM(1));
Ii1234_DM(k,:) = Ii_DM(1:n_i/2)';
Ii1234_CM(k,:) = Ii_CM(1:n_i/2)';

end

%plot result
TF_GDM = 20*log10(abs(TF_load_DM));
TF_PDM = angle(TF_load_DM)*180/pi;

filename = sprintf('.\\results\\TFI_DM_%d.txt', num);
dlmwrite(filename, [f TF_GDM' TF_PDM'], '\t');

TF_GCM = 20*log10(abs(TF_load_CM));
TF_PCM = angle(TF_load_CM)*180/pi;

filename = sprintf('.\\results\\TFI_CM_%d.txt', num);
dlmwrite(filename, [f TF_GCM' TF_PCM'], '\t');

figure(1);
[AX, H1, H2]=plotyy(f, TF_GDM, f, TF_PDM, 'semilogx', 'semilogx');
set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Frequency (Hz)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Gain (dB)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase (d)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(AX(1), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'XGrid', 'on', 'YGrid', 'on');
set(AX(2), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(H1, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'b');
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set(H2, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'g');

figure(2);
[AX, H1, H2]=plotyy(f, TF_GCM, f, TF_PCM, 'semilogx', 'semilogx');
set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Frequency (Hz)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Gain (dB)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase (d)', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(AX(1), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'XGrid', 'on', 'YGrid', 'on');
set(AX(2), 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
set(H1, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'b');
set(H2, 'LineWidth', 2, 'LineStyle', '-', 'Color', 'g');

% plot current distribution
Ii_GDM = abs(Ii1234_DM);
Ii_PDM = angle(Ii1234_DM)*180/pi;
Ii_GCM = abs(Ii1234_CM);
Ii_PCM = angle(Ii1234_CM)*180/pi;
[p k]=size(Ii_GDM);
for p = 1:k
legend_str(p,:) = sprintf('Conductor %d', p);
end;

figure(3);
semilogx(f, Ii_GDM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('DM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Magnitude (A)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;

figure(4);
semilogx(f, Ii_PDM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('DM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Phase (d)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;

figure(5);
semilogx(f, Ii_GCM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
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title('CM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Magnitude (A)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;

figure(6);
semilogx(f, Ii_PCM, 'LineWidth', 2);
set(gca, 'GridLineStyle', ':', 'FontSize', 12, 'FontWeight', 'bold');
title('CM Current Distribution');
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('Phase (d)');
legend(legend_str);
grid on;
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APPENDIX II: PASSIVE INTEGRATED POWER ELECTRONICS
MODULE FOR DPS FRONT-END CONVERTER
A2.1 Introduction
In present Distributed Power System (DPS) applications, there are increasing
demands on high power density, low profile and high efficiency front-end DC/DC
converters. Industrial products are targeting at the 1 U (1.75 inches) height approach
instead of the 2U standard. In most cases, the overall size and volume of front-end
DC/DC converters are primarily determined by the size and volume of the passive
components and the interconnections between them. Fig. A2-1 shows a front-end DC/DC
converter prototype. More than 60% percent of the footprint is occupied by the power
passive components. The total profile is also determined by the height of passive
components. Much effort has been developed in the past few years to reduce the footprint
and profile of the passive components. Integrated magnetics technology, planar
magnetics technology and passive integration technology are among the approaches
developed. These techniques can reduce the profile as well as the component count and
eliminate some of the interconnections between components. Hence, the footprint can be
reduced and power density can be increased. The Passive Integrated Power Electronic
Module (IPEM) technique, which combines the planar magnetics, integrated magnetics
and integrated Inductor-Inductor-Capacitor-Transformer (L-L-C-T) approaches, has been
proposed in [55]. All the high frequency electromagnetic components in an Asymmetrical
Half Bridge Circuit (AHBC) have been integrated into a single module, which includes
two transformers, two current doubler inductors, one DC blocking capacitor and a
resonant inductor to help the MOSFETs achieve Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS). On one
hand, both footprint and profile of the Passive IPEM is greatly reduced, due to better
packaging and better space utilization. On the other hand, as the power density increases,
the loss density also increases, if the efficiency remains unchanged. Therefore, the
appropriate AC loss modeling and thermal modeling are important to passive IPEM
design. In addition, because many components are integrated in a single structure,
resulting in increased parametric couplings between components, the design of the
Passive IPEM is more complicated than the normal transformer, inductor or capacitor
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Fig. A2-1 A DPS Front-end DC/DC converter prototype (discrete technology)

design. Reference [55] only provides the basic design formulas and guidelines but the
subject of optimal design is not addressed. To design the passive IPEM with the highest
power density that satisfies a set of constraints, especially the thermal constraint, the AC
loss model and thermal model of the passive IPEM are necessary. These models are
presented in this paper by applying the one-dimensional models. Based on these models,
a volumetric optimal design algorithm is presented. An example is given to design and
construct the Passive IPEM for the AHBC front-end DC/DC converter. An AHBC
converter using discrete passive components is also designed and constructed to work as
the baseline for comparison. The profile, power density, efficiency and thermal
comparison between the passive IPEM and the discrete components will be given in the
following sections.

A2.2 Passive IPEM structure: a review of [55]
The passive IPEM structure is a combination of planar magnetics, integrated
magnetics and passive integration structures [55]. The prototype passive IPEM is
designed for an asymmetrical half bridge DC/DC converter for DPS front-end application.
The circuit schematic is shown in Fig. A2-2. The passive components in the dashed-line
box need to be integrated into a passive IPEM. The cross-section view of the proposed
structure is shown in Fig. A2-3. The two planar E cores and the shared planar I core
compose of the magnetic path of the two transformers, T1 and T2. The two current
doubler inductors in Fig. A2-2 (L1 and L2) can be implemented by utilizing the
magnetizing inductance of the two transformers. Their values can be controlled by
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Fig. A2-2 Schematic of asymmetrical half bridge converter
E core

T1

I core
E core

T2

Fig. A2-3 Crossing-section view of passive IPEM

adjusting the effective core cross-section areas of the two E cores, the number of turns of
the two transformers and the air gap length. The DC blocking capacitor can be integrated
into the windings of either T1 or T2, or into both by applying the passive integration
technique. The resonant inductor can be implemented by utilizing the leakage inductance
of T1 and T2. The value can be controlled by adjusting the winding structure of T1 and
T2, or inserting a layer of magnetic material with suitable permeability and thickness
between the primary and secondary windings of T1 or T2, or both, if necessary.

A2.3 AC loss modeling of passive IPEM
As stated in the previous sections, AC loss modeling of the Passive IPEM is
necessary for developing an optimal design approach. The total loss can be
approximately divided into three parts: the core loss, the dielectric loss of the integrated
capacitor and the winding loss, assuming that the loss factor of the insulation materials,
as well as volume of leakage layer magnetic materials is small, so that the losses in those
materials can be neglected. The formulas to calculate the core loss, the dielectric loss and
the winding loss are provided in the following sub-sections.

A2.3.1 List of important symbols
The winding window cross-section view is shown in Fig. A2-4. The symbols used in
the formulas are listed as follows.
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Fig. A2-4 Winding window cross-section view

Wwin: winding window width
Wp: conductor width of the primary winding
Ws: conductor width of the secondary winding
Wk: conductor width of the kth layer
dc: thickness of the dielectric layer used to integrate the capacitor
d1: insulation thickness between conductor layers of the same side.
d2: insulation thickness between primary and secondary
tp: conductor thickness
c1: clearance distance between the winding turns in the same layer
cr: creepage distance between the conductor and the core
lmean: mean length per turn of the winding
Nc: number of turns of the LC hybrid winding
Np: number of turns of the primary winding
Ns: number of turns of the secondary winding
Nk: number of turns of the kth conductor layer
f: switching frequency
Cm, Ct0, Ct1, Ct2: core loss density temperature coefficient, obtained from datasheet
Bi: peak flux density of the ith core section
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Vi: core volume of the ith core section
x,y: core loss density coefficient, obtained from datasheet
T: temperature of the passive IPEM

εr: relative permittivity of the dielectric used to integrate the capacitance
v: peak-peak voltage seen by the integrated capacitor
tanδ: loss factor of the dielectric material
D: duty cycle

σT: conductor conductivity at temperature T
ηk: winding window lateral filling factor, =Nk*Wk/Wwin
δkm: skin depth of the equivalent conductor of the kth layer at mth harmonic frequency,
= 1 / m ⋅ µ 0 ⋅ π ⋅ f s ⋅ ηk ⋅ σ T

ξkm: normalized thickness of the kth layer equivalent conductor at mth harmonic
frequency, = t p / δ km
Lk: winding length of the kth layer, =Nk*Lmean

A2.3.2 Core loss
Since the passive IPEM utilizes an integrated magnetics structure to integrate two
transformers, the volt-second seen by each transformer might be different, hence the AC
flux in each E core could be different. The AC flux in the shared I core is equal to the
flux difference of the two E cores. From the above analysis, it is evident that the core loss
in each core piece should be calculated separately. This could be done by applying the
Steinmetz equation to each core section, assuming that sinusoidal voltage is applied. The
total core loss is the sum of the core loss of each piece, which can be expressed as:
p

Pcore = ∑ Cm (Ct 0 − Ct1T + Ct 2T 2 ) f x BiyVi

(A2-1)

i =1

Eqn. (A2-1) also takes the temperature influence on the core loss into account.
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A2.3.3 Dielectric loss
The dielectric loss of the integrated capacitor can be expressed as:
Pcap = 0.5 ⋅ C ⋅ v 2 ⋅ tan δ ⋅ f

(A2-2)

where the capacitance C is approximated as:
C = ε 0ε r ⋅ lmean ⋅ nc ⋅ w p / d c

(A2-3)

For PWM converters, where the AC voltage seen by the DC blocking capacitor is
normally small, the dielectric loss can normally be neglected. However, for resonant
converters, where the capacitor AC voltage can be as high as twice the supply voltage,
the dielectric loss will be an appreciable percentage of the total loss.

A2.3.4 AC winding losses
The AC winding loss modeling for transformers and inductors has been a research
topic for many years. The Finite Element Model (FEM) is believed to be more accurate
than the one-dimensional analytical models. However, in order to reduce the calculation
error to an acceptable value by using the FEM method, a long computation time is always
needed, making the iterative optimal design procedure time consuming and almost
impractical. On the other hand, the 1D model is very time effective and can give an
acceptable result as long as the conditions for the 1D approximation can be well satisfied.
For the passive IPEM structure, the winding conductor thickness is always less than or
equal to the skin depth of the conductor at the fundamental frequency, while it is also
much smaller than the conductor width. The windings are also always placed far away
from the air gap and the winding window lateral filling factor is close to unity. This
implies that the fringing effects and edge effects can be neglected in this structure and the
1D approximation holds. Hence, a 1D winding loss model is used in this paper. For PWM
converters, the excitation current of the passive IPEM is normally a square wave. The
effects of harmonics have to be taken into account; otherwise large errors could be
generated. For the waveform shown in Fig. A2-5, the Fourier series are:
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∞

i (t ) = I p ⋅ D + I p ⋅ ∑ am ⋅ cos(mωt )

(A2-4)

j =1

where am =

2 sin(mπD)
⋅
is the amplitude coefficient of the mth harmonic. For each
π
m

harmonic frequency, the winding loss can be calculated and the total loss can be found
from the summation. Since a distributed capacitance is integrated in the passive IPEM by
applying the planar L-L-C-T technique, the loss calculation of the windings, which
integrate the capacitance (L-C hybrid winding), will be different from the loss calculation
of the normal foil winding or PCB winding (regular winding). This is because the
existence of the displacement current changes the current distribution along the winding
length. The calculation of the losses in these windings will be discussed separately.
A2.3.4.1 Regular winding loss

Based on the one-dimensional approximation, the AC winding loss of the kth
conductor layer can be simplified to the model shown in Fig. A2-6, in which a strip
conductor carrying current I is placed in the external magnetic field He. The H field at the
two boundaries of the conductor are equal to kI/Wwin and (k-1)I/Wwin, respectively.
According to the orthogonal principle of the skin effect and the proximity effect, the
problem shown in Fig. A2-6 can be decomposed into the sum of two independent
problems. Problem 1 is a pure skin effect problem, in which the strip conductor carries
current I but the external magnetic field He is zero. Problem 2 is a pure proximity effect
problem, in which the conductor carries no current but placed in a uniform magnetic field
He=(k-1/2)I/Wwin. For the mth harmonic, the following equations can be derived from the
basic Maxwell equations:

Ip

DT

(1-D)T

Fig. A2-5 typical current waveforms of PWM converter
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y

Hy=(k-1)I/Wwin
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z

Hy=kI/Wwin

x

Fig. A2-6 1D approximation of winding losses in kth layer

∂ 2 H xm (1 + j ) 2
=
H xm = α 2 H xm
2
2
∂y
δ km
J zm =

∂H xm
∂y

(A2-5)

(A2-6)

where Hxm is the magnetic field intensity of the mth harmonic, Jzm is the current density of
the mth harmonic.
Eqn.(A2-5) has a solution of the form
H xm = K1eαy + K 2e −αy

(A2-7)

For the skin effect problem, the boundary condition yields Hs1=-Hs2=I/2Wwin. Solving
for H and J yields:

H xm =

I ⋅ sinh αy
2Wwin ⋅ sinh αt p / 2

(A2-8)

J zm =

αI ⋅ cosh αy
2Wwin ⋅ sinh αt p / 2

(A2-9)

The loss per unit length is given by:

W
p ls = win
2σ

tp

∫| J

zm

| 2 dy

0

=

1
ξ km sinh ξ km + sin ξ km
I
2 W win σ t p 2 cosh ξ km − cos ξ km

=

I2
rdck F sRkm
2

2
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where rdck is defined as DC resistance per unit length and FsRkm is the skin effect AC loss
coefficient of the kth layer at mth harmonic frequency.
For the proximity effect problem, the boundary condition yields Hs1=Hs2=(k0.5)I/Wwin. Solving for H yield and J yields:

H xm = H s1

cosh αy
cosh αt p / 2

(A2-11)

J zm = H s1

sinh αy
cosh αt p / 2

(A2-12)

The loss per unit length is given by:
tp

W
plp = win ∫ | J zm |2 dy
2σ 0
=

1 ξ km
sinh ξ km − sin ξ km
I2
(2k − 1) 2
2 Wwinσt p 2
cosh ξ km + cos ξ km

=

I2
rdck FpRkm
2

(A2-13)

where FpRkm is the proximity effect AC loss coefficient of the kth layer at mth harmonic
frequency.
The overall AC loss coefficient of the kth layer at mth harmonic frequency is given by:
FRkm = FsRkm + FpRkm

ξ km sinh ξ km + sin ξ km
(
2 cosh ξ km − cos ξ km
sinh ξ km − sin ξ km
+ (2k − 1) 2
)
cosh ξ km + cos ξ km
=

(A2-14)

The conduction loss of the kth layer is then given by:
∞

Prcuk = ( I p D) 2 Rdck + ∑ 0.5 ⋅ (a j I p ) 2 Rdck FRkm
m =1

where Rdck is the DC resistance of the kth layer.
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The total regular winding loss is the sum of the loss of each layer, given by:
K

Prcu = ∑ Prcuk

(A2-16)

k =1

A2.3.4.2 L-C hybrid winding loss

The structure of the L-C hybrid winding is different from that of the regular winding,
shown in Fig. A2-7(a). Each winding layer will have two conductor layers with a
dielectric layer in between. Because of the displacement current in the dielectric layer,
the conduction current distribution is no longer uniform along the winding length
direction (Z direction shown in Fig. A2-7). Assuming the length of the winding is much
smaller than the quarter wavelength of this structure at the frequencies of interest, the
conduction current will vary linearly with the winding length, as shown in Fig. A2-7 (b).
In Fig. A2-7, Iz is the conduction current at the point where Z=z. For each of the
conductors, the 1D approximation still holds. The loss per unit length of each conductor
can be derived by following the same procedure as in the previous section.
y

y

Iz
Hy=(k-1)I/Wp

Iz=i
z

Hy=((k-1)I+i)/Wp

x

Iz=I - i
z

Hy=kI/Wp

x

z

x

(a)

(b)

I-Iz

Fig. A2-7 Cross-section view of the kth layer of L-C hybrid winding

For the top conductor in Fig. A2-7 (a), it is found that:
pls =

Wp

Lk t p

∫ ∫| J

2σ

zm

|2 dydz

0 0

1I
1 ξ km sinh ξ km + sin ξ km
=
3 2 W pσt p 2 cosh ξ km − cos ξ km
2
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plp =

Wp
2σ

Lk t p

∫ ∫| J

zm

|2 dydz

0 0

sinh ξ km − sin ξ km
1
3
7
= (k − k + ) I 2
W pσδ mk cosh ξ km + cos ξ km
2
12
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2

For the bottom conductor, it is found that:
pls =

Wp

Lk t p

∫ ∫| J

2σ

zm

|2 dydz

0 0

1I
1 ξ km sinh ξ km + sin ξ km
=
3 2 W pσt p 2 cosh ξ km − cos ξ km
2
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Wp
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|2 dydz

0 0

sinh ξ km − sin ξ km
1
1
1
= (k − k + ) I 2
W pσδ mk cosh ξ km + cos ξ km
2
12
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2

The total loss per unit length of the kth layer is given by:
pl =

I2
1 ξ km 4 sinh ξ km + sin ξ km
(
2 2W pσt p 2 3 cosh ξ km − cos ξ km
4 sinh ξ km − sin ξ km
+ (4(2k − 1) 2 + )
)
3 cosh ξ km + cos ξ km

=

(A2-21)

I2
rdck FRkm
2

The conduction loss of the kth layer is given by:
∞

Plcuk = ( I p D) 2 Rdck + ∑ 0.5 ⋅ (a j I p ) 2 Rdck FRkm
m =1

where Rdck is the DC resistance of the kth L-C hybrid layer.
The total L-C hybrid winding loss is the sum of the loss of each layer, given by:
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K

Plcu = ∑ Plcuk

(A2-23)

k =1

A2.4 Passive IPEM thermal model
The passive IPEM has a planar structure with a low profile. It is easy to attach a heat
sink to its top or bottom surface. Under this condition, one-dimensional heat conduction
is an appropriate assumption for the heat transfer in this structure. Therefore, a 1D
thermal model is applicable. The layer-based 1D thermal model of the passive IPEM is
shown in Fig. A2-8. The heat generation and transfer in each layer could be modeled by
the equivalent electric network. Fig. A2-8, the current sources represent the heat sources,
which are the loss densities of each layer. It can be obtained from the AC loss model
provided in the previous section. The electric resistance represents the thermal resistance
of each layer, which can be expressed as:
Rk =

tk
kk ⋅ A

(A2-24)

where kk is the thermal conductivity of the material of the kth layer, ti is the layer
thickness and A is the layer surface area. The node voltage, which represents the layer
temperature, can be solved by using the well-known electric network analysis theory or
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simulation software like PSpice.
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Fig. A2-8 1D thermal model of passive IPEM
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A2.5 Volumetric Optimal design algorithm
After the AC loss model and the thermal model are obtained, the optimal design
program can be developed. The design procedure is an iterative process, as shown in Fig.
9. The detailed design steps are listed as follows:

a) From circuit analysis, the parameters of all the components that need to be
integrated, are obtained. The parameters include transformer turns ratio,
magnetizing inductance, resonant inductance, DC blocking capacitance and
excitation voltage and current waveforms and ratings. Other design constraints,
such as profile, temperature rise, efficiency, switching frequency, insulation
thickness, clearance and creepage distance, etc., are defined by the system
requirements.
b) The materials are chosen according to the results from (a). The design variables,
including the core aspect ratio ka (center leg length over width) range of the Ecore, winding current density range and number of winding turns are also defined.
c) Express the target functions, such as the power density, profile, footprint, etc., as
a function of the constraints and the design variables.
Begin
Calculate AC
losses

Circuit
Analysis

Constrains
satisfied?

Obtain
Electromagnetic
parameters and
design constrains

Thermal
analysis

Define Design
Variables

Constrains
satisfied?

Core design
and winding
design
L-C hybrid
winding design

Output optimal
design result

Leakage layer
design

Optimal design
points
identification

Experimental
verification
End

Fig. A2-9 Optimal design algorithm
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d) The iteration process starts by changing the design variables and calculating the
power density of each design. A set of design curves is obtained from the
calculation. For each winding current density value, an optimal design point
could be obtained. The AC losses and temperature rise of these optimal points
will then be calculated to see if they meet the temperature and efficiency
constraints.
e) After the highest power density design is identified, the result is exported. The
design result can then be verified by experiment.

A2.6 Design example
Using the above optimal design algorithm, a Passive IPEM for a 1U profile, 1 kW
AHBC DC/DC converter with current doubler rectifier is designed. The design
constraints are listed in Table A2-1. By applying the optimal design algorithm, the power
density, profile and footprint of the Passive IPEM as a function of core aspect ratio ka and
current density Js are shown in Fig. A2-10. The calculated losses as a function of ka and
Js are shown in Fig. A2-11. For each given current density, the highest power density
point can be identified from these curves. The result shows that at the point where ka=9.4
and Js = 7.5 A/mm2 the power density is the highest and all constraints can be satisfied.
The calculated temperature profile of the passive IPEM at this point is shown in Fig.
A2-12, assuming the ambient temperature is 50 °C. The exploded view of the designed
passive IPEM is shown in Fig. A2-13. In this passive IPEM, the DC blocking capacitance
C is only integrated in transformer T1 to reduce the height and simplify construction. Due
to the asymmetrical duty cycle control scheme of the AHBC converter, the power
transferred by the two transformers is different. Therefore, the two transformers are
designed differently in order to utilize the space more efficiently. The final design result
shows that the passive IPEM, with 6 power passive components integrated inside,
including a 2.5 µF high frequency capacitor, has a power density of 200 W/in3 and an
efficiency of 98%.
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TABLE A2-1 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
PARAMETERS

SYMBOL

VALUE

Input voltage (V)

Vin

300 – 400

Output voltage (V)

Vo

48

Output current (A) (avg)

Io

20.8

Primary current: (rms) (A)

Ip

6.3

Secondary current of T1 (rms) (A)

Is1

9.3

Secondary current of T2 (rms) (A)

Is

18.7

Switch frequency (kHz)

fs

200

Turns ration of T1: n1 (pri:sec)

n1

4:3

Turns ration of T2: n2 (pri:sec)

n2

4:3

Magnetizing inductance of T1 (seen from primary): (uH)

Lm1

45

Magnetizing inductance of T2 (seen from primary): (uH)

Lm2

45

DC decoupling capacitance: (uF)

C

>2

Min. distance between turns (mm)

cl

0.5

Min. thickness of insulation (mm)

tin

0.2

Min. creepage distance (mm)

cr

3

Max. profile (inch)

hmax

0.8

Max. temperature rise (°C)

∆T

55

Min. efficiency

eff

97.5%

Js=10
Js=7.5
Js=5

Js=10
Js=7.5
Js=5

Js=10
Js=7.5
Js=5

Fig. A2-10 Design curves
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Js=10
Js=7.5
Js=5
Js=10
Js=7.5
Js=5

Js=5
Js=7.5
Js=10

Fig. A2-11 Calculated losses

Fig. A2-12 Calculated temperature profile of the passive IPEM

E core

primary
hybrid winding
Leakage layer
secondary
planar winding
I core
primary
& secondary
planar windings
E core

Fig. A2-13 Exploded view of the designed passive IPEM
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A2.7 Experimental results
According to the optimal design result, an optimally designed passive IPEM (ka=9.4,
Js=7.5 A/mm2) and an AHBC testbed were constructed. The exploded view of the
constructed passive IPEM prototype is shown in Fig. A2-14. The ferrite cores are
customized. To define a baseline to evaluate the performance of the passive IPEM, an
AHBC converter using discrete components with the same ratings and specifications was
also constructed. The passive components used in the discrete converter include a 1 kVA,
200 kHz HF transformer (E42-3F3 core, 8:3 turns ratio, wound by 4 ounce copper foil), a
40 µH output inductor (E42-3F3 core, wound by 4ounce copper foil), a 2 µH resonant
inductor (Powder iron ring core) and a 2.4 µF DC blocking capacitor. The DC blocking
capacitor is implemented by four 400V, 0.56 µF, polypropylene film capacitors in
parallel, since it is difficult to find a single capacitor with the same rating and the
dimension is limit by the board layout. The two converters are shown in Fig. A2-15 - Fig.
A2-16, respectively. The comparison of the passive IPEM and the discrete passive
components is shown in Fig. A2-17 and their parameters are shown in Table A2-2. These
two converters were tested and their efficiencies were measured by measuring the input
and output DC voltage and current. The measured efficiency as a function of output
power is shown in Fig. A2-18. From the above comparisons, it is found that at full load
condition, the efficiency difference of the two converters is within the measurement error
range. These two converters are almost identical except for the passive components,
which implies that the efficiency of the passive IPEM is almost the same as that of the
discrete components. However, as can be seen in Table A2-2, the power density of the
passive IPEM is increased nearly 4 times in comparison to the discrete components.
TABLE A2-2 COMPARISON OF PASSIVE IPEM AND DISCRETE COMPONENTS
PARAMETERS

PASSIVE IPEM

DISCRETE

Component count

1

7

1.6

4.2

Components volume (cm )

82

173

Interconnection volume (cm3)

5

170

Total volume (cm )

87

343

Number of terminals

5

17

Profile (cm)
3

3
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Ecore

Primary Leakage Secondary Icore
Hybrid
Layer PCB winding
Winding

Primary &
Secondary
PCB
windings

Ecore

Fig. A2-14 Exploded view of constructed passive IPEM prototype

Fig. A2-15 Baseline converter (discrete technology)

Fig. A2-16 AHBC with integrated passives (passive
IPEM)
Passive IPEM

Discrete Components

Fig. A2-17 Comparison of passive IPEM and discrete components
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Efficiency
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Fig. A2-18 Measured efficiencies of the two converters
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To measure the total losses of passive IPEM directly, the input and output voltage and
current waveforms of the passive IPEM need to be measured very accurately, since a
very small phase error will cause large errors in the calculated power losses. The
calorimetric method has been proven to have better accuracy tan the electrical
measurement method. However, it needs complicated measurement equipment and a long
stabilization time. To roughly estimate the accuracy of the calculated losses of the passive
IPEM and to evaluate its thermal characteristics, a preliminary temperature measurement
of the cores and windings of these two converters working at nominal condition (400V
input voltage and full load output) were taken by using thermocouples. The cooling
conditions of these two converters are kept as similar as possible in order to make a fair
comparison. The thermocouple mounting points in the passive components in these two
converters are shown in Fig. A2-19 and Fig. A2-20, respectively. The measured
thermocouple temperatures are shown in Table A2-3. Although the measured ambient
temperature of the measurement environment (21 °C) is different from 50 °C, which is
defined by the design specifications, the measured temperature rise still enables
evaluation of the thermal characteristics of the passive IPEM and the discrete components.
It is found that the hot spot temperature rise of the passive IPEM is nearly 10 °C lower
than that of the discrete components even though its power density is 4 times higher. It is
also found that the measured temperature rise of the hottest spot of the passive IPEM is
around 41 °C (with respect to ambient temperature). Compared with the calculated
temperature rise (around 55 °C) shown in Fig. A2-12, the calculated loss is within a
reasonable range, if the approximations made in the thermal model are considered.
TABLE A2-3 MEASURED THERMOCOUPLE TEMPERATURES
TC

1

2

3

4

5

Passive IPEM T(°C)

63.7

71.7

71.9

67.2

65.2

Discrete components T(°C)

39.8

54.3

74.1

77.3

79.1

The integrated converter has also been compared to converters with the same active
power stage, but with different passive component combinations, such as non-planar
integrated magnetics current-doubler and planar integrated magnetics current-doubler
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4

Fig. A2-19 Thermocouple mounting points in the discrete components

E core
1
2

I core
E core
5

3
4

Fig. A2-20 Thermocouple mounting points in the passive IPEM

with the same external DC blocking capacitor. The details and results can be found in
[58]. It was concluded that the integrated converter with passive IPEM has the best
overall performance.

A2.8 Conclusion
In this paper, the 1D AC loss model of a passive IPEM is provided, based on the
results from the literature. By utilizing the orthogonal principle for the skin effect and the
proximity effect, the derivation of the AC loss model of the regular windings and L-C
hybrid windings is simplified. The electric circuit equivalent thermal model of the
passive IPEM is also provided to calculate its temperature rise. Based on these models, a
volumetric optimal design algorithm of passive IPEM is presented and a design example
is given. A prototype passive IPEM for a 1 kW asymmetrical half bridge converter was
constructed to verify the optimal design result. Compared to the discrete components
with the same function and same ratings, the optimally designed passive IPEM has the
same efficiency, but the power density is almost 4 times higher. This is achieved mostly
by the reduction of profile and the elimination of the space occupied by the
interconnections between discrete components. The number of power terminals is
reduced, which implies the possibility of increasing the reliability. The preliminary
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thermal measurement result shows that, although the loss density of the passive IPEM is
greatly increased, the temperature rise of the hot spot in the passive IPEM is about 10 °C
lower than that in the discrete components. This is achieved by better thermal
management utilizing the large planar surface area of the structure.
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APPENDIX

III:

CHARACTERIZATION
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INTEGRATED
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POWER

PASSIVE

DEVICES
A3.1 Introduction
Capacitors are used in power electronics circuits for various applications. Typical
applications are in snubber, clamping and resonant circuits. To reduce the size and
increase the power density, integrated passive modules are required. Some special
dielectric materials are often used in integrated passive devices because of their high
relative permittivity, up to several thousand. However, the characteristics of these
materials vary largely with the operating conditions, such as voltage, frequency and
temperature changes. An assessment of the actual characteristics of these materials under
different in-circuit conditions is required to determine their compatibility with the design
specifications.
A few measurement techniques to measure the characteristics of dielectric materials
exist. However, most of the commercial systems measure under small signal conditions,
which limit their usefulness for power electronics application. Some large signal
measurement systems have been proposed [152][153], but are still limited in their range
of measurement [151]. The method presented in this appendix provides an improved
approach to measure dielectric characteristics under up to 850 V and 10 A operation
conditions and time down to 1 µs. As a result, the applicable range of the measured
characteristics is widened.

A3.2 Measurement circuits
A3.2.1 Small Signal Measurement

This method is based on superposing a small AC “ripple” voltage on a DC bias
voltage, which is applied on the Device Under Test (DUT). The measurement setup is
shown in Fig. A3-1.
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Fig. A3-1 Small signal measurement setup

In fact, it measures two capacitors in series, the DUT and a large capacitance value
part (Cb) used to protect the measurement instrument from dc bias voltage. The blocking
capacitor must be a linear, low-loss capacitor and it must have capacitance value much
larger than DUT. The measured capacitance should be corrected by using the following
equation in order to eliminate the error induced by the blocking capacitor.
C=

Cb / 2 ⋅ C m
Cb / 2 − C m

(A3-1)

where Cb is the capacitance of the blocking capacitor and Cm is the measured capacitance.
Although the capacitance as a function of voltage can be obtained by this
measurement, it is under “static”, dc conditions. In power electronics applications, the
characteristics of the dielectric under “dynamic”, large signal conditions are of more
interest, which are quite different from its “static” characteristics. In addition, the
dielectric losses are not addressed in this method.
A3.2.2 In-situ Snubber-Capacitor Measurement Circuit

The In-situ Snubber-Capacitor Measurement Circuit [153] has been used to do large
signal measurements. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. A3-2. In this measurement
setup, the capacitor made of the test dielectric material is placed as a snubber capacitor in
an RCD turn-off snubber for a buck chopper circuit. When the switch is turned off, a near
constant current is commutated from the switch to the test capacitor. This current charges
the test capacitor up to the bus voltage, at which point the current commutates to the
freewheeling diode. The capacitor voltage and current are measured during this interval
using a digital storage oscilloscope. The resultant data, in numerical format, is then stored
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and the calculations are done on a computer using a spreadsheet program. The
capacitance as a function of voltage can then be calculated as:
C(v) =

iv
∆v/∆t

(A3-2)

where iv is the current value at voltage v and ∆v/∆t is taken around v over several
measuring points to reduce digitization errors. Typical waveforms for a test capacitor can
be seen in Fig. A3-3.
However, the reported method has the following limitations:
z

Since this measurement is done for the charge interval only, the total losses within
the capacitor can not be determined from the voltage and current measurements.

z

A large power supply is needed because of the requirement of high bus voltage and
large input current. On the other hand, the energy needed to charge the capacitor is
only a very small portion of the total input energy. The rest of energy is dissipated in
the load resistor and other components in the circuit.

z

Because the circuit is charging and discharging the test capacitor continuously, it will
heat up the capacitor. This will require additional temperature control to cool the
capacitor for controlled temperature measurements.

Fig. A3-2 In-situ Snubber-Capacitor Measurement Setup
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Fig. A3-3 Typical snubber Circuit Measurement [151]

A3.2.3 Resonant-Snubber Dielectric Characterization Measurement Circuit

The proposed Resonant-Snubber Dielectric Characterization Measurement Circuit
(RSDCMC) is shown in Fig. A3-4. Several improvements have been made by changing
the topology and operating mode of the circuit used in the original approach.

Fig. A3-4 Resonant-Snubber Dielectric Characterization Measurement Setup

z

The RCD snubber is replaced by an active resonant snubber. By selecting the value
of the resonant inductor, the resonant frequency of the capacitor discharge interval
can be well controlled. As a result, the measurement can also be done during the
discharge interval, which makes the measurement of the dielectric losses possible.
Furthermore, the value of the resonant inductor can be deliberately selected so that
the measurement can be done under exactly the same working conditions as in the
actual circuit.

z

The RSDCMC operates in a two-pulse measurement mode. The first pulse sets up
the initial conditions, while the second generates the required measurement intervals
(described below). Because of this, the voltage source can be replaced by a bus
capacitor. Only a small DC supply is need to charge the bus capacitor to the desired
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bus voltage before the measurement starts. The bus can still be deemed as near
constant during the measurement if the bus capacitor is large enough.
z

The measurement circuit also works in two-pulse operating mode. Once the bus
capacitor is charged to the desired voltage, a trigger signal can be generated to trigger
the measurement to start. Two sets of complementary pulses, each comprised of two
pulses, are then generated by a logic circuit to drive switch S1 and S2 to conduct
complementarily, as shown in Fig. A3-6. The appropriate pulse is also used as the
external trigger signal for the oscilloscope to start recording the measurement data.
All the measurements can be done in a very short time interval so that the heating of
the test capacitor can be neglected. As a result, the measurement temperature can be
well controlled. Another advantage provided by the two-pulse operating mode is that
power ratings of all the components in this circuit can be greatly reduced.
In order to simplify the circuit analysis, several assumptions are made:

z

The bus capacitor has been pre-charged and it is sufficiently large so that it can be
treated as a voltage source.

z

The filter inductor can be treated as a current source after its current built up.

z

The initial conditions of all the passive components except the bus capacitor are zero.

z

The semiconductor switches are ideal switching devices, i.e. no forward voltage drop
in on-state, no leakage current in off-state, and no time delay at turn-on or turn-off.
The operation of this circuit can be divided into five stages. The correspondent

equivalent circuit of each stage and the representative waveforms are shown in Fig. A3-5
and Fig. A3-6, respectively.
Stage 1 – Source inductor current build-up interval.
At time T0, switch S1 is turned on, the filter inductor starts to be charged by the
input voltage source. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. A3-5(a). The
expression of the inductor current is:
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t
Vin
L
/
iL =
⋅ (1 − e R )
R

(A3-3)

When the inductor current reaches the required value, S1 is turned off. At the
same time, S2 is turned on transferring the circuit into Stage 2. For a given
inductance and resistance, the working current can be determined by the length of
the time interval [T0, T1].
Stage 2 – Test capacitor pre-charge interval.
After S2 is turned on, the inductor current commutates from S1 to the test
capacitor C. A near constant current starts to charge C. The capacitor voltage rises
from zero to the bus voltage, at which point the freewheeling diode DFW is
turned on automatically and then the circuit enters stage 5. The equivalent circuit
of this stage is shown in Fig. A3-5 (b). The length of time interval [T1, T3] should
be longer than the capacitor charging time, which is approximately given by:
V
∆t = in ⋅ C
iL

(A3-4)

where C is the estimated capacitance.
Stage 3 – Test capacitor resonant discharge interval.

Fig. A3-5 Equivalent circuits for different operating stages
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Fig. A3-6 Typical waveforms of different stages

Fig. A3-5 (c) shows the equivalent circuit. At time T3, S1 is turned on again and
S2 is turned off. C then starts to resonant with the resonant inductor Lr. The
resonant frequency is approximately given by:
f = 1 / 2 ⋅ π ⋅ Lr ⋅ C

(A3-5)

Because of the existence of the diode in series with the resonant inductor, the
resonant current can only flow unidirectionally. When the capacitor voltage
reaches –Vin after half a cycle of the resonant period, the resonance terminates.
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The length of time interval [T3, T5] should be larger than half resonant cycle. The
data of this interval must be stored using a digital oscilloscope.
Stage 4 – Test capacitor linear charge interval.
This stage is the same as stage 2, except that the test capacitor is not charged from
zero volts, but from –Vin. So the length of this interval should be larger than 2∆t.
The data of this measurement interval is also recorded.
Stage 5 – Freewheeling interval.
The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. A3-5(d). The circuit enters this stage twice
during one measurement. The first time is after stage 2. In order to keep the
inductor current constant, this interval should be as short as possible. The second
time is after stage 4 at the end of the required measurement intervals. The
freewheeling will then allow the remaining energy within the filter inductor to be
discharged.

A3.3 Experimental Results
An experimental Resonant-Snubber Dielectric Characterization Measurement Circuit
has been implemented. The circuit diagram and component values are shown in Fig.
A3-7. Because of the nonideal semiconductor devices, there are current spikes during
switching transients. When the freewheeling diode is switched off, two times bus voltage,
which can be as high as 1700 V, is applied and its conducting current as high as 10 A
must be commutated to the switch in less than 1 µs. This will cause very severe reverse
recovery current and voltage spikes, which are detrimental to the devices. This directly
influences the useable measurement time. A lot of efforts have been made in order to
alleviate this problem, and at the same time keep the measurement interval unaffected.
Waveforms in Fig. 8-10 show satisfactory results.
The experimental measurements were done for the following capacitors:
z

68 nF 630V polypropylene capacitor (commercial)

z

50 nF 1000V ferroelectric ceramic capacitor (commercial)
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Fig. A3-7 Experimental Resonant-Snubber Dielectric Characterization Measurement Circuit.
S1 and S2: IXYS-IXSH35N140A
All the diodes: IXYS-DSDI6016A

z

78 nF in-house ferroelectric ceramic capacitor made from ceramic dielectric used to
construct integrated resonant modules. The dielectric material is commercial
available.
These capacitors with similar capacitance values were tested using the resonant-

snubber capacitance measurement circuit, under the following conditions:
z

The measurements were done at room temperature. All of these measurements can be
repeated at different temperatures, as the capacitance and loss factor is dependent on
temperature. If this measurement needs to be done for an actual power electronics
application, the test must be performed at the expected operating temperature range.

z

All the measurements were done with a bus voltage of 600 - 850 V and DC charging
current of 3-8 A. The waveforms were sampled using a Tektronix TDS 754D digital
oscilloscope. The current shunt is SDN-414-10 high bandwidth shunt resistor from
T&M Research Products Inc. Its resistance is 0.1014Ω and the bandwidth is 2 GHz.
The voltage and current waveforms of these capacitors under testing are shown in
Fig. A3-8 - Fig. A3-10.
It is shown in Fig. A3-8, the commercial polypropylene capacitor gives a linear result

(constant voltage slope during linear charge interval). The commercial ceramic capacitor,
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however, shows some non-linearity when voltage changes (rising voltage slope at higher
voltages). The in-house capacitor starts to saturate earlier than the commercial cap due to
a higher electrical field at the same voltage (thinner dielectric). Due to the losses of the
resonant loop, the final negative voltage after resonance is reduced. This relates directly
to a loss of charge on the test capacitor. For non-linear capacitors, where the capacitance
is reduced at higher voltages, this charge loss will cause a greater reduction in the final
negative voltage achieved, as seen in Fig. A3-8 - Fig. A3-10. It is therefore very
important to maximize the Q of the resonant loop.

v

i
Voltage
reduction
=2A/div

i

v

=1A/div

Fig. A3-8 Voltage and current waveforms of the polypropylene capacitor
Top: Resonant discharge interval, v: 200 V/div, i: 2 A/div
Bottom: linear charge interval, v: 200 V/div, i: 1 A/div

v

i
Voltage
reduction
=1A/div
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i

v
=1A/div

Fig. A3-9 Waveforms of the commercial ceramic capacitor
Top: Resonant discharge interval, v: 200 V/div, i: 1 A/div
Bottom: linear charge interval, v: 200 V/div, i: 1 A/div

v

i

Voltage
reduction
=1A/div

i

v
=2A/div

Fig. A3-10 Voltage and current waveforms of the in-house ceramic capacitor.
Top: Resonant discharge interval, v: 200 V/div, i: 1 A/div
Bottom: linear charge interval, v: 200 V/div, i: 2 A/div

A3.4 Measurement Data Processing
The measurement data were saved in spreadsheet file format and then dumped into a
computer. However, the voltage and current data can not be used to do the calculation
directly because of the digitalization error introduced by the measurement instrument, the
digital oscilloscope. A low-pass digital filter can be employed to filter out the high
frequency sampling error. Nevertheless, the filter will also add some transient response
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and phase shift to the filtered data. The phase shift introduced by the filter also depends
on signal frequency, which makes the situation worse. In the linear charge interval, the
capacitor voltage and current have different frequency components, which means they
will have different phase shift after filtering. This will introduce large errors to the
calculation result and makes the result useless. Fig. A3-11 shows the filtered voltage and
current waveforms of the linear charge interval of Fig. A3-8 by applying a 7th order
Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency of 0.01. It is clear that large phase shift and
transient response exist after filtering. This implies that a normal low-pass digital filter is
not suitable for measurement data processing. In this paper, a statistical method is used to
smooth the voltage and current data. The recorded data was averaged over a fixed width,
moving window. The window width can be adjusted to get an optimized smoothing effect.
Fig. A3-12 shows the smoothed curve from the same source data as in Fig. A3-11 by
employing a 128 points moving window. It can be seen that there is no transient response
introduced and there is no phase shift between the filtered voltage and current data. So
the introduced error is minimized. The capacitance, relative permittivity, electric
displacement (D), electric field (E) and dielectric loss density are then calculated as
follows.

Fig. A3-11 Voltage and current waveforms after filtered by a 7th order Butterworth digital filter
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Fig. A3-12 Voltage and current waveforms after smoothed by a 128 points moving window

1. Capacitance
Using eqn. (A3-1), the capacitance of each test capacitor can be calculated. Fig.
A3-13 - Fig. A3-15 show the calculated capacitance vs. voltage curves of the four
samples, respectively. The circled areas in these graphs are due to the calculation errors
caused by the switching transient. The usable range is between the two dashed lines in the
graphs.
It is shown in these curves that the polypropylene capacitor displays linear
characteristics and the calculated capacitance is very close to its nominal value. The
capacitance of the commercial ferroelectric ceramic capacitor decreases with the applied
voltage and the capacitance at 700 volts is about 1/3 of its nominal value (at 0 volts). The
c-v curve of the in-house ceramic capacitor is much more non-linear than the commercial
one. The ratio of capacitance at 800 volts and 0 volts is only 1:6. There is difference
between the charge and discharge curves of the ferroelectric dielectric, which is caused
by the hysteresis of the D-E curves of those materials. Furthermore, due to the dynamic
nature of the in-house ceramic, its c-v curves are not symmetrical around the zero volts
axis. The reason is still unclear and under investigating.
2. Relative permittivity
Since only the dimension of the in-house ceramic capacitor is known, the calculation
of the relative permittivity, the D-E curve and the dielectric loss density are only done for
this capacitor. The dimension is given in Table A3-1.
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Fig. A3-13 Calculated capacitance of the commercial polypropylene capacitor

Fig. A3-14 Calculated capacitance of the commercial ceramic capacitor

Fig. A3-15 Calculated capacitance of the in-house ceramic capacitor.

TABLE A3-1 DIMENSIONS OF THE IN-HOUSE CERAMIC CAPACITOR

In-house
capacitor

PLATE AREA A (mm2)

DIELECTRIC THICKNESS d (µm)

729

410

The relative permittivity is given by the following equation
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ε = C /(ε ⋅ A / d )
0

r

(A3-6)

where C is the calculated capacitance from the previous step and ε0 is the permittivity of
vacuum, which is 8.854e-12 F/m. The resultant curves are shown in Fig. 16.
3. Electric displacement (D) and electric field (E).
D and E can be obtained from charge (Q) and voltage (V) through the following
equations.
Q=

∫∫s D ⋅ ds

V = ∫ E ⋅ dl

(A3-7)
(A3-8)

For a parallel plate capacitor, (8) and (9) can be simplified to:
D =Q/A

(A3-9)

E =V /d

(A3-10)

The charge is found by integrating the current i

Q=Q +
0

t

∫ i ⋅ dt

t

(A3-11)

0

Q0 is obtained by integrating the current from the point where the voltage is zero to the
beginning of each interval. D and E of both charge and discharge interval were calculated

Fig. A3-16 Calculated relative permittivity of the in-house ceramic capacitor
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Fig. A3-17 Calculated D-E curves of the in-house ceramic capacitor

and the combined D-E graphs is shown in Fig. 17.
4. Dielectric loss density
Similar to the core loss density of the magnetic materials, the dielectric loss density of
the dielectric material also depends on the working frequency, voltage and temperature.
The dielectric loss density of the in-house ceramic capacitor under the above
measurement condition is obtained by calculating hysteresis loop area of the D-E curves
from:

δ =

Dmax

∫ (E

c

− E d ) ⋅ dD

(A3-12)

Dmin

where Ec is the electric field of the charge interval and Ed is the electric field of the
discharge interval. The resultant loss density under this test condition is shown in Table
A3-2.
TABLE A3-2 CALCULATED DIELECTRIC LOSS DENSITY
CAPACITOR

DIELECTRIC LOSS DENSITY (J/mm3)

In-house ceramic

0.0166

A3.5 Conclusion
Some special materials are required to make integrated passive devices because of
their high dielectric constants. These materials’ characteristics however vary with applied
voltage, frequency and temperature. These variations are normally much greater than in
low permittivity materials.
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In both cases, however, an accurate estimation of the dielectric behavior of the
material under operating conditions is required. Small signal measurements alone are not
sufficient for accurate results and different large signal measurement systems have been
devised to address this problem.
The method proposed in this paper aims to improve the previous generation snubbertype measurement system by including both charge and discharge cycles for
measurement. This will enable a usable estimation of the dielectric losses under these
large signal conditions. It is also hoped that the addition of the resonant interval will give
insight to the characteristics of the employed dielectric under actual operating conditions.
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